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Abstract
A molecule editor, that is program for input and editing of molecules, is an indispensable part of every cheminformatics or molecular processing system. This review focuses on a special type of molecule editors, namely those
that are used for molecule structure input on the web. Scientific computing is now moving more and more in the
direction of web services and cloud computing, with servers scattered all around the Internet. Thus a web browser
has become the universal scientific user interface, and a tool to edit molecules directly within the web browser is
essential.
The review covers a history of web-based structure input, starting with simple text entry boxes and early molecule
editors based on clickable maps, before moving to the current situation dominated by Java applets. One typical
example - the popular JME Molecule Editor - will be described in more detail. Modern Ajax server-side molecule
editors are also presented. And finally, the possible future direction of web-based molecule editing, based on technologies like JavaScript and Flash, is discussed.
Introduction
A program for the input and editing of molecules is an
indispensable part of every cheminformatics or molecular processing system. Such a program is known as a
molecule editor, molecular editor or structure sketcher.
Its function is to facilitate entry of molecules or reactions into an computer with help of mouse and keyboard actions. There are two types of molecule editors:
3D editors, supporting creation of 3D molecular structures, mainly for use in molecular modeling applications,
and 2D editors generating “flat” 2D molecule representations used as input to various molecular processing
services, such as searches of chemical databases or the
creation of chemical illustrations.
In this overview only 2D molecule editors used for
chemical structure input on the web will be covered.
The World Wide Web, introduced originally as a medium for exchange of scientific information, is affecting
now practically all aspects of our life, but scientific and
technical applications still benefit proportionally more
from the web technology. Scientific computing is moving more and more in the direction of web services and
cloud computing, with servers scattered all around the
Internet, and the web browser becoming the universal
scientific user interface. Chemistry is no exception from
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this trend and input of molecular structures directly
within a web browser is therefore of utmost importance.
In this overview a history of entering molecules into
web applications will be covered, starting from simple
text entry boxes, continuing with the current situation
dominated by Java applets and finally modern Ajax server-side molecule editors and future technologies, like
pure client editors based on JavaScript, will be discussed.
Only “true” platform independent web editors which can
run in any standard web browser will be covered here.
In addition to this type of tools, various molecular drawing programs are available also as so called plugins.
These programs require relatively complex installation
before use and are platform dependent, available in
most cases only on Windows PCs. An overview of these
types of molecule editors is available as a chapter in the
cheminformatics textbook [1], as well as in an on-line
review of chemical drawing programs [2].

Early web-based structure input tools
The first web-based molecular processing tools did not
have capability to enter molecule structures graphically,
because the early web technology allowed only input of
textual data. Users were therefore asked to input their
molecules as SMILES strings [3] or to upload structure
files created with help of locally installed molecule
drawing programs. Several ingenious web developers
tried to overcome this limitation by offering character-
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based or image-based construction of molecules from
fragments, but these systems were not easy to use and
therefore did not find general acceptance. Example of
such an interesting system which allows construction of
molecules from ASCII characters is still functional at
the Dundee PRODRG2 modelling server [4] (Figure 1).
The first “true” web structure editor, which allowed
creation and modification of molecules directly within a
web page was developed at Ciba-Geigy (later Novartis)
as part of the in-house web-based cheminformatics system [5] (Figure 2). This editor was based on so called
“clickable map” technology. The structure to be modified was displayed on the web page as an image. The
user had to select the required editing action from a
menu and then click the atom or bond that should be
modified. The click coordinates, together with the
desired action, were sent to the server, where the structure was modified and a new molecular image was sent
back. The disadvantage of this approach was that for
every structural change, the program required a new
connection to the server, where a native application had
to be launched before responding to the client. Despite
this, the editor was a huge step forward from previous
text-only entry, enabling relatively easy interactive input
of molecules on the web by medicinal chemists and it
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boosted the use of interactive cheminformatics services
on the Ciba-Geigy intranet. This editor become direct
inspiration to the Daylight GRINS editor [6] (Figure 3)
based on the same principle.

Java applets
Introduction of the Java programming language in 1995
contributed considerably to increased interactivity of
web applications. Small graphical Java programs applets - could be integrated directly into web pages to
add practically any desired functionality. Probably the
first molecule editor in Java was an applet written by D.
Bayada from the Leeds University. Source code of this
program was available and one can still find it on the
Internet [7]. Independently a JME molecule editor applet
was implemented at Ciba-Geigy (later Novartis). Many
other molecule editor applets have been subsequently
developed and currently some 20 such programs can be
found on the Internet (Figure 4), differing considerably
in their size, easy of use, development status and licensing. An incomplete list includes ACD/SDA [8], ChemWriter [9], Edit2D [10], ensochemEditor [11], ICedit
[12], JavaGrins [13], JME [14], JUME [15], KegDraw
[16], Marvin Sketch [17], Osiris [18] and Symyx JDraw
[19]. Additionally, several Java editors are available also

Figure 1 Text-based structure entry notation used at the PRODRG2 server.
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Figure 2 Web-based molecule editor based on clickable map developed at Ciba-Geigy.

in open source, including JChemPaint [20], JMolDraw
[21], MCDL [22] and SketchEl [23], encouraging collaborative software development by the global cheminformatics community.
In the following section the JME Molecule Editor will
be described in more details, as a representative example
of this type of web-based structure input tools.

JME Molecule Editor
The JME Molecule Editor [14] is a Java applet which
allows one to draw, edit, and display molecules and
reactions directly within web page (Figure 5). The editor
was originally written at Comenius University in Bratislava in QuickBASIC by author of this review and later
translated into Java to be used as a structure input tool
for an in-house web-based cheminformatics system at
Ciba-Geigy and later at Novartis [5,24]. Due to many
requests, the JME editor has been released to the public
and is currently probably the most popular molecular
entry system on the web.
The JME editor is able to generate SMILES, MDL Molfile or its own compact format (one line textual representation of a molecule or reaction including also atomic 2D

coordinates) of the input molecules. The SMILES code
generated by JME is canonical, i.e. independent on the
way how the molecule was drawn. The applet can also
serve as a query input tool for searching molecular databases by supporting creation of complex substructure
queries (Figure 6), which are automatically translated
into SMARTS [25]. With help of simple HTML form elements, the creation of 3D structure queries is also possible, as used for example in 3D pharmacophore searches
in the NCI database system [26]. Input of reactions is
also supported (Figure 7), including generation of reaction SMILES and SMIRKS [27].
The JME applet can communicate with other elements
on the HTML page via its public functions. These functions allow one to retrieve created molecules, change
JME appearance or programmatically display new molecules. JME can be, for example, easily connected with a
graph on a web page and when mouse touches a point
on the graph, display the corresponding molecule (as
shown for example here [28]). JavaScript functions,
called automatically when a web page containing JME is
loaded or unloaded, allow the archiving of the current
molecule into a cookie (a small piece of persistent
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Figure 3 Daylight GRINS editor.

information associated with this particular web page
stored on the client computer) and the display of the
saved molecule when the web page is loaded again.
Detailed description of JME public functions is available
on-line in the JME documentation [14].
The JME applet is written in Java 1.0, the initial version of Java programming language. Java 1.0 does not
support any sophisticated graphics or user interface elements, but on the other side, it is available in all types
and versions of web browsers, therefore JME can run
practically everywhere, without the need to rely on additional Java plugins (which are not always available).
Another advantage of the simple architecture is the JME
size (below 40 kB), which assures very fast loading in
web pages. Thank to the Java platform independence,
the JME runs on Windows PCs, Mac/OS machines and
practically all UNIX clones, including, of course,
LINUX.
The number of Internet sites which use the JME
applet as a molecule input tool is too large to be listed
here. These sites include molecular databases, property
prediction services, various cheminformatics tools (such
as generation of 3D structures, prediction of metabolic
sites, combinatorial library design, or QSAR services just
to name some) or interactive sites focused on chemistry

education. Several such representative applications,
which may be of general interest, have been collected
here [29]. For an additional review of free web tools
focused on applications in medicinal chemistry and drug
discovery, see review [30].
For non-commercial purposes, the JME Editor may be
obtained directly from the author of this review.

Server Side Editors
As shown in the previous sections, Java applets offer a
very useful way to add additional functionality to web
pages. But the applets have also disadvantages. The
major one is the dependency on the Java runtime
engine. This may be a problem particularly in the industry environment, where sometimes Java or communication between applets and JavaScript in web browsers, is
blocked for security reasons. Additionally, the many
possible combinations of browsers, operating systems
and various Java versions make development of more
complex applets, particularly those relying on the latest
Java features, rather challenging and far from vision of
the Java slogan, “write once run anywhere”. This suboptimal situation, a relic from so called “browser wars”
(hard competition for dominance in the browser market
when incompatibility with standards or other browsers
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Figure 4 Examples of molecule editor applets available on the Internet.

was sometimes seen as a way to gain market control), is
the reason why one can see the return of server-side
molecule editors with light JavaScript clients and the
actual molecule processing done on the server. Unlike
the early editors based on clickable maps and cgi scripts,
the current server side editors use modern technologies
like image streaming or Ajax for communication with
the server, making this process much faster. The advantage of server-side editors is that they are fully platform
independent, relying only on a JavaScript engine, which
is available in practically all browsers.
The first server side editor of this new generation
was the PubChem Chemical Structure Sketcher [31]
(Figure 8), developed as a structure input tool for
querying the popular PubChem database [32]. The editor consists of couple of HTML pages with embedded
JavaScript functions, and FastCGI server script

powered by the Cactvs toolkit. In response to mouse
or key actions, the server generates and sends back
image streams several times per seconds to update the
editor drawing area. To insure the necesary robustness
needed when supporting the highly used PubChem
database the sketcher uses two independent multi-processor server hosts and redundant database servers for
storing its state.
Another server side editor is WebME [33] from
Molinspiration (Figure 9). WebME has a lightweight
GUI based on the JQuery JavaScript toolkit with mouse
movement detection. Advantage of this approach is that
the GUI offers a visual clue when an atom or bond is
touched, so the user experience is similar to those when
using an interactive applet. WebME client communicates with its server using the Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technology. The server side molecular
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Figure 5 JME Molecule Editor.

Figure 6 Creation of substructure queries with the JME.
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Figure 7 Input of reactions with the JME.

processing engine is powered by a servlet, with a resulting fast response time.

Future of the Molecule Editing on the Web
The new paradigm of web computing, namely the web
browser taking over the function of operating system itself,
accompanied by fast progress in performance of JavaScript
engines, encourages development of scientific applications
running entirely within web browsers. This is facilitated

Figure 8 The PubChem Chemical Structure Sketcher.

also by introduction of a new canvas element in the
HTML5 standard, that allows dynamic drawing on web
pages using only JavaScript functions. Also the introduction of Google Web Toolkit (GWT), a development environment that allows easy creation of interactive web
application in Java and then translates the Java code into
the optimized JavaScript, makes development of rich JavaScript applications much easier. As a consequence of this
technology progress, several molecule editors relying
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Figure 9 WebME Ajax Editor from Molinspiration.

purely on JavaScript have become available, for example
jsMolEditor [34] or WebCME [35]. These editors are presently still in development stage, but clearly show the
potential of JavaScript programming connected with
browser-based graphics. Several other projects using JavaScript to develop web-based structure input tools are
ongoing, including also an effort of the author of this
review to translate the JME Java applet to JavaScript [36].
Another interesting cheminformatics JavaScript application is a collection of components called ChemDoodle
[37]; this includes 2D and 3D molecule viewers, and also a
simple molecule editor called Doodler.
Despite all advantages of JavaScript, however, one
needs to be aware also of disadvantages of this technology. The most important is lack of support of the canvas
element in older browsers, particularly in the Internet
Explorer (although Internet Explorer 9 should have canvas support). Another limitation of client-side JavaScript
programs is requirement for fast loading, which sets
restrictions to their size and therefore also to the available functionality (for comparison the server code of the
PubChem Sketcher, that supports many complex features, supports dozens of file formats and is capable to
re-layout complex drawings, has size of about 45 Mb).
In summary, JavaScript based molecule editors, and
generally all cheminformatics applications based on this
technology have great potential, but it will still take
some time until the canvas graphics is globally supported and resource intensive JavaScript applications
will be able to run smoothly in all browsers.

Another technology for adding interactivity to web
pages is Adobe Flash. Although currently used mostly
for creating advertisements and video-streamimg applications, integrated scripting language called ActionScript
also allows interactive drawing within web pages. To the
authors knowledge, no molecule editor has been written
in Flash, yet, but available chemical applications like
chemical structure viewer [38], or crystal viewer [39],
show that that Flash can be used to create nice interactive chemical applications. One can therefore expect
that sooner or later, a molecule editor written in Flash
will appear.

Conclusions
This short overview of history and current status of
web-based structure input tools illustrates clearly that
the web technology is evolving extremely quickly. New
technologies, new tools and services are appearing
almost daily. Web-based cheminformatics applications
are following this trend. It is also gratifying to see the
advent of open source movement in cheminformatics on
the Internet, as advocated for example by the Blue Obelisk Group [40] and witnessed by collaborative projects
like Chemistry Development Kit CDK [41], Jmol [42],
Bioclipse [43] and several others. In this respect, cheminformatics seems to be closing the gap on the traditionally more open source world of bioinformatics. The
future of cheminformatics, and particularly of cheminformatics applications on the web, is indeed exciting.
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Abstract
Background: The virtual screening of large compound databases is an important application of structural-activity
relationship models. Due to the high structural diversity of these data sets, it is impossible for machine learning
based QSAR models, which rely on a specific training set, to give reliable results for all compounds. Thus, it is
important to consider the subset of the chemical space in which the model is applicable. The approaches to this
problem that have been published so far mostly use vectorial descriptor representations to define this domain of
applicability of the model. Unfortunately, these cannot be extended easily to structured kernel-based machine
learning models. For this reason, we propose three approaches to estimate the domain of applicability of a kernelbased QSAR model.
Results: We evaluated three kernel-based applicability domain estimations using three different structured kernels
on three virtual screening tasks. Each experiment consisted of the training of a kernel-based QSAR model using
support vector regression and the ranking of a disjoint screening data set according to the predicted activity. For
each prediction, the applicability of the model for the respective compound is quantitatively described using a
score obtained by an applicability domain formulation. The suitability of the applicability domain estimation is
evaluated by comparing the model performance on the subsets of the screening data sets obtained by different
thresholds for the applicability scores. This comparison indicates that it is possible to separate the part of the
chemspace, in which the model gives reliable predictions, from the part consisting of structures too dissimilar to
the training set to apply the model successfully. A closer inspection reveals that the virtual screening performance
of the model is considerably improved if half of the molecules, those with the lowest applicability scores, are
omitted from the screening.
Conclusion: The proposed applicability domain formulations for kernel-based QSAR models can successfully
identify compounds for which no reliable predictions can be expected from the model. The resulting reduction of
the search space and the elimination of some of the active compounds should not be considered as a drawback,
because the results indicate that, in most cases, these omitted ligands would not be found by the model anyway.

1 Background
An important task of cheminformatics and computational chemistry in drug research is to provide methods
for the selection of a subset of molecules with certain
properties from a large compound database. Often, the
desired property is a high affinity to a certain pharmaceutical target protein, and in the selected subset, the
likelihood of a compound to be active against that target
* Correspondence: nikolas.fechner@uni-tuebingen.de
Center for Bioinformatics Tübingen (ZBIT), University of Tübingen, Sand 1,
72076 Tübingen, Germany

should be considerably higher than the average in the
database. A common approach to this task is virtual
screening (VS) [1,2]. The idea is to predict a kind of
activity likelihood score, to rank a compound database
according to this score and to choose the top ranked
molecules as the subset.
A variety of approaches has been published for the
assignment of the desired score to a molecule. They can be
roughly divided into three classes: Docking-based scoring
functions, scores depending on similarity to known active
compounds and machine learning-based score predictions.
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Docking-based approaches [3-8] rank the compounds
according to the score obtained by a docking of the
compound into the binding pocket of the respective target protein. Therefore, these approaches use not only
the information about the small molecule but also the
structure of the target to estimate the activity; however,
this additional information comes at the expense of an
increased prediction time and the need for a 3D structure of the protein.
The computationally fastest approach to rank the
compound database, according to the estimated activity,
is to sort the molecules by their similarity to one or
more known binders. This approach gives good results
in many cases [9-12], but depends strongly on the chosen query molecule and may be unable to discover
ligands of a different chemotype than the query molecule [13].
The application of a machine learning model can be
considered as a trade-off between a fast prediction time
and the integration of additional information. In contrast to the similarity-based ranking, not only information about known active compounds can be used, but
also known inactive compounds [14-17]. However, the
prediction is based on the prior assumption that the
structure-activity relationship is implicitly contained in
the training set. Therefore, it is important to be able to
decide whether the learned model’s prediction of the
activity of a molecule should be considered as reliable.
In a similarity-based ranking, this decision is not as
important, because the similarity score is directly related
to the similarity of the activity model represented by the
query molecule and the predicted compound. Unfortunately, this direct relation is not present in a learned
model that predicts a complex property, like the quantitative activity given as pKi or pIC50, and ranks the compounds according to that property.
In order to address this reliability estimation problem,
the concept of the applicability domain (AD) of a
machine-learning model has been introduced [18-23].
Usually, it is applied in the context of a quantitative
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) application. Here,
the task is to predict the activity of a compound, where
the AD is used to estimate the relative quantitative prediction error. Nevertheless, it should also be valuable for
virtual screening, because due to the large size of the
screening data set, it is to be expected that the structural diversity, and thus the impact of an inapplicable
model assumption, is greater than that for the structurally more focused QSAR experiments.
Many approaches to estimate the applicability domain
of a QSAR model either define the geometric subset of
the descriptor space that is spanned by the training set,
or infer the multivariate probability distribution of the
respective descriptor vectors [20-24]. An alternative
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approach, similar to the concepts proposed in this work,
is to relate the applicability of a model to predict the
property of a molecule to the similarity of this compound to the training set structures [18,19]. However, in
most cases the models have been trained using a vectorial representation of the molecules, so the vectorial
model and the similarity-based applicability domain are
defined in different spaces. Nevertheless, these
approaches often give convincing results. Recently, Horvath et al. [21] published a meta-model approach to
applicability domain estimation and proposed an evaluation procedure for QSAR applicability domains. Unfortunately, these ideas cannot be easily extended to the
performance measures for virtual screening used in this
work, because they are largely based on the quantitative
differences between predictions and observations.
Another concept related to the applicability domain
estimation is the estimation of the predictive variance
using Gaussian processes [25]. This concept has been
successfully applied in QSAR/QSPR [26-28] as well as in
virtual screening [29], but has the disadvantage that the
error estimation is computationally very demanding.
The definition of the domain of applicability of the
training set using the vectorial representation of the
training samples by molecular descriptors prevents a
direct application to models trained by structured kernel-based machine learning approaches. These machine
learning techniques have gained increased attention in
recent years in QSAR [30-34] as well as in virtual
screening [29,35,36]. Kernel-based learning algorithms,
like support vector machines (SVMs) [37,38], infer the
model for the relationship between the samples and the
respective properties in a high dimensional feature
space, which is only implicitly defined by the kernel. A
kernel can be considered as a special case of similarity
measure fulfilling these additional kernel properties.
Many kernels have been published, which cover different aspects of molecular similarity but avoid the loss of
information caused by the encoding of the molecule as
a descriptor vector. However, the lack of a vectorial
representation prevents the direct application of many
of the applicability domain formulations.
In this work, we propose three formulations of the
applicability domains of kernel-based QSAR models,
which rely only on the kernel similarity of the structures, and thus can be applied to assess the reliability of
these models. The proposed AD definitions are evaluated quantitatively on three different support vector
machine based VS experiments, consisting of screening
test data sets based on the DUD repository [39,40] and
respective training data sets taken from different sources
[41-45]. Furthermore, to avoid a kernel bias, we evaluated three different types of structured molecule kernels:
the Optimal Assignment kernel (OAK)[46], the Flexible
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Optimal Assignment Kernel (FlexOAK)[47] and the
Marginalized Graph Kernel (MARG)[48].
We show that, in most cases, the reliability of the
ranking produced by the virtual screening is improved
and present guidelines for the application of this technique in other experiments.

2 Methods
2.1 Metrics for Virtual Screening Evaluation

Many performance measures for the evaluation of a prediction model, such as Matthew’s correlation coefficient,
accuracy, or precision, are unsuitable metrics for the
evaluation of virtual screening experiments. The reason
for this unsuitability is that these metrics do not address
the early recognition problem. The early recognition
problem is motivated by real-world VS experiments,
where only the top ranked compounds of the complete
data set are evaluated in biological assays. To address
this problem, several virtual screening metrics were suggested and applied to compare different VS techniques.
One of those metrics is the Enrichment Factor, which is
defined for a predefined subset of the data set. This
measure indicates the ratio of the probabilities of finding
an active compound in the first X% of the data set and
that of sampling one at random from the complete data
set. Despite its early recognition sensitivity, the Enrichment Factor has the drawback of being insensitive to
the relative ranking of the compounds in the top X%
and ignoring the complete ranking of the remaining
data set [49]. To address this problem, Truchon and
Bayly [50] developed a ranking sensitive metric with a
modifiable focus on the early recognition problem, the
BEDROC score. This metric uses an exponential decay
function to reduce the influence of lower ranked compounds on the final score. The score has a parameter a
that allows the user to adjust the definition of the early
recognition problem. In this work, four different a
values were used to define different weightings of the
top ranked structures. Table 1 shows the a values
applied, together with the section of the data set that is
responsible for 80% of the final BEDROC score.
According to Table 1, an a value of 100.0 parameterizes the BEDROC score such that the ranking in the
first 1.6% of the data set contributes 80% of the final
BEDROC score.
Table 1 Relation between a and the fraction of the
screening set contributing 80% of the BEDROC score
Data set percentage

a-value

1.6%

100.0

3.0%

53.6

3.2%

50.0

5.0%

32.2
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2.2 Kernel-based Machine Learning

Kernel-based machine learning techniques, like support
vector machines, have become a common approach to
learning quantitative structure-activity relationships. In
contrast to other machine learning algorithms, like partial
least squares or neural networks, kernel-based models do
not need an explicit feature encoding j (x) (i.e., a descriptor representation) for an object x (e.g., a molecule) from
the data space c. Instead, the data objects only occur in
terms of dot products 〈j (x), j (x’)〉 between pairs of
descriptor representations, which allow the so-called kernel trick to be applied. Here, the idea is to replace both,
the feature encoding j and the dot product by one function k: c × c ® ℜ, which directly maps a pair of objects to
a real number. The function k can be any kernel function
for which there exists a (not necessary explicit) descriptor
encoding function j: c ® ℜn, such that the kernel of two
objects x, x’ corresponds to the dot product of their
respective descriptor representations j (x), j (x’):
k( x , x ’)  (x),(x’)

(1)

This condition is fulfilled by any kernel function that
is symmetric and positive semi-definite. Thus, the feature encoding j (x) does not have to be stated explicitly
and the kernel can be formulated directly on the data
object (e.g., the molecule). Therefore, the necessity to
encode a chemical structure as a numerical vector using
a set of explicitly calculated molecular descriptors could
be avoided by using a structured kernel (i.e., a kernel
that takes non-numerical objects). In this case, the kernel method still operates in a vectorial space, but the
numerical representations of the data objects in that
space never have to be computed explicitly.
This article can only give a short introduction to the
idea of kernel-based machine learning. An excellent
overview as well as detailed descriptions of various kernel-based techniques can be found in Schölkopf and
Smola [51] for further reading.
2.3 Structured Kernels for Molecules

Structured kernels for complex objects usually resemble
sensible similarity measures for these types of objects. In
recent years, several such kernels have been published
that directly operate on molecular graphs and thus
avoid an explicit descriptor representation of the molecules. The structured kernels that are used in this work
are the Marginalized Graph kernel (MARG) [48], the
Optimal Assignment kernel (OAK) [46], and its extension FlexOAK [47], which regards the molecular flexibility. Other examples are the iterative Optimal
Assignment approach [33], the Pharmocophore kernel
[35] and several other variants of molecular fingerprintlike formulations [32,34,36].
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The kernels that are used in this work describe the
similarity between two molecules by considering pairwise atomic similarities and combining these in different
ways to compare the molecular structure. The atoms
are encoded by a set of atom descriptors consisting of
both nominal (e.g., part of ring, part of HB-donor, ...)
and numeric (e.g., Gasteiger-Marsili partial charges [52],
graph potentials [53], ...) features. The complete list of
the applied atom descriptors (as well of the bond
descriptors) is given in the additional file 1. The resulting feature representation of the atoms is used to define
the atomic similarity between two atoms. All kernels use
the same atomic similarity measure, but integrate the
single pairwise atomic similarities in different ways. The
atom and bond descriptors applied in this work were
computed using the open-source Java cheminformatics
library JOELib2 [54]. To conduct QSAR experiments
and to generate the QSAR models used for the virtual
screening in this work, the structured kernels presented
are used as kernels in a support vector regression.
Hence, the molecular representation, on which the
QSAR is computed, is solely given as the implicit feature
encoding hidden in the structured kernel. Thus, in contrast to most other QSAR related works, there is no
need for a set of molecular descriptors, beside the atom
and bond descriptors used by the kernels, to encode the
molecules as numerical vectors.
The Marginalized Graph kernel (MARG) was published by Kashima et al. [48] in 2003. Its idea is to
define the similarity of two molecules as the sum of
similarities of atom sequences present in the molecules.
This concept is similar to various hashed fingerprint formulations (e.g., Daylight) but has some differences. The
Marginalized Graph kernel considers every atom
sequence of arbitrary length in the molecule. Atoms are
allowed to occur multiple times in the sequences, thus
rings may lead to infinitely long sequences. The similarity of two atom sequences is given as the sum of the
atom similarities of the pairs of atoms in corresponding
positions if the sequences have the same length, and is
set to zero otherwise. The final kernel is obtained by
summing the similarities of the atom sequences of the
molecules, whereas each sequence similarity is additionally weighted by the probability that the respective
sequence is randomly drawn from the set of possible
sequences in the molecule. The multiplication by the
probability reduces the contribution of longer sequences
because they have an obviously lower probability of
being drawn randomly. This decreased contribution of
long sequences has the effect that the weighted sum
converges to a limit. This limit can be computed without explicitly extracting the atom sequences from the
molecules by exploiting the product graph of the molecular graphs. Therefore, the Marginalized Graph kernel
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is able to consider an infinite number of possible atom
sequences by computing the limit of the weighted sum
of the similarities directly. The obtained limit is the
expectation of the sequence set similarity and is taken
as the kernel value. The details of the algorithm are
beyond the scope of this article and are therefore
omitted.
The Optimal Assignment kernel published by Fröhlich
et al [46] computes the kernel similarity of two molecules by calculating the optimal bipartite graph matching of the atoms of the two molecules. Each molecule is
regarded as a set of atoms augmented by their local
intramolecular neighborhoods. The kernel is obtained
by computing the optimal pairwise assignment of the
atoms (including their intramolecular neighboring
atoms) of the first molecule to the atoms of the second
molecule. The final kernel value is obtained as the sum
of the similarities of the assigned atoms normalized by
the self-similarities (i.e., the kernel similarities) of the
respective molecules. The normalization ensures that
the kernel values are always in the interval [0,1]. A kernel value of one is only obtained for identical (by means
of the kernel) molecules.
The FlexOAK [47] has been published recently as an
extension of the OAK capable of regarding the intramolecular flexibility of the molecules. Its idea is to introduce a further measure for atom similarity that takes
the flexibility of the local intramolecular neighborhood
of the compared atoms into account. This extended
local similarity computation is realized by comparing
the spatial coordinates, on which the neighboring atoms
(up to neighbors of degree three, i.e., connected by
sequences of up to three bonds) can be placed by rotating some of the connecting bonds. The spatial coordinates are encoded by a set of translation and scale
invariant parameters related to internal coordinates. The
comparison is then conducted by computing a numerical similarity of the parameter sets of the two compared
atoms. Thus, the similarity of the local flexibilities of the
two atoms is obtained as the similarity of the parameters
of the spatial positions and incorporated into the optimal assignment computation. All other similarity aspects
(i.e., structural similarity and atomic descriptors) are
identical to the original OAK.
It has been shown [55] that kernels that are based on
an optimal assignment are not in general positive semidefinite (i.e., their pairwise kernel-similarity matrix may
have negative eigenvalues). Nevertheless, the negative
eigenvalues typically observed in in-house experiments,
are so close to zero (usually > -0.0001) that it should
not have an effect on the practical application. This conclusion can be drawn because, due to numerical inaccuracies, kernels that have been proven to be positive
semi-definite, sometimes yield similar small eigenvalues.
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The source code of the Optimal Assignment and the
Marginalized Graph kernel implementations can be
obtained from our department’s homepage [56]. A
working JOELib2 [54] environment is necessary for their
application.
2.4 Applicability Domain Estimation for Kernel Machines

The applicability domain of a statistical model is defined
as the subset of the underlying pattern space (e.g., the
ChemSpace) on which the model is expected to give
reliable predictions [19,20,22-24]. This formulation
makes the adaptation of this concept for kernel-based
learning methods difficult. In contrast to non-kernel
techniques, like most neural networks or decision trees,
the kernel model performs its estimations based on the
structure of the training set in the feature space implicitly defined by the kernel. Therefore, the applicability
domain has also to be defined by means of the kernel.
Because some kernels, like the RBF kernel, rely on a
descriptor vector, and the applicability domain of the
training set could be approximated in these cases by
geometrical approaches, in this work the selection of the
kernels was restricted to structured kernels, which work
directly on the molecular graph.
A possible kernel-based approach would be the application of a Gaussian process to learn the model and
exploit its possibility to augment a prediction with its
estimated standard deviation. However, despite its similarity to the above methods, this approach has to be
regarded more as a confidence estimation than as an
applicability domain estimation. Moreover, a Gaussian
process has the drawback that it requires a full matrix
inversion of the covariance matrix for each confidence
estimation (it can be approximated, but the complexity
is still larger than quadratic, see [57] for details), which
is computationally more demanding than the actual
prediction.
In this work, three pure kernel-based descriptions of
the applicability domain are introduced: the calculation
of the subspace of the implicit feature space that contains most of the training patterns, which can be learned
with a one-class support vector machine and two
approaches to defining the domain boundary by a
threshold for the (weighted) average kernel similarity. In
contrast to the Gaussian process confidence estimation,
the proposed AD estimations can be calculated with
almost no computational overhead for the prediction.
2.4.1 Kernel Density Estimation

The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric approach to estimate the probability density of a
distribution given a set of n samples drawn from this
distribution and a kernel function k. The Gaussian kernel density of a pattern set X at x is given by:
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The smoothing parameter h could be fitted to the
application, but is neglected in our formulation to
ensure compatibility to an arbitrary kernel.
This concept can be adapted to other kernels by replacing the Gaussian part by the kernel
score KDE : d( x) 
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This density is identical to the average kernel similarity of x to the patterns xi from the training set X. Therefore, this approach is closely related to the similaritybased AD formulations [18,19], with the difference that
the formulation in this case ensures that the AD and
the model are both defined in the same kernel-induced
feature space. Thus, it should be a good estimate of the
information that a kernel-based model has about that
part of the feature space or, by probabilistic means, how
likely it is that the sample x was drawn from the same
distribution as the training set.
2.4.2 Weighted Kernel Density Estimation

The kernel density estimate can be further augmented
with the knowledge that the model (in this case a support vector machine) was obtained during its training by
applying an approach motivated by a Gaussian mixture
model. A Gaussian mixture model is a model of a complex probability distribution described as a weighted
sum of Gaussian distributions with means xi and variances  i2 . In the one-dimensional case, this model is
expressed by:
n

p( x) 



i

N( x | x i ,  i2 )

(4)

i

The model parameters that are adapted to the observation are the mixing coefficients ai and the means and
standard deviations of the Gaussians. This concept
serves as the starting point to define a model-dependent
kernel-based applicability domain estimation. The key
idea is to integrate the knowledge encoded in a kernel
model into a Gaussian mixture scheme. This integration
is achieved by regarding the support vectors of the SVM
model as the centers of Gaussian distributions whose
(co)variances are represented by the applied kernel. The
mixing coefficients of the Gaussian mixture model are
replaced by the weights of the support vectors (i.e., the
signed Lagrange coefficients) that represent the learned
knowledge of the trained model. To obtain a probability
density for the distribution related to a support vector,
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the Gaussian density is expressed by means of the kernel. To achieve this expression, several simplifications
are introduced. First, only 1-dimensional probability
densities are considered because the density is always
only evaluated for a single test sample, which allows a
1-dimensional embedding of the feature space defined
by the kernel and two data points (the support vector
and the test sample). Second, the Lagrange coefficients
that replaced the mixing coefficients are in general not
valid probabilities. Therefore, the modified mixture
model cannot be considered as a probability density.
However, this apparent drawback allows us to neglect
the normalization term of the kernel-based 1D Gaussian
probability density. Thus, the latter can be obtained
using the identity of the kernel value for an object pair
(x, y) Î X × X and the inner product of the respective
feature space projection j (x) for x Î X:
k( x , y)  ( x) T (y)

(5)

Using this identity, the Gaussian distributions with
means μi and variances  i2 can be expressed by means
of the kernel:
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The One-Class SVM, published by Schölkopf et al. [58],
is an approach to compute the domain of a set of n
training samples in the kernel induced feature space.
The result is a decision function, which returns a positive value for a data instance inside the domain and a
negative for those outside of it. Like standard SVMs it is
formulated as a quadratic program in which the data
from an arbitrary space c only appears in an inner product in the dual formulation and thus can be replaced
by any Mercer kernel k: c × c ® ℜ. The optimization
problem is given by:
MIN 
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2.4.3 One Class SVM



Thus, the final confidence estimation can be completely expressed by means of the kernel:
k( x , x i )1
2

score wKDE :

s.t .

Note that the kernel is assumed to be normalized (i.e.,
returns 1 if the two objects are identical). This assumption is always met by the kernels used in this work, and
can be easily ensured for a general kernel by the following normalization:
k ( x , y) 

number of support vectors as well as on the absolute
value of the Lagrange coefficients. To address this problem the score obtained by Eq. (7) is normalized:

The regularization can be adapted by the parameter ν,
which can be regarded as an upper bound on the fraction of training set outliers [38]. The One-Class SVM
can be applied in the applicability domain estimation by
training a One-Class model on the training data set and
using the value of the decision function as an applicability score.
score ONE :

  k(x, x )
i

i

(11)

i

Note that the model selection is more difficult than
that in regression or classification because no quantitative quality measure can be optimized with a cross-validation on the training data. Therefore, the regularization
parameter has to be chosen solely by the user. It this
work, this parameter has been kept constant using the
LibSVM 2.83 [59] default settings.

(8)

i

The variance of the single Gaussian terms can be
adapted to the problem, but is kept fixed to one in the
implementation used in this work. One drawback of this
formulation is that the score does depend on the

3 Experimental
3.1 Data Sets

The evaluation of the proposed methods for the applicability domain estimation has requirements that restrict
the number of freely available data sets. An established
resource of data sets for VS experiments is the DUD
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collection published by Huang et al. [39]. Originally
designed for docking studies, these data sets have
recently been prepared for ligand-based virtual screening
experiments by Jahn et al. [10,40] according to the preparation protocol proposed by Cheeseright et al. [60]
and Good and Oprea [61]. A subset of the data sets prepared by Jahn et al [10,40] was chosen to provide as
external screening test sets for the quantitative evaluation of the applicability domain estimation. The subset
was selected according to two criteria. First, there has to
be another data set containing enough molecules with
known quantitative activities to the respective target to
serve as a training set for a QSAR model. Second, no
molecule from the training set may be part of the
screening set. The use of a procedure for a removal of
duplicates was rejected because the active/decoy ratio is
constant for all DUD data sets and the removal of the
duplicates from the training set would result in a huge
loss of training samples. This loss is, because in many
observed cases (e.g. the Sutherland compilation [45]) a
large portion or even the complete potential QSAR
training set was incorporated in the DUD data set.
These requirements were met for Thrombin, Factor
Xa and Platelet-derived growth factor receptor b
(PDGFRb) (Table 2). The screening sets were taken
from Jahn et al. [10,40] and consisted of 24 actives and
1148 decoys for Thrombin, 64 actives and 2092 decoys
for Factor Xa and 124 actives and 5603 decoys for
PDGFRb. The respective training sets were taken from
Sutherland et al. [45] (88 molecules annotated with pKi
Thrombin inhibition, originally published by Böhm et al.
[41]), Fontaine [42] (290 molecules annotated with pKi
Factor Xa inhibition) and Guha [43] (79 molecules
annotated with pIC50 PDGFR-b inhibition, originally
published by Pandey et al. [44]).
The disjunction of the training and the screening sets
was checked by comparing the unique SMILES representations of the molecules. Because the kernels used in
this work are not able to differentiate between stereoisomers, the stereochemical information in the SMILES
was neglected. Thus, stereoisomers would have been
considered as identical if there would have had been any
in the data sets.
All datasets used in this work are publicly available.
The exact SD files [62] used for training can be obtained
Table 2 Statistics of the data sets for the different
targets
Target

Training
Compounds

Screening
Compounds

Ligands Decoys

Thrombin

88

1172

24

1148

Factor Xa

290

2156

64

2092

PDGFRb

79

5727

124

5603

from our department’s website [63]. The screening datasets can be obtained from the DUD site listed as DUD
LIB VS 1.0 [64].
3.2 QSAR learning and virtual screening

A single experimental setup is determined by the target
protein to be modeled, the structured kernel, which is
used for SVM and applicability calculation, and the formulation of the applicability domain. Each experiment
was conducted in the same fashion. A standard QSAR
model was learned on the training data set using ε-support vector regression and the respective kernel. The
only parameter that was optimized was the soft margin
SVM parameter C. The optimization was conducted by
searching for the value for C in the set {e-5, e-4,..., e4, e5}
that minimizes the average RMSE on a 5-fold cross-validation. The cross-validation estimates of the model performance are shown in Table 3. The model selection
that yields these estimates is biased to the selection of
the cross-validation folds, so the results cannot be considered as reliable estimates of the true model performance. However, they give a hint of the descriptive
power of the model for the training set, and the main
results of this work on the screening data sets are
obtained independently of this training set performance
estimation. The training of the SVM was conducted
using the Java implementation of LibSVM 2.83.
For the screening evaluation, the learned model is
used to rank the respective screening data set according
to the learned property (i.e. pKi or pIC50). The different
activity measures can be neglected because they are consistent for each experiment (Thrombin, Factor Xa,
PDGFRb) and for the screening evaluation only the
ranking of the compound and not the exact activity is of
importance. For each screening data set, the rankings
are further filtered using one of the three applicability
score formulations. The complete range of scores on the
screening set is divided into 20 equidistant score thresholds in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. In these figures, the
score threshold values, for which less than 50 compounds are retained in the AD, are omitted, because the
performance measures are not robust for such small
data sets. Otherwise, the evaluation of these small data
sets would result in large changes in the performances
caused by small changes in the screening ranking (i.e.,
with less than 50 compounds retained a change of the
top ranked compound alone would affect 80% of the
BEDROC(100) score). In addition to the six example figures, a complete list of the figures for the different
experiments is presented in the additional file 2.
In addition, the thresholds are determined, which retain
50%, 33%, exactly 200, and exactly 100 compounds in
the AD to provide comparable performance measures
(Tables 4, 5 and 6). For each score threshold, the
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Table 3 Results of the QSAR training and the virtual screening without consideration of the applicability domain
Thrombin
OAK

FlexOAK

Factor Xa
MARG

OAK

FlexOAK

PDGFRb
MARG

OAK

FlexOAK

MARG

QSAR Training
Q2

0.49 ± 0.17

0.52 ± 0.15

0.52 ± 0.11

0.82 ± 0.08

0.85 ± 0.06

0.78 ± 0.1

0.38 ± 0.24

0.37 ± 0.29

0.40 ± 0.22

RMSE

0.55 ± 0.22

0.51 ± 0.15

0.50 ± 0.17

0.63 ± 0.24

0.53 ± 0.17

0.77 ± 0.29

0.34 ± 0.25

0.38 ± 0.30

0.32 ± 0.22

AUC

0.45

0.51

0.54

0.74

0.68

0.54

0.58

0.54

0.25

BEDROC (100.0)
BEDROC (53.6)

0.42
0.37

0.29
0.29

0.29
0.27

0.32
0.31

0.28
0.25

0.00
0.01

0.13
0.12

0.10
0.09

0.07
0.06

BEDROC (32.2)

0.37

0.29

0.27

0.33

0.24

0.01

0.12

0.09

0.06

BEDROC (20.0)

0.35

0.30

0.28

0.37

0.26

0.02

0.13

0.11

0.05

Virtual Screening without Applicability Domain Estimation

Figure 1 Effect of the One-Class AD on the Thrombin VS performance of the OAK model. Virtual screening of the Thrombin data set
using the Optimal Assignment kernel and the One Class SVM AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the
AD are omitted).

screening data set is divided into a set of molecules that
possess an AD score lower than the threshold and thus
are considered as outliers, and a set of molecules for
which the prediction is regarded as reliable at the
respective applicability level.

4 Results and Discussion
The QSAR results for all kernels and data sets are presented in Table 3. The training data sets were not all
equally well learned as shown by the different cross-validation results. All kernels were capable of describing the
Factor Xa inhibitors in a manner that allows the learning of a QSAR model with a good cross-validation performance. Thrombin and PDGFRb seem to be less
suited for learning the respective QSAR, but despite the

low correlation coefficients, the prediction error still was
small enough to apply the model in a VS experiment.
The second part of Table 3 shows the virtual screening performance of the QSAR models by means of the
Area-under-the-ROC-Curve (AUROC) and the BEDROC scores for four different choices of a (shown in
brackets). Except for the AUROC for the Factor Xa data
set using either the OAK or the FlexOAK, none of the
performance criteria were good enough to expect a successful application of the models for virtual screening.
Generally, the molecules for which wrong predictions
are obtained from a model generated using a supervised
machine learning algorithm can be roughly divided into
two classes: first, molecules that are too dissimilar to the
compounds from the training set for us to expect to
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Figure 2 Effect of the One-Class AD on the Thrombin VS performance of the MARG model. Virtual screening of the Thrombin data set
using the Marginalized Graph kernel and the One Class SVM AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the
AD are omitted).

Figure 3 Effect of the One-Class AD on the Factor Xa VS performance of the OAK model. Virtual screening of the Factor Xa data set using
the Optimal Assignment kernel and the One Class SVM AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the AD
are omitted).

draw conclusions about them considering only the training set, and second, those molecules that are similar to
the molecules from the training set but whose properties are not consistent with the QSAR similarity paradigm [65] that states that similar molecules should have
similar properties. The first class should be recognizable
using an applicability domain estimation, and should

not properly be considered as errors, but rather as outliers, for which the model is not defined. The second
class can be considered as “real” errors of the model. A
possible cause for such errors may be that the respective
molecules come from a part of the ChemSpace that lies
inside the applicability domain of the training data set,
but has too few training samples to describe the
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Figure 4 Effect of the One-Class AD on the Factor Xa VS performance of the FlexOAK model. Virtual screening of the Factor Xa data set
using the FlexOAK kernel and the One Class SVM AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the AD are
omitted).

Figure 5 Effect of the wKDE AD on the PDGFRb VS performance of the FlexOAK model. Virtual screening of the PDGFRb data set using
the Flexible Optimal Assignment kernel weighted KDE AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the AD
are omitted).

curvature of the modeled property adequately. An alternative possibility is that the modeled property changes
rapidly in that part of the space, as would be the case
for a so-called activity cliff [66-68]. In both cases, an
applicability domain estimation cannot be expected to
detect and remove these molecules.
The modest performance of the QSAR models in the
virtual screening is the result of unreliable predictions
for molecules, for which the models are apparently not

specified (i.e., the first type of misprediction), as well as
wrong implications learned by the model (i.e., the second type of misprediction). The applicability domain
estimation should be able to remove the first kind and
to improve the reliability of the predictions accordingly.
4.1 Effect on the prediction time

The applicability score using one of the two densitybased formulations can be calculated in the same
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Figure 6 Effect of the wKDE AD on the PDGFRb VS performance of the MARG model. Virtual screening of the PDGFRb data set using the
Marginalized Graph kernel and weighted KDE AD Formulation (values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the AD are
omitted).

iteration as the model prediction, leading to almost no
computation time overhead. In contrast to that, for the
One-Class AD estimation a second model has to be
generated in addition to the screening model to describe
its applicability domain. Thus, for each compound two
predictions have to be calculated (one for the screening
and one for the AD score) leading to an approximately
doubled computation time.
4. 2 Thrombin

Table 4 shows several results of the virtual screening
experiments for Thrombin. It can be seen that the
screening performance of a model is improved as the
applicability domain becomes more restrictive. If the
threshold is chosen such that exactly 100 compounds
remain in the domain, a very good and significant enrichment can be achieved (OAK + One-Class ADE) yielding
an AUROC of 0.97 and BEDROC scores between 0.78
and 0.90. The number of ligands is reduced to about one
third, but simultaneously the number of decoys is
reduced to 3.7%, changing the prior probability of choosing a ligand by chance from 1:36 to ~1:7. The higher random probability of getting a good enrichment is
considered by a permutation significance test. The results
indicate that all three kernels, as well as all three applicability domain formulations, are suitable to improve the
reliability of the virtual screening ranking of the respective QSAR models. The Optimal Assignment kernel is in
most cases the best choice (an example is presented in
Figure 1), because it shows comparably good results with

each AD formulation and leads to very reliable rankings
regardless of how the AD threshold is chosen. The Marginalized Graph kernel seems to be very sensitive to the
applicability domain. It is nearly as good as the OAK if
the threshold is very restrictive, but the virtual screening
performance decreases faster if a looser domain threshold
is chosen (Figure 2).
Note that the Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cannot be
compared with each other by comparing the scores
shown on the x-axis because the AD score depends on
the AD formulation, the kernel and the data set leading
to different score ranges and distributions for each
experiment. For comparison purposes, the respective
tables (Tables 4, 5, 6) should be taken into account.
However, the figures are presented to provide information about the overall behavior of the performance
measures regarding all possible threshold choices, and
the x-axes share the property that they cover the whole
AD range. On the left side, all compounds are retained
in the domain, whereas on the right side less than 50
compounds remain. Thus, the general behavior over the
complete AD range of the different approaches can be
compared to each other using the figures, but not by
using a single quantitative threshold evaluation.
4.3 Factor Xa

In contrast to the Thrombin experiment, the kernels
perform differently in the Factor Xa VS (Table 5). The
Optimal Assignment kernel seems to be a good choice,
yielding reliable rankings for most of the thresholds
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Table 4 Virtual Screening results for Thrombin at five different applicability levels
Kernel
OAK

ADE
KDE

wKDE

ONE

FlexOAK

KDE

wKDE

ONE

MARG

KDE

wKDE

ONE

Threshold

AUROC

BEDROC (a)
100.00

53.6

32.2

20.0

Ligands

Decoys

50%

0.64

0.88

0.61

0.60

0.60

0.61

11

575

33%

0.66

0.87

0.66

0.63

0.63

0.64

10

380

200

0.68

0.97

0.78

0.72

0.73

0.73

8

192

100

0.69

0.97

0.90

0.81

0.81

0.78

8

92

50%

0.64

0.88

0.61

0.60

0.60

0.61

11

575

33%

0.66

0.87

0.66

0.63

0.63

0.64

10

380

200
100

0.68
0.69

0.97
0.97

0.78
0.90

0.73
0.81

0.73
0.81

0.74
0.78

8
8

192
92

50%

-9.61

0.88

0.62

0.60

0.60

0.60

11

478

33%

-9.11

0.87

0.66

0.63

0.63

0.64

10

380

200

-8.06

0.94

0.77

0.69

0.68

0.68

9

191

100

-7.08

0.97

0.90

0.81

0.81

0.78

8

92

50%

0.64

0.85

0.43

0.47

0.48

0.52

11

575

33%

0.65

0.91

0.49

0.53

0.53

0.59

9

381

200
100

0.67
0.68

0.91
0.91

0.59
0.74

0.58
0.67

0.58
0.67

0.63
0.69

8
8

192
92

50%

0.64

0.78

0.41

0.45

0.46

0.49

12

574

33%

0.65

0.91

0.49

0.53

0.53

0.59

9

381

200

0.67

0.91

0.59

0.58

0.58

0.63

8

192

100

0.68

0.91

0.74

0.67

0.67

0.69

8

92

50%

-9.80

0.91

0.49

0.54

0.54

0.59

10

576

33%

-9.07

0.91

0.55

0.59

0.60

0.64

9

381

200
100

-8.10
-7.32

0.92
0.98

0.62
0.74

0.63
0.68

0.64
0.68

0.68
0.71

8
7

192
93

50%

0.876

0.81

0.45

0.43

0.43

0.45

12

574

33%

0.885

0.96

0.56

0.58

0.58

0.62

8

382

200

0.893

0.94

0.62

0.58

0.58

0.59

8

192

100

0.899

0.93

0.90

0.80

0.79

0.74

8

92

50%

0.882

0.81

0.46

0.44

0.44

0.47

12

574

33%

0.891

0.96

0.56

0.58

0.58

0.62

8

382

200
100

0.899
0.905

50%
33%

-2.631
-2.334

0.95
0.93
0.80

0.77
0.90
0.42

0.69
0.80
0.42

0.69
0.79
0.43

0.68
0.74
0.46

8
8
11

192
92
531

0.88

0.52

0.50

0.50

0.52

9

381

200

-1.932

0.93

0.61

0.54

0.54

0.54

8

192

100

-1.607

0.92

0.73

0.64

0.63

0.61

7

93

The threshold is adjusted such that either a certain fraction (50%, 33%) of the compounds or that exactly n compounds (n = 200, 100) remain in the domain.
Results, which differ significantly from random rankings (p-Value < 0.01) are shown in bold.

(Figure 3). The performance decreases slightly around
the -10.0 One-Class threshold score, but recovers
rapidly if the threshold is further increased. This result
might be caused by the removal of some ligands, due to
their low applicability score, which actually had been
predicted correctly.
In contrast, the Marginalized Graph kernel does not
seem to be able to describe the activity to Factor Xa at
all, and the model shows poor generalization ability.
Thus, it can be concluded that the applicability domain
estimation cannot fix a model by outlier detection, if the

model seems not to have learned any relevant relationship between the structures and their activity. This finding also makes a case for the importance of a true
external validation of a QSAR model. However, the bad
results of the Marginalized Graph kernel, regardless of
the choice for the AD threshold, should not be interpreted as a weakness of the applicability domain estimation. If the model itself fails, the AD estimation cannot
be expected to fix it.
The most interesting results in the Factor Xa experiment are given by the Flexible OAK (Figure 4). In
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Table 5 Virtual Screening results for Factor Xa at five different applicability levels
Kernel

ADE

Threshold

AUROC

BEDROC (a)
100.00

OAK

KDE

wKDE

ONE

FlexOAK

KDE

wKDE

ONE

MARG

KDE

wKDE

ONE

53.6

32.2

Ligands

Decoys

20.0

50%

0.645

0.78

0.59

0.52

0.51

0.49

58

1020

33%

0.65

0.78

0.68

0.62

0.61

0.57

57

661

200

0.67

0.74

0.58

0.68

0.69

0.69

52

148

100

0.68

0.62

0.36

0.53

0.54

0.61

40

60

50%

0.65

0.78

0.59

0.52

0.51

0.49

58

1020

33%

0.66

0.78

0.65

0.59

0.58

0.55

57

661

200
100

0.67
0.68

0.74
0.62

0.58
0.36

0.68
0.55

0.69
0.58

0.69
0.64

53
42

147
58

50%

-15.09

0.78

0.60

0.53

0.53

0.50

58

966

33%

-13.98

0.78

0.65

0.58

0.51

0.53

58

660

200

-10.84

0.73

0.58

0.68

0.69

0.69

56

144

100

-7.33

0.61

0.36

0.55

0.57

0.64

45

55

50%

0.64

0.76

0.42

0.38

0.38

0.37

59

1019

33%

0.64

0.75

0.43

0.41

0.41

0.39

58

660

200
100

0.66
0.67

0.62
0.48

0.11
0.00

0.18
0.03

0.18
0.04

0.22
0.07

47
43

153
57

50%

0.64

0.76

0.40

0.37

0.37

0.36

59

1019

33%

0.65

0.74

0.40

0.39

0.38

0.37

57

661

200

0.66

0.63

0.11

0.18

0.18

0.22

48

153

100

0.67

0.48

0.00

0.03

0.03

0.07

43

57

50%

-15.40

0.76

0.41

0.38

0.38

0.37

59

1016

33%

-13.86

0.75

0.43

0.42

0.42

0.40

59

659

200
100

-10.92
-8.20

0.64
0.42

0.13
0.00

0.23
0.03

0.24
0.04

0.29
0.08

51
44

149
56

50%

0.84

0.57

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.3

54

1024

33%

0.85

0.57

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

44

674

200

0.864

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

21

179

100

0.866

0.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16

84

50%

0.845

0.57

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

54

1024

33%

0.852

0.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

43

675

200
100

0.86
0.87

0.47
0.55

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

21
16

180
84

50%

-11.30

0.56

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

55

1014

33%

-9.95

0.55

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.02

43

675

200

-7.79

0.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14

186

100

-7.09

0.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8

92

The threshold is adjusted such that either a certain fraction (50%, 33%) of the compounds or that exactly n compounds (n = 200, 100) remain in the domain.
Results, which differ significantly from random rankings (p-Value < 0.01) are shown in bold.

general, the latter should behave similarly to the Optimal Assignment kernel, but in this case, it shows different results. In contrast to the OAK, the performance of
the Flexible OAK does not recover immediately, indicating a more severe cause of the decreased reliability.
Instead, this difference might not be caused by the difference in the AD estimation, as the numbers of ligands
and decoys above the respective thresholds are nearly
identical. Thus, the difference is more likely caused by
the different rankings obtained by the QSAR models of
OAK and FlexOAK. The OAK produces a good ranking

of the innermost 50 compounds (right x-axis boundary
in Figure 3) yielding an AUROC of nearly 0.8 for the
One-Class AD (Figure 3), whereas the FlexOAK leads to
an almost arbitrary ranking on the right AD score
boundary (Figure 4). A possible cause for this result
may be that there are some compounds that are similar
enough to the training set to be retained even in the
most restrictive applicability domain, but whose SAR is
not described correctly by the learned QSAR model.
These cases can be seen as example for the second type
of error introduced at the beginning of the results
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Table 6 Virtual Screening results for PDGFRb at five different applicability levels
Kernel

ADE

Threshold

AUROC

BEDROC (a)
100.00

OAK

KDE

wKDE

ONE

FlexOAK

KDE

wKDE

ONE

MARG

KDE

wKDE

ONE

53.6

32.2

Ligands

Decoys

20.0

50%

0.62

0.68

0.22

0.19

0.19

0.19

74

2789

33%

0.63

0.67

0.28

0.22

0.22

0.21

55

1854
193

200

0.667

0.78

0.80

0.65

0.64

0.57

7

100

0.673

0.79

0.95

0.83

0.82

0.72

6

94

50%

0.62

0.68

0.22

0.19

0.18

0.19

74

2790

33%

0.63

0.67

0.28

0.22

0.22

0.21

56

1853

200
100

0.665
0.672

0.76
0.87

0.79
0.95

0.63
0.83

0.61
0.82

0.53
0.73

8
6

192
94

50%

-11.58

0.67

0.22

0.19

0.19

0.19

76

2781

33%

-10.95

0.66

0.26

0.20

0.20

0.19

58

1851
192

200

-8.93

0.78

0.80

0.65

0.64

0.57

7

100

-8.64

0.78

0.95

0.83

0.82

0.72

6

94

50%

0.61

0.61

0.18

0.15

0.15

0.15

67

2796

33%

0.62

0.65

0.25

0.21

0.20

0.20

52

1857

200
100

0.647
0.653

0.84
0.87

0.79
0.95

0.61
0.82

0.60
0.80

0.53
0.70

9
7

191
93

50%

0.61

0.61

0.18

0.15

0.15

0.15

61

2796

33%

0.62

0.65

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

52

1857
191

200

0.646

0.83

0.79

0.61

0.60

0.52

9

100

0.653

0.85

0.95

0.81

0.79

0.68

8

92

50%

-12.67

0.61

0.18

0.15

0.15

0.15

67

2796

33%

-12.04

0.65

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

50

1859

200
100

-10.33
-9.97

0.82
0.86

0.79
0.95

0.61
0.82

0.59
0.80

0.52
0.70

9
7

191
93

50%

0.83

0.37

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.11

52

2812

33%

0.84

0.40

0.18

0.17

0.17

0.17

25

1884
192

200

0.87

0.54

0.65

0.49

0.48

0.43

8

100

0.88

0.76

0.88

0.75

0.73

0.66

4

96

50%

0.81

0.35

0.13

0.12

0.11

0.11

49

2814

33%

0.82

0.38

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

29

1880

200
100

0.86
0.87

0.57
0.86

50%
33%

-5.05
-4.58

0.39
0.42

0.65
0.91
0.13

0.49
0.82
0.11

0.48
0.81
0.11

0.42
0.77
0.11

8
3
51

192
97
2812

0.19

0.18

0.18

0.18

26

1883

200

-3.09

0.54

0.65

0.49

0.48

0.43

8

192

100

-2.79

0.85

0.91

0.82

0.81

0.77

3

97

The threshold is adjusted such that either a certain fraction (50%, 33%) of the compounds or that exactly n compounds (n = 200, 100) remain in the domain.
Results, which differ significantly from random rankings (p-Value < 0.01) are shown in bold.

section. In this case, the FlexOAK seems to struggle
with an activity cliff, but the original Optimal Assignment kernel does not. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the FlexOAK overestimates the similarity of molecules regarding their Factor Xa activity (i.e., regards
molecules as more similar than they are and thus makes
the activity landscape rougher) and that the OAK
describes the respective SAR better.
4.4 Platelet Derived Growth Factor Receptor b

As in the other screening experiments, the Optimal
Assignment kernel shows the best ranking performance

regardless of which criterion and applicability threshold
are chosen. The Flexible OAK (Figure 5) is competitive
in most cases and seems to be able to retain a higher
fraction of the ligands in the more stringently defined
applicability domains.
The most interesting behavior on this screening data
set shows the Marginalized Graph kernel (Figure 6). In
the innermost domain presented in Table 6, consisting
of the 100 compounds with the highest applicability
scores, very few ligands are contained. Thus, regarding
this similarity measure, in this case the ligands from the
screening set are less similar to the training set than at
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least 96 (KDE formulation, Table 6) of the decoys. At
this point, it is important to keep in mind that the
applicability score depends not only on the similarity to
the active structures from the training set but also on
the inactive ones. This contribution of the inactive training samples may have a bigger impact in the PDGFRb
experiment than in the others, because all kernels regard
a much higher proportion of the ligands as outliers than
in the other screening experiments (i.e., the decoys
might be more similar to the training set (inactives)
than the ligands).
In conclusion, this result should not be interpreted as
a weakness of the kernel, because it shows good screening performance at the 200 and 100 compound threshold levels. Instead, it should be regarded as the effect of
the feature spaces in which the different kernels work
and as a hint that the domain should not be defined too
strictly.
4.5 Significance Test

The application of the AD threshold filter to the screening data sets often has a large impact on the distribution
of ligands and decoys as well as on the number of compounds evaluated, and thus changes the probability of
getting a certain result by chance. Thus, the improvement of the screening performance in the applicability
domain could be a result of the higher probability of
getting a good ranking by chance, due to the smaller
size and the increased proportion of ligands. To ensure
that this situation does not apply and that the improved
performance measures are an effect of the removal of
outliers rather than the result of an easier task, the statistical significance of the AUROC and the BEDROC
scores is calculated using a permutation test.
The permutation test calculates the probability of
obtaining an AUROC at least as high as the observed
one by a random ranking of the same base distribution
(same number of ligands and decoys). The distribution
of the AUROC is approximated by generating 10.000
random rankings with the respective numbers of ligands
and decoys. The p-value of the observed AUROC is calculated as the relative number of random rankings with
an AUROC at least as high as the observed one. Thus,
it is an estimate of the probability of producing at least
as high an AUROC by chance.
This setup considers the effect of the base distribution
on the performance measure of a ranking, and thus
allows us to distinguish meaningful rankings from random ones. Note that this significance test does not compare two screening experiments and cannot be
interpreted as one experiment being significantly better
than the other. It simply ensures that a screening result
is not random. The same evaluation was conducted for
each of the BEDROC scores.
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4.6 Choice of the threshold

Unfortunately, our experiments indicate that there
seems to be no suitable default threshold for any of the
applicability domain estimations. Table 7 shows that the
ranges of the threshold, and thus the spatial representations of the applicability domains, strongly depend on
the kernel. This dependence alone would be no drawback, but the training data set also affects the possible
values of the applicability score. However, there are
some guidelines for choosing a threshold that should
give good results.
All applicability domain approaches presented in this
work tend to suffer from wrong QSAR model predictions in the innermost applicability domain, which are
probably caused by wrong structure-activity relationship
assumptions. This impact of possibly wrong QSAR
assumptions gets especially apparent in the FlexOAK
screening of the Factor Xa data set discussed earlier.
Therefore, we propose that the threshold should not be
chosen too strictly, because otherwise single mispredictions would have a large impact on the performance.
Our experiments indicate that approximately at least
100 compounds should be retained in the domain
according to the chosen threshold in order to get performance estimates that are not dominated by a few
especially bad predictions. This is also because the BEDROC metric is not robust on data sets of such a small
size, because it is designed such that the top ranked
(dependent on the choice of a) compounds contribute
to 80% of the score. Thus, if only the innermost 100
compounds of the AD are considered, 80% of the BEDROC score for a = 100.0 is based on the first two compounds. Therefore, the BEDROC score for high values
of a should not be interpreted too precisely for the
more restrictive AD thresholds. However, this effect
does not affect the reported statistical significance
because the latter considers the increased probability of
obtaining a high BEDROC score on a smaller data set.
Another problem that could arise from a too strict
threshold can be seen in the PDGFRb screening using
the Marginalized Graph kernel. In the innermost
domain, no ligands at all are retained and thus, despite
its good performance in less stringent domains, the
model is unable to enrich any ligands.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the threshold
should not be chosen too loose, in order to remove the
clear applicability domain outliers successfully from the
prediction.
Finally, the experimental results indicate that in most
cases (at least in all of the experiments conducted) the
reliability of the virtual screening is improved in the top
half and the top third of the screening set according to
any of the applicability domain formulations, compared
to an evaluation of the whole data set. Thus, instead of
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Table 7 Ranges of the applicability score for the different combinations of ADE formulation, kernel and experiment
ADE
KDE

Kernel

Screening Set

Max

Avg.

Min

Max

Avg.

Thrombin

0.70

0.87

0.82 ± 0.04

0.51

0.77

0.64 ± 0.08

Factor Xa

0.59

0.75

0.71 ± 0.02

0.47

0.72

0.60 ± 0.08

PDGFRb

0.81

0.88

0.85 ± 0.02

0.54

0.70

0.62 ± 0.05

Thrombin

0.69

0.86

0.81 ± 0.04

0.54

0.79

0.66 ± 0.08

Factor Xa

0.60

0.74

0.70 ± 0.02

0.53

0.69

0.61 ± 0.05

PDGFRb

0.80

0.88

0.85 ± 0.02

0.54

0.68

0.61 ± 0.04

MARG

Thrombin
Factor Xa

0.81
0.74

0.95
0.94

0.92 ± 0.03
0.91 ± 0.02

0.57
0.52

0.91
0.88

0.74 ± 0.11
0.70 ± 0.11

PDGFRb

0.92

0.96

0.95 ± 0.01

0.74

0.91

0.82 ± 0.05

OAK

Thrombin

0.70

0.87

0.82 ± 0.04

0.51

0.79

0.65 ± 0.09

Factor Xa

0.59

0.76

0.71 ± 0.02

0.47

0.71

0.59 ± 0.07

PDGFRb

0.81

0.88

0.85 ± 0.02

0.54

0.70

0.62 ± 0.05

Thrombin

0.69

0.87

0.82 ± 0.04

0.54

0.79

0.66 ± 0.08

Factor Xa

0.60

0.74

0.71 ± 0.02

0.53

0.70

0.62 ± 0.05

PDGFRb
Thrombin

0.80
0.80

0.89
0.96

0.85 ± 0.02
0.93 ± 0.04

0.54
0.56

0.68
0.93

0.61 ± 0.04
0.75 ± 0.12

Factor Xa

0.74

0.94

0.91 ± 0.02

0.52

0.87

0.69 ± 0.11

PDGFRb

0.91

0.97

0.95 ± 0.01

0.72

0.91

0.82 ± 0.06

Thrombin

-6.52

1.61

-0.33 ± 1.51

-15.70

-0.79

-8.25 ± 4.65

Factor Xa

-22.21

4.98

-0.90 ± 3.41

-55.36

-3.94

-29.65 ± 16.01
-11.86 ± 3.24

OAK

FlexOAK

MARG

One-Class

Training Set
Min

FlexOAK

wKDE

Target

OAK

FlexOAK

MARG

PDGFRb

-1.14

0.92

0.0 ± 0.43

-17.08

-6.63

Thrombin

-5.62

1.35

-0.37 ± 2.07

-16.87

-2.42

-9.65 ± 4.50

Factor Xa
PDGFRb

-20.2.0
-1.41

3.52
0.61

-0.96 ± 2.96
-0.12 ± 0.47

-38.80
-17.01

-3.68
-8.46

-21.24 ± 10.94
-12.74 ± 2.66

Thrombin

-5.22

1.04

-0.35 ± 1.21

-20.82

-0.03

-10.42 ± 6.45

Factor Xa

-26.29

2.85

-0.77 ± 3.39

-27.55

0.00

-13.78 ± 8.55

PDGFRb

-1.11

0.50

-0.01 ± 0.31

-9.56

-1.37

-5.47 ± 2.54

defining a default threshold for the AD estimation, the
consideration of the lower half of the respective domain
as the probable outlier set should be a good rule-ofthumb in most applications. An additional positive effect
is that on the respective applicability level, a large proportion of the ligands are usually retained in the domain
and the screening reliability is improved. However, the
removal of some of the ligands from the screening set
due to their low applicability score should not be considered as a drawback of the applicability domain estimation and consideration because these molecules can
be expected to be badly predicted otherwise and thus to
be neglected because of their low rank regardless.
4.7 Comparison of the screening performance inside and
outside of the AD

As discussed earlier the performance of a model in the
innermost applicability domain is often not very reliable
because, due to the small number of compounds
remaining, the influence of single bad predictions is very
high. This error can be regarded mostly as the second
type of error introduced at the beginning of the results

section because a compound has to be very similar to
the training samples to be retained in the innermost
AD, but obviously has a structure-activity relationship
not covered by the model. Thus, to compare the performance gain of restricting the prediction to the molecules, which are regarded as part of the models
applicability domain, the threshold should not be chosen
too tightly. The comparison of different thresholds
showed that in most cases, as discussed in the last section, the performance gain is most robust if half or at
least a third of the test samples are retained in the
domain. The validity of this choice can be confirmed by
comparing the model performance on the molecule sets
inside and outside the respective domain. Figures 7, 8
and 9 show the ROC curves inside (blue) and outside
(green) for the different screening experiments, kernels,
and AD formulations. In all cases, except the top right
parts of the OAK and FlexOAK screenings of Factor Xa,
the ROC curve inside the domain is better than outside.
Thus, even in scenarios in which a model does not give
convincing results, as is the case for the FlexOAK and
the Marginalized Graph kernel on the PDGFRb data set,
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Figure 7 Comparison of the ROC curves inside and outside the 50% applicability domain for Thrombin.

Figure 8 Comparison of the ROC curves inside and outside the 50% applicability domain for Factor Xa.

Figure 9 Comparison of the ROC curves inside and outside the 50% applicability domain for PDGFRb.

the consideration of the applicability score increases the
reliability of the virtual screening.
At this point it should be mentioned that the last case,
the Marginalized Graph kernel screen for PDGFRb
ligands, seems to give an inverted ranking, and thus the
model does not behave randomly as one would expect
for a bad model, and the ROC plot indicates that the

performance gets closer to random performance using
the 50% threshold. However, the applicability estimation
can only consider the fact that for some compounds the
model cannot be expected to distinguish ligands from
decoys reliably, and not that the ranking outside the
domain is truly random. It this case, the model has
regarded some decoys as highly active and some ligands
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as inactive, leading to an inverted ranking. Thus, the
random performance of the model inside the domain
must be considered as an improvement compared to the
inverted ranking outside.
The presented comparisons also indicate that the
elimination of some of the active compounds from the
screening set should not be regarded as a drawback
because the bad rankings obtained on the subset outside
the domain can only be the result of these ligands being
given low rankings. If only decoys were omitted no sensible ROC curve would have been possible, thus at least
some of the ligands must also have been filtered out.
Moreover, the ROC curves for the screening of the outside of the applicability domain show that the ranking is
at most random. Thus, the ligands outside this 50%
domain are in general not predicted to be more active
than the decoys and consequently would not have been
identified by the model without considering the applicability domain.
Finally, it is important to note that the 50% rule-ofthumb may not always be the best choice. There may be
cases in which only the top 10% are predicted reliably,
and other cases in which a model is applicable for all
compounds. Nevertheless, the experiments show that
in general the performance of a model is more reliable
in the upper half of the applicability score range than in
the lower half, and that this behavior is independent of
the real performance of the model.

5 Conclusion
The results indicate that the reliability of a virtual
screening using structured kernel-based QSAR models
can be improved by the identification and removal of
compounds that lie outside the applicability domains of
the models. To estimate the domain of applicability of a
model three formulations were introduced, which can
describe the applicability domain of a kernel-based
model using only the molecule representation implicitly
contained in the kernel.
All formulations were evaluated using three different
structured kernels from the literature on three VS
experiments. The data sets have been composed from
QSAR data sets from the literature for the training of
the models and the DUD data sets for virtual screening
for the respective targets. Care has been taken that the
training and test data sets were completely disjoint.
The conducted experiments show that in general, the
performance of the model is considerably better inside
the domain than outside, and that this performance gain
is not caused by chance due to the changed ligand/
decoy ratio. Two of the three AD formulations (Kernel
Density Estimation and weighted KDE) can be applied
without imposing any computing time overhead because
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the respective applicability scores can be calculated
simultaneously with the prediction using the same iteration. This simultaneous calculation is a big advantage
compared to other approaches, which assess prediction
reliability and usually need additional iterations.
Unfortunately, the applicability scores computed by
the different formulations cannot be directly compared
on different experiments, and thus it is not possible to
present robust default thresholds to decide whether a
compound should be regarded as part of the models
domain or not. Despite this lack of a default parameterization, the experiments indicate that omitting the half
of the compounds with the lowest applicability score,
regardless of which AD formulation and kernel is chosen, improves the reliability of a model considerably and
retains a large proportion of the ligands.
An open question, not considered in this work, is
whether the AD estimation and the respective partitioning of the screening set influence the chemotype enrichment. This question is interesting and important, but
lies outside the scope of this work and will be the subject of further studies.
Additional file 1: List of atom and bond descriptors used by the
structured kernels. A complete enumeration of the atom and bond
descriptors including their respective references (if applicable) is given in
the file.
Click here for file
[ http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1758-2946-2-2S1.PDF ]
Additional file 2: Effect of the AD on the VS performance of all
combinations of AD, Kernel and Target. All figures for the AD
evaluation of the different experiments are presented in the file. The
values for the threshold retaining less than 50 compounds in the
respective AD are omitted.
Click here for file
[ http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1758-2946-2-2S2.PDF ]
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Abstract
Background: Previously, we developed a combined dictionary dubbed Chemlist for the identification of small
molecules and drugs in text based on a number of publicly available databases and tested it on an annotated
corpus. To achieve an acceptable recall and precision we used a number of automatic and semi-automatic
processing steps together with disambiguation rules. However, it remained to be investigated which impact an
extensive manual curation of a multi-source chemical dictionary would have on chemical term identification in
text. ChemSpider is a chemical database that has undergone extensive manual curation aimed at establishing valid
chemical name-to-structure relationships.
Results: We acquired the component of ChemSpider containing only manually curated names and synonyms.
Rule-based term filtering, semi-automatic manual curation, and disambiguation rules were applied. We tested the
dictionary from ChemSpider on an annotated corpus and compared the results with those for the Chemlist
dictionary. The ChemSpider dictionary of ca. 80 k names was only a 1/3 to a 1/4 the size of Chemlist at around
300 k. The ChemSpider dictionary had a precision of 0.43 and a recall of 0.19 before the application of filtering and
disambiguation and a precision of 0.87 and a recall of 0.19 after filtering and disambiguation. The Chemlist
dictionary had a precision of 0.20 and a recall of 0.47 before the application of filtering and disambiguation and a
precision of 0.67 and a recall of 0.40 after filtering and disambiguation.
Conclusions: We conclude the following: (1) The ChemSpider dictionary achieved the best precision but the
Chemlist dictionary had a higher recall and the best F-score; (2) Rule-based filtering and disambiguation is
necessary to achieve a high precision for both the automatically generated and the manually curated dictionary.
ChemSpider is available as a web service at http://www.chemspider.com/ and the Chemlist dictionary is freely
available as an XML file in Simple Knowledge Organization System format on the web at http://www.biosemantics.
org/chemlist.

Background
Finding chemical terms in free text is essential for text
mining aimed at exploring how chemical structures link
to biological processes [1]. However, the techniques
behind current text mining applications have mainly
focused on the ability of the system to correctly identify
gene and protein names in text, while less effort has
been spent on the correct identification of chemical
names [2,3]. This is however about to change as more
and more chemical resources are becoming freely available [4-6]. For example, resources such as DrugBank [7]
and the Unified Medical Language System
* Correspondence: k.hettne@erasmusmc.nl
1
Department of Medical Informatics, Erasmus University Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

metathesaurus (UMLS) [8] have been applied for the
identification of drug names in text [9,10] (for a recent
review of literature mining in support of drug discovery
see Agarwal and Searls [11]). Briefly, the challenges of
chemical name identification differ from the ones in the
genomics field in the sense that the exact placement of
tokens such as commas, spaces, hyphens, and parentheses plays a much larger role. Chemical named entity
recognition (NER) in general has been reviewed by Banville [1] and methods for confidence-based chemical
NER have been evaluated by Corbett and Copestake
[12].
In this paper we focus on the task of term identification, which goes beyond NER to also include term mapping, i.e. the linking of terms to reference data sources.

© 2010 Hettne et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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In the case of chemicals, they can also be identified by a
specific structure representation such as a connection
table, an InChI string or a simplified molecular input
line entry specification (SMILES). To achieve this, a dictionary with database links, or structures, is essential.
Naturally, the usefulness of the dictionary approach
depends on the coverage of terms in the dictionary for
the particular domain and how well the terms are suited
for natural language processing. Previously, we developed a combined dictionary named Chemlist for the
identification of small molecules and drugs in text based
on a number of publicly available databases and tested it
on an annotated corpus [13]. To achieve an acceptable
precision (0.67) and recall (0.40) we used a number of
automatic and semi-automatic processing steps together
with disambiguation rules. However, it remained to be
investigated which impact an extensive manual curation
of a multi-source chemical dictionary would have on
chemical term identification in text. We expect that a
higher precision can be reached with a manually curated
dictionary.
Around 8% of the chemicals in Chemlist contain
structure information in the form of InChI strings. It
should be noted that we did not validate the correctness
of the association between the chemical names and the
chemical structures/compounds as that was not the
focus of the work. The challenges of chemical NER are
clearly not limited only to the identification and extraction of a particular chemical name but also the association of the chemical name with an appropriate chemical
structure or compound. ChemSpider [14] is an online
database of chemical compounds and associated data
and was developed with the intention of building a
structure-centric database for the chemistry community.
The chemicals contained within the database are
sourced from over 200 different data sources including
chemical vendors, government databases, commercial
databases, open notebook science projects, blogs and
personal chemistry collections deposited by members of
the community. During the process of integrating and
associating data from various sources the ChemSpider
development team has identified a multitude of issues in
regards to the quality of chemical structure representations. These include varying levels of accuracy in stereochemistry, the mis-association of chemical names with
chemical entity and a myriad of other issues whereby
chemical names are associated with incorrect chemical
structures. The challenge here is one of assertion - what
is a “correct” chemical structure and who asserts that it
has a specific representation? While the chemical structure of benzene can be represented as either a series of
alternating single and double bonds or as in a Kekule
form, the connection table of atoms and bonds as captured in an electronic format remains consistent. In
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terms of compounds of biological interest the structure
representation for a particular drug is based on the collective wisdom of the company registering the compound, the patent representation and a multitude of
databases containing associated information. The challenges of both conventions and assertions are taken into
account when creating a validated dictionary of chemical
names and associated structure representations.
As a result of the challenges associated with poor
quality chemical name-structure relationships ChemSpider was developed to include a curation platform
whereby chemists could participate directly in the validation of the relationships. A web-based interface to
approve, delete and add chemical names to chemical
entities was delivered and a multi-level curator role was
established so that when members of the community
made suggested changes to the relationships master
curators would then further investigate and approve
their work. ChemSpider was released to the community
in March 2007 and many tens of thousands of curation
actions have provided a highly curated dictionary.
The objective of this study is to determine the impact
of manual curation of chemical name-structure relationships on the precision and recall of chemical term
identification.

Results
The ChemSpider dictionary was filtered according to a
set of pre-processing steps and tested on an annotated
corpus (see Methods for details on the pre-processing
steps and the corpus). Before pre-processing, the ChemSpider dictionary contained 157,173 terms belonging to
84,065 entities and after pre-processing 160,898 terms
belonging to 84,059 entities. The processed version of
Chemlist contains 1,692,020 terms belonging to 278,577
entities. Dictionary term strings that matched the start
and end positions of the chemical term strings in the
corpus constituted true positives (TP), term strings that
were not marked as chemical term strings in the corpus
but still matched a dictionary term string were false
positives (FP), and chemical term strings in the corpus
that were not matched were false negatives (FN). Recall
(R), precision (P), and F-score were computed in the
usual way:
• Recall = TP/(TP+FN)
• Precision = TP/(TP+FP)
• F-score = (2*P*R)/(P+R)
Table 1 shows the effect of pre-processing and disambiguation on precision and recall for the dictionaries. It is clear that the pre-processing steps and the
disambiguation rules have a strong positive influence
on the precision of both dictionaries. The ChemSpider
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Table 1 Precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) of the dictionaries on the annotated corpus
Dictionary

Unprocessed

Filtered

Frequent terms correction

Disambiguation

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

ChemSpider

0.43

0.19

0.26

0.81

0.19

0.31

0.85

0.19

0.31

0.87

0.19

0.31

Chemlist

0.20

0.47

0.28

0.39

0.46

0.42

0.55

0.46

0.50

0.67

0.40

0.50

dictionary had higher precision (0.87) and lower recall
(0.19) compared to the Chemlist dictionary (precision
0.67 and recall 0.40). The Chemlist dictionary had the
highest F-score (0.50). A combination of both dictionaries showed changes of less than 1 percentage point
in recall and precision values (results not shown). The
combination was created by matching concepts on
CAS numbers and/or InChI strings, resulting in a
merged dictionary with 317, 275 concepts. The overlap
between the dictionaries was calculated to 45,361
concepts.
Overall, the recall was best for the TRIV class of entities (Table 2), with Chemlist as the best performing dictionary (recall 0.80). The PART class of entities had the
lowest recall of all classes (0.00, ChemSpider dictionary).
The PART class is however more relevant when the corpus is going to be used for machine learning purposes
since parts of chemical names are not expected to be
found in dictionaries. This class was therefore left out of
the error analysis below.
Error analysis

We performed a manual error analysis for the dictionaries with disambiguation rules applied (see Methods).
The major reason that entities were not found (i.e.,
were false negatives) was that they simply were not in
the dictionaries (Table 3). For the Chemlist dictionary,
this holds true for all classes except ABB for which
most belong to the category “removed by disambiguation”. The major source of false positives for both dictionaries was partial matches of longer chemical names
(Table 4). Notably, ChemSpider only had one entity
out of corpus scope and no entities that were nonchemicals.

Table 2 Recall values for the entity classes per dictionary
Entity class

ChemSpider

Chemlist

IUPAC (391)

0.08

0.21

PART (92)

0.00

0.04

SUM (49)

0.25

0.29

TRIV (414)

0.45

0.80

ABB (161)

0.01

0.22

FAM (99)

0.02

0.19

IUPAC: multiword systematic names, PART: partial chemical names, SUM: sum
formulas, TRIV: trivial names (including single word IUPAC names), ABB:
abbreviations, FAM: chemical family names.

Discussion
The Chemlist dictionary had the highest recall and the
best F-score, but a lower precision than the ChemSpider
dictionary. The precision of 0.87 (at a recall of 0.19) for
the ChemSpider dictionary is the best reported for a
chemical dictionary on the corpus used in this study.
From the analysis of the false positives it was obvious
that the ChemSpider dictionary was less out of the
scope of the corpus and contained less non-chemical
names than Chemlist. As mentioned in previous work
[13], the false positives in the categories entity out of
corpus scope and annotation error might possibly be
excluded from the analysis because these errors cannot
be attributed to the dictionaries. When the false positives from these categories were excluded, Chemlist had
a precision of 0.82 and ChemSpider a precision of 0.91.
Worth noticing is that the precision for the manually
curated dictionary from ChemSpider on the corpus
without the use of the pre-processing steps was about
half compared to the processed version. A reason for
this might be that the dictionary was not curated with
text-mining purposes in mind. For example, synonyms
such as “As” for “Arsenic” might be correct but will give
rise to many false positives when the dictionary is used
for text mining. However, it should be noted that the
ChemSpider team used their own curated dictionaries as
the basis of their semantic markup approaches on the
ChemMantis [15] platform. Their entity extraction
approach accounted for direct identification of elements
and included a list of stop words to allow for improved
precision.
The recall for the Chemspider dictionary is substantially lower than that of Chemlist in all categories except
for the SUM class. It is to be expected that the ChemSpider dictionary scores lower for the FAM class since
ChemSpider is a structure-centered database, but the
relatively low recall for the IUPAC, TRIV and ABB
classes were surprising. We therefore performed a
search in the online version of ChemSpider (August 8,
2009) for the false negatives in these classes. Indeed, an
additional 3 of the random 25 IUPAC false negative,
20 of the 25 random TRIV false negatives, and 10 of the
25 random ABB false negatives were found in the online
version of ChemSpider. These differences might be
explained by the update speed of the online ChemSpider
database as hundreds of thousands of chemical entities
can be added within a week. As of September 2009
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Table 3 Error analysis of a random sample of max 25 false negatives from each class for ChemSpider (CS) and
Chemlist (CL)
Error type

TRIV

SUM

IUPAC

FAM

ABB

CS

CL

CS

CL

CS

CL

CS

CL

CS

CL

Partial match

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Annotation error
Not in dictionary

0
25

2
15

0
22

0
16

0
25

1
24

0
25

0
24

0
25

0
8

Removed by disambiguation

0

5

0

7

0

0

0

1

0

12

Removed by manual check of highly frequent terms

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

Tokenization error

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

there are eight million chemical entities waiting to be
deduplicated into the ChemSpider database and there
has been an increase of almost 10% in the unique number of chemical entities since this manuscript was
started. There are presently over 23 million unique chemicals in the database.
Since despite the increased volume of ChemSpider
only three of the 25 random IUPAC false negatives were
found in the online version of ChemSpider, we performed a structural evaluation of the remaining 22 false
negatives. This deep analysis of the structures of the
false negatives from the IUPAC class highlights three
different issues: firstly the annotation of the corpus, secondly the sometimes inconsistent or incorrect way
scientists write chemical names in articles, and thirdly
the ChemSpider database coverage.
The annotation issues follow. Two chemicals were
annotated as IUPAC in the corpus but did not respond
to unique structures (e.g. hexa-acetyl was annotated as
IUPAC in the sentence “...it formed a hexa-acetyl derivative...”). We argue that these chemicals should be
annotated as PART instead. Two cases were not chemical names but internal abbreviations in the abstract (e.g
(S)-(-)-3-PPP). We argue that these should belong to the
ABB class instead. These four cases reflect the relatively
low annotator agreement on the corpus (80%) [16]. One
annotation error concerns two chemicals after each
other that were annotated as one in the sentence “On
interaction with anhydrous potassium acetate 14bromcarminomycinone (III) yield 14-acetoxycarminomycinone (IV)”. Five annotation “errors” were family
names (e.g. 1-(carboxyalkyl)hydroxypyridinones). These
Table 4 Error analysis of the false positives (percentage)
for ChemSpider and Chemlist
Error type

False positives
ChemSpider

Chemlist

Partial match

21 (64%)

96 (41%)

Annotation error

11 (33%)

29 (13%)

Out of corpus scope

1 (3%)

79 (34%)

Not a chemical

0

28 (12%)

cases are however not annotation errors according to
the class definition of the FAMILY class in Kolarik et al.
[16], where “Substances used as bases for building various derivatives and analogs were tagged as IUPAC, not
as FAMILY (e.g. 1,4-dihydronaphthoquinones)”, but
they are not expected to be found in ChemSpider since
ChemSpider focuses on single compounds.
The way chemical names are written in articles concern the following cases: two were too generic to correspond to unique structures (e.g. 5-O-tetradecanoyl-2,3dideoxy-L-threo-hexono-1,4-lactone), and six were nonsystematic names for which no structure could be
drawn (e.g. N-(trifluoroacetyl)-14-phenyl-14-selenaadriamycin). Since ChemSpider strives to include only valid
structures, these names are not expected to be found
using ChemSpider. The poor quality of chemical names
in common usage was discussed by Brecher [17] already
in the year 1999 and is 10 years later still an issue.
Although many chemistry journals nowadays have rules
about the naming of compounds and demands on the
addition of structure information, this information has
not always been updated for older issues, and unfortunately few MEDLINE abstracts contain structure
information.
Database coverage applies to the following cases: three
chemicals were present in the database as structures but
lacked the specific synonym used in the abstract, and
one was not present at all in the database at the time of
this study (8-(methylthio)-1,2,3,4,5,6-hexahydro-2,6methano-3-benzazocine) but has since been added to
the database. These cases therefore fit into the not in
dictionary category.
The fact that many of the random false negatives were
found in the online ChemSpider database put the low
recall of the manually curated ChemSpider dictionary in
a different light. The ongoing online community-based
annotation of chemical names in ChemSpider will
ensure an increase in recall of the dictionary while
hopefully maintaining the precision, and surely the
important link to chemical structure. Chemlist requires
a more thorough accuracy check of text-mining results
due to the lower precision compared to the ChemSpider
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dictionary but will retrieve more entities. On the other
hand, in contrast to ChemSpider, Chemlist is downloadable in its whole and can be used as a basis for the creation of a manually curated chemical dictionary for text
mining. Structure information can be added for the entities lacking this information once it is available in the
underlying databases.
Partial matches of compounds were an important
issue for both dictionaries and something that might be
solved by detection of chemical name boundaries before
matching. However, the false positives in this category
did not decrease when a system that uses this type of
information (OSCAR3, available at http://sourceforge.
net/projects/oscar3-chem) was tested [13] and further
testing of different algorithms for chemical name
boundary detection in combination with dictionary
look-up is needed.

Conclusions
We conclude the following: (1) The Chemlist dictionary
had the highest recall (0.40) and the best F-score (0.50),
but a lower precision (0.67) than the ChemSpider dictionary; the ChemSpider dictionary achieved the best
precision (0.87) but at a cost of lower recall (0.19) than
the Chemlist dictionary; It should be noted that the
ChemSpider dictionary of ca. 80 k names was only a 1/3
to a 1/4 the size of Chemlist at around 300 k and this
would be expected to dramatically impact recall. (2)
Rule-based filtering and disambiguation is necessary to
achieve a high precision for both the automatically generated and the manually curated dictionary.
Experimental
Dictionary pre-processing

The combined chemical dictionary Chemlist has been
described elsewhere [13]. Briefly, it is based on the following resources: the chemical part of the Unified Medical Language System metathesaurus (UMLS) [8], the
chemical part of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
[18], the ChEBI ontology [19], DrugBank [7], KEGG
drug [20], KEGG compound [21], the human metabolome database (HMDB) [22], and ChemIDplus [23].
Data from the fields used for entry term, synonyms,
summary structure, and database identifiers were used
to build the Chemlist dictionary. CAS registry numbers
[24] and Beilstein reference numbers [25] were not used
for text mining due to their presumed ambiguity with
other number types in text. CAS numbers do have a
specific format that should help identify them in text
and might be included as synonyms in future releases of
the dictionary. Entries were merged if they had the same
CAS number, database identifier (cross-reference), or
InChI string. No manual curation was performed to
ensure the correctness of merged entities. A set of rules
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was used to rewrite and suppress terms in the dictionary
and a manual check for highly frequent terms was performed [13]. Briefly, we removed a term if (1) the whole
term after tokenization and removal of stop words is a
single character, or is an arabic or roman number (e.g.
“T” as an abbreviation for “Tritium”); (2) the term contained any of the following features: a dosage in percent,
gram, microgram or milliliter, “not otherwise specified”,
“not specified”, or “unspecified”, “NOS” at the end of a
term and preceded by a comma, or “NOS” within parentheses or brackets at the end of a term and preceded
by a space, “other” at the beginning of a term and followed by a space character or at the end of a term and
preceded by a space character, “deprecated”, “unknown”,
“obsolete”, “miscellaneous”, or “no” at the beginning of a
term and followed by a space character (e.g. “unspecified
phosphate of chloroquine diphosphate” as synonym for
“chloroquine diphosphate”); (3) the term corresponded
to a general English term in the top 500 most frequent
terms found in a set of 100,000 randomly selected
MEDLINE abstracts indexed with the Chemlist dictionary. We added (1) the syntactic inversion (e.g. “acid,
gamma-vinyl-gamma-aminobutyric” is rewritten to
“gamma-vinyl-gamma-aminobutyric acid”); (2) the
stripped possessive version (e.g. “Ringer’s lactate” rewritten to “Ringer lactate”); (3) the long form and short
form version of a term (e.g. “Hydrogen chloride (HCL)”
is split into “Hydrogen chloride” and “HCL”). Since a
rewritten term will be added to the dictionary without
removing the original term, an increase in synonyms
after using the rewrite rules will take place.
We acquired a dictionary subset from the chemical
database ChemSpider (February 12, 2009), containing
only manually annotated names and synonyms. Before
manual curation, robots had been used to ensure that
there were no inappropriate correspondences between
the chemical names and the chemical structures. For
example, it is rather common in the public databases to
have the chemical names of salts despite the fact that
the chemical itself may be a neutral compound. A series
of processing runs to clean up mis-associations in the
following manner improved the validity of names associated with structures: 1) for names containing chloride,
bromide, iodide, and fluoride check the molecular formulae for the presence of the associated halogens in the
molecular formula and treat as necessary; 2) for names
containing nitrite, nitrate, sulfate/sulphate, and sulfite/
sulphite, check molecular formulae for presence of
nitrogen or sulphur and remove names as necessary; 3)
for hydrate/dihydrate, check for presence of one or
more waters of hydration and remove names as appropriate; 4) convert names to chemical structures using
commercial software tools and check for consistency
and flag as checked by robots. This is a different level of
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curation than checked by humans. The manually annotated names are those approved primarily by users of
ChemSpider and then further validated by master curators. The result is a highly curated database of chemical
structures with their associated manually curated identifiers. These identifiers are not limited to systematic
names and trade names but also include CAS registry
numbers, EINECS or ELINCS numbers [26] and Beilstein reference numbers. In order to make a fair comparison with the Chemlist dictionary, we applied the
same filtering rules and manual check for highly frequent terms to the ChemSpider dictionary as were previously applied to the Chemlist dictionary. This time,
the manual check for highly frequent terms was based
on a MEDLINE indexation using the ChemSpider
dictionary.
Term identification

We used our concept recognition software Peregrine
[27] to index a corpus of annotated chemical abstracts
from Kolarik et al. [16] http://www.scai.fraunhofer.de/
chem-corpora.html. The Peregrine system translates
the terms in the dictionary into sequences of tokens.
When such a sequence of tokens is found in a document, the term, and thus the chemical associated with
that term, is recognized. Some tokens are ignored,
since these are considered to be non-informative (’of’,
‘the’, ‘and’, ‘in’). The tokenizer in Peregrine considers
everything that is not a letter or a digit to be a word
delimiter. Similar to Hettne et al. [13], we made the
following adjustments to the tokenizer: full stops, commas, plus signs, hyphens, single quotation marks and
all types of parentheses ((, {, [) were excluded from the
word delimiter list. After tokenization, the tokens were
stripped of trailing full stops, commas and non-matching parentheses. Parentheses were also removed if they
surrounded the whole token. In addition, a list of common suffixes was used to remove these suffixes at the
end of tokens [13]. We used Peregrine with the following settings: case-insensitive, word-order sensitive and
largest match.
The annotated corpus consists of 100 MEDLINE
abstracts with 1206 annotated chemical occurrences
divided into the following groups: multiword systematic names (IUPAC, 391 occurrences), partial chemical
names (PART, 92 occurrences), sum formulas (SUM,
49 occurrences), trivial names (including single word
IUPAC names) (TRIV, 414 occurrences), abbreviations
(ABB, 161 occurrences), and chemical family names
(FAM, 99 occurrences). Larger drug molecules such as
protein drugs had not been annotated in the corpus
[16]. The creators used a simple system for detecting
IUPAC names [28] to select abstracts containing at
least one found entity. Next to abstracts selected with
this procedure, they selected abstracts containing
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problematical cases as well as abstracts containing no
entities. The inter-annotator F1 was 80% when recognizing the boundaries without considering the different
classes.
We indexed the corpus using three versions of the
ChemSpider dictionary: unprocessed, filtered (after
application of the filtering rules), and frequent terms
correction (after the check for frequent English terms).
To compare the effect of disambiguation rules during
the indexing process we used the same rules as in
Hettne et al. [13]. That is, we first determine whether a
term is a dictionary homonym, i.e., if it refers to more
than one entity in the dictionary. If the term is a dictionary homonym, but it is the preferred term of that
entity, it is further handled as if it is not a dictionary
homonym. If the term is not a dictionary homonym it
still needs further processing since it can have many
meanings in text. Therefore, terms that are shorter than
five characters or do not contain a number are also considered potential homonyms, and require extra information to be assigned. A (potential) homonym is only kept
if (1) another synonym of the entity is found in the
same piece of text; (2) a keyword (i.e., a word or “token”
that occurs in any of the long-form names of the small
molecule, and appears less than 1000 times in the dictionary as a whole) is found in the same piece of text.
The results from the ChemSpider dictionary were compared to the results previously reported for the Chemlist
dictionary.
Error analysis

A random set of maximum 25 false negatives from
each class of entities in the corpus, the 232 false positives for Chemlist, and the 33 false positives for the
ChemSpider dictionary were analyzed. For comparison,
we used the same error categories for the false negatives and false positives as in Hettne et al. [13]. For the
false negatives, these were: partial match (e.g. only
“beta-cyclodextrin” in “hydroxypropyl beta-cyclodextrin” was recognized); annotation error (e.g. only part
of the chemical name has been marked by the annotators in the text: “thiophen” in the sentence”... Gewald
thiophene synthesis was...”, or a whole entity has been
overlooked by the annotators); not in dictionary;
removed by disambiguation (e.g. single letter “T”);
removed by manual check of highly frequent terms (e.g.
“Me”); and tokenization error (e.g. “Ca(2+)” will not be
found in the sentence “...free calcium concentration
([Ca(2+)]i) of human peripheral blood lymphocytes...”
due to the positioning of the “i” that does not allow
the surrounding brackets to be removed from the
entity). The error categories for the false positives
were: partial match; annotation error; out of corpus
scope (e.g. larger drug molecules such as protein
drugs); not a chemical (e.g. the term “metabolite”).
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Automatic vs. manual curation of a multi-source
chemical dictionary: the impact on text mining
Correction
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Correction
In 'Automatic vs. manual curation of a multi-source
chemical dictionary: the impact on text mining' (Hettne
et al. Journal of Cheminformatics 2010, 2:3) [1], the name
of the automatically curated dictionary is identified as
'Chemlist'. CHEMLIST is a trademark that the American
Chemical Society has used for many years to identify its
Regulated Chemicals Listing (CAS) database. To avoid
future confusion, the 'Chemlist' dictionary mentioned in
this article has been renamed to 'Jochem.'
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Towards interoperable and reproducible QSAR
analyses: Exchange of datasets
Methodology
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Abstract
Background: QSAR is a widely used method to relate chemical structures to responses or properties based on
experimental observations. Much effort has been made to evaluate and validate the statistical modeling in QSAR, but
these analyses treat the dataset as fixed. An overlooked but highly important issue is the validation of the setup of the
dataset, which comprises addition of chemical structures as well as selection of descriptors and software
implementations prior to calculations. This process is hampered by the lack of standards and exchange formats in the
field, making it virtually impossible to reproduce and validate analyses and drastically constrain collaborations and reuse of data.
Results: We present a step towards standardizing QSAR analyses by defining interoperable and reproducible QSAR
datasets, consisting of an open XML format (QSAR-ML) which builds on an open and extensible descriptor ontology.
The ontology provides an extensible way of uniquely defining descriptors for use in QSAR experiments, and the
exchange format supports multiple versioned implementations of these descriptors. Hence, a dataset described by
QSAR-ML makes its setup completely reproducible. We also provide a reference implementation as a set of plugins for
Bioclipse which simplifies setup of QSAR datasets, and allows for exporting in QSAR-ML as well as old-fashioned CSV
formats. The implementation facilitates addition of new descriptor implementations from locally installed software and
remote Web services; the latter is demonstrated with REST and XMPP Web services.
Conclusions: Standardized QSAR datasets open up new ways to store, query, and exchange data for subsequent
analyses. QSAR-ML supports completely reproducible creation of datasets, solving the problems of defining which
software components were used and their versions, and the descriptor ontology eliminates confusions regarding
descriptors by defining them crisply. This makes is easy to join, extend, combine datasets and hence work collectively,
but also allows for analyzing the effect descriptors have on the statistical model's performance. The presented Bioclipse
plugins equip scientists with graphical tools that make QSAR-ML easily accessible for the community.
Background
Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)
modeling is a ligand-based approach to quantitatively
correlate chemical structure with a response, such as biological activity or chemical reactivity. The process is
widely adopted and has for example been used to model
carcinogenecity [1,2], toxicity [3,4], and solubility [5,6].
Further, the literature is replete with QSAR studies covering problems in lead optimization [7], fragrance design,
and detection of doping in sports [8]. In QSAR, chemical
structures are expressed as descriptors, which are numer* Correspondence: ola.spjuth@farmbio.uu.se
1
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ical representations such as calculated properties or enumerated fragments. Descriptors and response values are
concatenated into a dataset, and statistical methods are
commonly used to build predictive models of these.
There exist many examples of investigations regarding
the resulting statistical models with respect to validity
and applicability in QSAR and similar fields [9,10]. However, most of these investigations consider the dataset as
fixed, and the choice of descriptors and implementations
is left outside the analysis.
Part of the problem is the lack of a controlled vocabulary regarding descriptors; there is no easy way of defining what descriptors were used, which the underlying
algorithms were, and how these were implemented. It is
common to use several different software packages with
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results manually glued together in spreadsheets, sometimes with custom in-house calculated descriptors. The
lack of a unifying standard and an exchange format
means that QSAR datasets are published in articles without clear rules, usually as data matrices of precalculated
descriptors, with chemical structures in a separate file.
The field of bioinformatics has acknowledged the standardization problem to a much larger extent than cheminformatics. Numerous standards, ontologies, and
exchange formats have been proposed and agreed upon
in various domains. The Minimum Information standards are examples that specify the minimum amount of
meta data and data required to meet a specific aim. The
MGED consortium pioneered this in bioinformatics with
Minimum Information About Microarray Experiements
(MIAME) [11], and it has now become a requirement
that data from microarray experiments must be deposited in MIAME-compliant public repositories in the
MAGE-ML exchange format [12], in order to be published in most journals. Standardization initiatives in
cheminformatics are not as common, even though the
problem of incompatible file formats and standards has
been frequently discussed [13]. Grammatica [14] has
addressed the issue of QSAR model validation and notes
that descriptor versioning as well as precisely defined
algorithmic specifications are vital for developing QSAR
models that can be considered reliable, robust, and reproducible (in addition to the usual issues of statistical rigor).
Initiatives that work towards standardizing cheminformatis in general include the Blue Obelisk, an internet
group which promotes open data, open source, and open
standards in cheminformatics [15], which has proposed
dictionaries for algorithms and implementations suitable
for QSAR. Distributed Structure-Searchable Toxicity
(DSSTox) Database Network has proposed standardized
structure-data files (SDF) as a file format for exchanging
raw data in toxicological SAR analyses [16]. This
approach does however not include any information
regarding descriptors, and SDF is a legacy text format
which has many variants. OECD has established rules
and formats for how to report QSAR models and QSAR
predictions [17], but its intended use is communication,
not complete technical coverage. It also lacks an ontology,
which makes interpretation and reasoning around results
much more complicated and subjective. Public repositories of QSAR datasets are limited to a few internet
resources (e.g. [18] and [19]) where they are usually not
deposited but reproduced from articles by others than
the original authors, and due to the lack of an established
exchange format and missing raw data, structures are
sometimes redrawn, data manually copied from articles,
and educated guesses are made in some cases. QSAR
DataBank [20] is a proposal for the electronic organization and archiving of QSAR model information. It is an
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interesting initiative that builds on other standards, but
also lacks an ontology for descriptors. The OpenTox project is another project developing a framework to share
QSAR datasets using REST services [21].
In general it is not uncommon that information about
what software package that was used for descriptor calculation (and its version) is unavailable, and that custom
descriptors have been added manually or results preprocessed. To further complicate matters, many QSAR software packages are proprietary, closed source, and it is a
non-trivial task (sometimes impossible) to get insights
into how algorithms are implemented. Due to these
impracticalities, journals are limited to establishing simple rules for QSAR publications such as to state that
structures should be publicly available [22].
A well-defined standard with a corresponding exchange
format will have problems getting accepted in the scientific community if user-friendly tools supporting them
are not available. This paper introduces a file format for
exchanging QSAR datasets, together with tools implemented in the graphical workbench Bioclipse [23,24] to
facilitate working with QSAR according to the standard.

Results
QSAR-ML - an exchange format for QSAR

We designed an XML-based exchange format (named
QSAR-ML) with the aim to completely cover all aspects
of dataset setup, including chemical structures, descriptors, software implementations, and response values. A
simplified structure of QSAR-ML can be seen in Figure 1.
Structures define the chemical structures in the QSAR
dataset and contains InChI [25] to ensure integrity; if a
structure changes, then the QSAR-ML file can report
this. Structures are referenced parts of a Resource, which
is a file referenced by path or URL and also contains a
checksum that can be used to verify the integrity of the
files. Resources are in turn contained in a StructureList.
Descriptors are uniquely defined by referencing the
Blue Obelisk Descriptor Ontology (BODO) [26] and are
contained in a DescriptorList . A Descriptor can also have
a set of Parameters, which for example can be settings for
the descriptor. A DescriptorProvider denotes a versioned
software implementation, which provide implementations of descriptor algorithms.
Responses are the measured QSAR endpoints (response
variable). They reference a Structure and a ResponseUnit
(for example IC50 or LD50), and are contained in a ResponseList.
DescriptorResults are the results of a descriptor calculation on a structure, and links a DescriptorValue to a
Descriptor-Structure pair. DescriptorResults are contained
in a DescriptorResultList.
Metadata includes information about authors, license,
description, and also contains optional References. The
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Figure 1 QSAR-ML core structures. An simplified diagram of the structure of QSAR-ML using Crow's Foot notation, with references using dotted
lines.

latest version of the QSAR-ML schema and documentation is available from the QSAR-ML website [27].
Reference Implementation

While QSAR-ML is technology neutral, a reference
implementation of tools to set up QSAR datasets complying with QSAR-ML was constructed as a set of plugins
for Bioclipse [23]. The implementation allows for

straightforward creation, loading, saving, editing, and
export of QSAR-ML files (see Figure 2).
Using graphical wizards and drag and drop, users can
easily set up new QSAR analyses, add molecules, select
descriptors and implementations with optional parameters, import or add response values, and the calculations
can be carried out in the background (see Figure 3). It is
very easy to export QSAR-ML for import in other QSARML compliant software.

Figure 2 Overview of the Bioclipse QSAR-ML implementation. The reference implementation of QSAR-ML is constructed as a set of plugins for
Bioclipse and allows for graphical setup of datasets. Chemical structures can be imported via drag and drop or a graphical wizard. Descriptors can be
selected from the descriptor ontology. Local and remote descriptor providers contribute descriptor implementations which could run on the local
computer or accessed via Web services. It is also possible to add biological responses and metadata, and export the complete dataset in QSAR-ML as
well as in a comma-separated file.
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Figure 3 Selecting descriptors from the Blue Obelisk Descriptor Ontology in Bioclipse. Screenshot from Bioclipse showing selection of descriptors (lower middle), the generated dataset in a spreadsheet (top middle), the Help View (right) showing interactive help for descriptors, and the Progress View indicating the progress of the descriptor calculations (lower bottom).

The Bioclipse-QSAR feature supports multiple descriptor providers; the only requirement is that the software
must be able to accept one or many chemical structures,
and deliver descriptors in a deterministic fashion that can
be accessed either programmatically or via a batch job
(e.g. shell script). Bioclipse-QSAR also support calling
descriptor calculations deployed as W3C Web services
[28], REST [29], and XMPP cloud services [30]. To add
new descriptors to Bioclipse, the descriptor should preferably be registered in the Blue Obelisk Descriptor
Ontology, but it could also be added to Bioclipse via a
separate file.
Bioclipse-QSAR comes with the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) [31] and JOELib [32] integrated as local
descriptor providers, supplying descriptor implementations with optional parameters that are run in the same
computer and hence do not require network connection.
Remote Web services of the CDK descriptors are available as REST [33] and XMPP services (see Methods section). It is also possible to use the QSAR feature in the
Bioclipse Scripting Language [34] for setting up datasets.
The Bioclipse-QSAR feature is available via the software update menu option in Bioclipse, from the main

Bioclipse Update Site. Bioclipse and the Bioclipse-QSAR
feature are released under Eclipse Public License [35] plus
an exception to allow GPL-licensed Bioclipse plugins (see
[23]). EPL is a flexible open source license that can be
extended by both open source as well as commercially
licensed plugins.
Sample datasets

For demonstration purposes, the chemical structures for
a subset of the Sutherland datasets [36] were subjected to
descriptor calculations for selected CDK descriptors and
are available in QSAR-ML and archived Bioclipse projects at the QSAR-ML website [27].

Discussion
The QSAR-ML exchange format together with the Blue
Obelisk Descriptor Ontology has many implications. To
the best of our knowledge it is the first initiative which
encompasses completely reproducible definition of
QSAR datasets, including descriptor definitions and
implementations. QSAR-ML is equipped with built-in
properties to ensure integrity and consistency of included
resources. For example are molecular resources
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appended with generated InChI, which can be used to
verify the integrity of the chemical structures such as
accidental changes or errors when transmitting data over
networks. That descriptors in QSAR-ML are defined in
Blue Obelisk Descriptor Ontology means that they have a
formalized and clear meaning, and are uniquely referenced. Defining descriptor implementations by software
name, version and identifier, and connecting this information with an entry in the descriptor ontology, uniquely
defines, and makes it possible to accurately reproduce
descriptor calculations. Open standards, a defined terminology, and reproducible results allows people to have
trust in publicly available datasets and reconstruction of
such datasets, and hence improves the reliability of the
subsequent statistical analysis. Much research has been
done on various aspects of QSAR modeling, such as validation, robustness, and domain applicability of models
[14]. This is not covered here as it is a research topic of its
own, but we stress that the handling of the original chemical structures as well as the choice and implementation
of descriptors are of great importance [37]. This is a
neglected topic, and QSAR-ML sets new standards for
the field. A reproducible dataset setup enables validation
not only of the resulting datasets, but allows for inclusion
of e.g. chemical variability and descriptor selections with
respect to model robustness and performance inside a
cross validation loop [10]. There is a large amount of
descriptors available, and people continuously improve
existing descriptors and develop new ones. An exchange
format capable of harmonizing this requires an extensible
architecture in order to be successful, and also intuitive
tools that make this easily available for scientists. QSARML, implemented as an XML Schema, and BODO,
implemented in the Web Ontology Language [38], fulfills
this demand of extensibility. We would like to point out
that this is a proposal for an open standard and that we
welcome suggestions to improve the specification further.
The Bioclipse-QSAR feature turns Bioclipse into a
workbench which greatly simplifies the setup of QSAR
datasets, with full support for the QSAR-ML exchange
format. Bioclipse also supports many other features
which are common in QSAR projects, such as conversion, editing, and visualization of chemical structures.
Rich clients are software applications that take full advantage of today's modern desktop computers, but also leverages on the new e-Science tools such as online (Web)
services. The Bioclipse-QSAR is a formidable example of
this; Descriptors can be calculated on the local computer
while, if connected to a network, remote services can provide additional descriptors or offer high performance
computers for speeding up demanding calculations.
There would be great rewards if QSAR-ML is widely
adopted by the scientific community. For example, users
could download entire QSAR datasets and reuse it
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together with in-house data, extend existing models, join
different models, search for overlap between datasets,
collaborate, reproduce, and validate results. Further,
QSAR-ML enables the establishment of public repositories of QSAR datasets. We envision that deposition of
QSAR models in such repositories will become a standard operation procedure prior to future publication of
QSAR models and results, similar to microarray experiments in bioinformatics, and that QSAR-ML is a strong
candidate for such a format.

Conclusions
We describe a new exchange format for QSAR datasets,
named QSAR-ML, which relies on the Blue Obelisk
Descriptor Ontology for uniquely defining descriptors,
and supports any implementation of these. QSAR-ML
comprises all data and metadata required to reproduce
the setup of QSAR datasets, enabling validation of chemical structures and descriptor calculations. Sharing QSAR
datasets in an open, standardized format has profound
implications for collaboration and information validity
and reuse. We also describe a QSAR plugin for Bioclipse
with full support for QSAR-ML, which greatly simplifies
setting up QSAR datasets using graphical user interfaces.
The implementation integrates with other cheminformatics component that are valuable in dataset preparation, such as database searching as well as editing and
visualization of chemical structures.
Future plans include addition of subsequent statistical
analysis into the QSAR-ML format and hence not only
support dataset setup but also model fitting and prediction. We also aim at setting up a public repository with
means for publishing QSAR-ML datasets, which is a first
step towards public repositories for sharing QSAR on a
global level, and could provide the basis for supplemental
data in future QSAR publications.
Methods
XML Schema

XML is an extensible markup language that is widely used
in bioinformatics as an easy to use and standardized way
to store self-describing data [39]. W3C XML Schema [40]
is used in this work to define rules in QSAR-ML, such as
required elements and data types. It can also be used to
validate an XML document to ensure that it conforms to
the rules. The latest version of the QSAR-ML schema
together with documentation is available on the QSARML website [27].
Bioclipse

Bioclipse [23] is a graphical workbench for life science
which is equipped with features required for many common cheminformatics tasks, such as loading and converting between file formats, editing of chemical structures,
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interactive visualisation in 2D/3D, and editing of compound collections. Bioclipse is implemented as a Rich
Client based on Eclipse [41], and is equipped with
advanced plugin architecture which makes it easy to add
new descriptor providers (for example third party software or custom implementations), and allows users to
cherry-pick descriptors and implementations for the current analysis (see Figure 3).
CDK descriptors

The Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) [31] aims to provide a comprehensive collection of descriptors [42]. In
contrast to many other packages, the CDK provides
descriptors for molecules, bonds and atoms. While most
QSAR analyses make use of molecular descriptors, the
presence of the other descriptor types allows for novel
approaches to QSAR modeling. Given that many thousands of descriptors have been described in the literature
[43], CDK is focused on descriptors that have been used
in numerous studies. Many of these descriptors derive
from the ADAPT package [44]. Broadly, the descriptors
can be categorized into four main groups: constitutional
(which consider various atom and bond counts), topological (which consider 2 D connectivity), geometric (which
consider the 3 D spatial arrangement of a molecule) and
electronic (which consider electronic properties of the
molecule). There are a total of 44 descriptor classes. It
should be noted that each descriptor may actually generate multiple values. Thus the total number of descriptor
values that can be calculated is much higher (in the order
of 280 descriptors).
JOELib descriptors

JOELib is an open source Java cheminformatics library
[32]. A Bioclipse plugin for JOELib was constructed and
provides ten QSAR descriptors, some of which overlap
with the CDK descriptors. However, JOELib also provides a few unique descriptors, including a LogP descriptor implementing an atomic contribution algorithm [45]
and two SMARTS-based fragment count descriptors
counting the number of acidic and basic groups.
Remote REST and XMPP services

REST services for CDK descriptors [33] are available
from http://ws1.bmc.uu.se:8182/cdk/descriptors, which
conforms to REST principles [29]. The return values from
the REST services are in a custom XML format which is
very minimal and thus extraction of descriptor values is
trivial. The REST based services result in much simpler
programmatic access and reduce the number of dependencies in client code than for example SOAP services
[28]. XMPP cloud services with IO-DATA [30] is a novel
technology that allows for discoverable, asynchronous
Web services. XMPP services for calculating several CDK
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descriptors are available from the XMPP server http://
ws1.bmc.uu.se.
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Abstract
Background: In recent years, there has been a huge increase in the amount of publicly-available and proprietary
information pertinent to drug discovery. However, there is a distinct lack of data mining tools available to harness
this information, and in particular for knowledge discovery across multiple information sources. At Indiana
University we have an ongoing project with Eli Lilly to develop web-service based tools for integrative mining of
chemical and biological information. In this paper, we report on the first of these tools, called WENDI (Web Engine
for Non-obvious Drug Information) that attempts to find non-obvious relationships between a query compound
and scholarly publications, biological properties, genes and diseases using multiple information sources.
Results: We have created an aggregate web service that takes a query compound as input, calls multiple web
services for computation and database search, and returns an XML file that aggregates this information. We have
also developed a client application that provides an easy-to-use interface to this web service. Both the service and
client are publicly available.
Conclusions: Initial testing indicates this tool is useful in identifying potential biological applications of compounds
that are not obvious, and in identifying corroborating and conflicting information from multiple sources. We
encourage feedback on the tool to help us refine it further. We are now developing further tools based on this
model.

Background
In common with most scientific disciplines, there has in
the last few years been a huge increase in the amount of
publicly-available and proprietary information pertinent
to drug discovery, owing to a variety of factors including
improvements in experimental technologies (High
Throughput Screening, Microarray Assays, etc),
improvements in computer technologies (particularly
the Web), funded “grand challenge” projects (such as
the Human Genome Project), an imperative to find
more treatments for more diseases in an aging population, and various cultural shifts. This has been dubbed
data overload [1] Significant effort has therefore been
* Correspondence: djwild@indiana.edu
1
School of Informatics and Computing, Indiana University, Bloomington,
IN, USA
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

put into the development of computational methods for
exploiting this information for drug discovery, particularly through the fields of Bioinformatics and Cheminformatics. Of particular note are the provision of
large-scale chemical and biological databases, such as
PubChem [2], ChemSpider [3], the PDB [4], and KEGG
[5], which house information about massive numbers of
compounds, proteins, sequences, assays and pathways;
the development of predictive models for biological
activity and other biological endpoints; data mining of
chemical and biological data points; the availability of
journal articles in electronic form, and associated indexing (such as in PubMed) and text mining of their content. Further, we are seeing an unprecedented amount
of linking of information resources, for instance with
Bio2RDF [6], Linking Open Drug Data [7] and manual
linking of database entries.

© 2010 Zhu et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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One of the next great challenges is how we can use all
of this information together in an intelligent way, in an
integrative fashion [8]. We can think of all these information resources as pieces of a jigsaw, which in their
own right give us useful insights, but to get the full picture requires the pieces to be put together in the right
fashion. We thus not only need to aggregate the information, but we also need to be able to data mine it in
an integrative fashion. There are a number of technologies that are becoming available that assist with this: in
particular, web services and Cyberinfrastructure [9]
allow straightforward, standardized interfaces to a variety of data sources and Semantic Web languages such
as XML, OWL and RDF permit the aggregation of data,
and representation of meaning and relationships in the
data respectively.
At Indiana University, we are tackling this problem
from several angles. We recently developed a Cyberinfrastructure for cheminformatics, called ChemBioGrid,
which has made a multitude of databases and computational tools freely available for the first time to the academic community in a web service framework [10]. Of
particular import, we have been able to successfully
index chemical structures in the abstracts of large numbers of scholarly publications through a collaboration
with the Murray Rust group at Cambridge. The infrastructure has spurred the development of several important client applications, including PubChemSR [11], and
the application of Web 2.0 style “mashups” using userscripts for a variety of life-science applications [12]. We
are continuing to support and further develop this
infrastructure.
With this infrastructure in place, we have investigated
a variety of strategies for integrating the chemical and
biological data from different sources in the infrastructure, in particular of (i) the application of data mining
techniques to chemical structure, biological activity and
gene expression data in an integrated fashion [13], (ii)
the development of a generalizable four layer model
(storage, interface, aggregation and smart client) for
integrative data mining and knowledge discovery [14],
and (iii) aggregation of web services into automatically
generated and ranked workflows [15]. We are now
investigating methods for applying these techniques on
a larger scale, particularly to be able to extract knowledge from large volumes of chemical and biological data
that would not be found by searching single sources,
and to be able to use multiple independent sources to
corroborate or contradict hypotheses. To do this, we are
employing two key technologies: aggregate web services
which call multiple “atomic” web services and aggregate
the results, and Semantic Web languages for the representation of integrated data.
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In this paper we describe one of the first products of
this work, a tool called WENDI (Web Engine for Nonobvious Drug Information) that is designed to tackle a
specific question: given a chemical compound of interest, how can we probe the potential biological properties
of the compound using predictive models, databases,
and the scholarly literature? In particular, how can we
find non-obvious relationships between the compound
and assays, genes, and diseases, that cross over different
types of data source? We present WENDI as a tool for
aggregating information related to a compound to allow
these kinds of relationships to be identified.
Of course, the power of this kind of integration comes
from identifying truly non-obvious but yet real relationships between these entities. Our aim in this work is to
allow a rapid differentation between known relationships
(i.e. those which a scientist with a reasonable understanding of the literature in a field could be expected to
already know), and unknown relationships (those which
could not be found in literature closely associated with
a field, or not part of the ‘art’ of the field). There is
clearly some fuzziness in this, and this makes evaluation
of a tool like WENDI for non-obviousness difficult.
However, we do present it as a useful tool based on
qualitative feedback from existing users, and we are currently devising ways of a more quantitative evaluation
(as described in the concluding section).

Implementation
1. Overall architecture

We have since extended the ChemBioGrid infrastructure
to be the primary data source for WENDI. Additionally,
for WENDI we have introduced the idea of aggregate web
services that call multiple individual, or atomic, web services and aggregate the results from these services in
XML. For example, the main web service used by
WENDI takes as input a SMILES string representing a
compound of interest, and outputs an XML file of information about the compound aggregated by calling multiple web services. This XML file can then be parsed by an
intelligent client to extract information pertinent to compound properties. The overall architecture uses a four
layer approach which we described previously [14] that
includes storage, interface, aggregation and smart interface layers (see Figure 1). The storage and interface layers
are implemented using the Web Service Infrastructure,
and our initial work developing aggregate web services
and smart clients comprises the work described here.
Web services either follow the Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) standard [16] or REpresentational
State Transfer (RESTful) approach [17], the latter of
which are often better integrated with Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) than SOAP-based services. Whilst
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Figure 1 Overall architecture of storage, interface, aggregation and interaction layers employed in WENDI. Each layer can be accessed
directly, or by higher layers.

we have both kinds of web service in operation, we primarily use REST service. For example, we have created
a 3D similarity searching Web Service is based on our
local PubChem 3D database which stores 3D structures
[18] and 12 distance moments [19] for all the compounds in the PubChem database. This service is called
by the WENDI web service.
Our SOAP-based services are deployed in a in Tomcat
5.5 application container, which allows us to maintain
these services easily and provides a high level of integration with our development environments, and with the
service developed by Java 1.6.0. Our Web service layer is
handled by the AXIS libraries 1.6 [20], which accept a
SOAP message, decode it to extract the relevant function arguments, call the appropriate Web service classes,
and finally encode the return value into a SOAP document for return to the client. Our Web service is published as WSDL [21] which is an XML-based standard
for describing Web services and their parameters.
Increasingly, we are converting our services to REST for
even easier maintenance and access. A list of some of
our atomic web services can be found on the web [22]

these (such as 3D structures of PubChem compounds),
and completely new databases (particularly those derived
from the literature). Our databases are housed on a
Linux server running the PostgreSQL database system,
with gNova CHORD [23] installed to allow chemical
structure searching and 2D similarity searching through
the generation of fingerprints. Mirrored databases are
updated monthly. By housing the databases in a homogenous environment, it is easy to perform searches that
cross multiple databases using single SQL queries, and
to routinely expose the databases with web service interfaces. The following databases are used in the WENDI
system:
PubChem Compound

A mirror of the PubChem Compound database, containing compound ID’s (CIDs), InChI, SMILES, compound
properties, and 166-key MACCS-style fingerprints [24]
generated by the gNova CHORD system.
PubChem Bioassay

A mirror of the PubChem Bioassay database containing
AIDs (assay ID’s), CIDs of compounds tested, and bioassay outcomes and scores
PubChem BioDesc

2. Database Services

Descriptions of all PubChem bioassays

Our infrastructure contains a large number of compound-related databases, including mirrors of existing
databases (such as PubChem), databases derived from

Pub3D

A similarity-searchable database of minimized 3D structures for PubChem compounds
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Drugbank

A mirror of the DrugBank dataset [25] containing CID’s
(mapping to PubChem), DBID’s (Drugbank ID’s), drug
names, SMILES, usage descriptions, and 166-key fingerprints. The database contains nearly 4800 drug entries
including >1,350 FDA-approved small molecule drugs,
123 FDA-approved biotech (protein/peptide) drugs,
71 nutraceuticals and >3,243 experimental drugs.
MRTD

An implementation of the Maximum Recommended
Therapeutic Dose (MRTD) set [26] including name,
SMILES, and 166-key fingerprints. The database contains 1,220 current prescription drugs available in
SMILES format from the FDA Web site.
Medline Chemically-aware Publications Database

PubMed IDs of papers indexed in Medline[27], with
SMILES of chemical structures (from the title and
abstract) extracted using the Oscar3 program [28]
Phenopred

a matrix of predictions of gene-disease relationships
based on known relationships mined from the literature
and machine learning predictions [29].
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD)

cross-species chemical-gene/target interactions and chemical-disease relationships derived from experimental
sets and the literature [30].
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12-dimensional molecular shape descriptors [20] calculated for our Pub3D database of 3D minimized structures of PubChem compounds. Similarity to a query is
calculated using Euclidean Distance. We use PostgreSQL to store all these 12D vectors for all compounds, with the CUBE type [34] extension.
3. Prediction services

We have made available a variety of predictions through
our web service framework, particularly:
• Tumor cell line predictions. We created 40 Random Forest models for prediction of human tumor
cell line inhibition, trained using data from the NCI
Developmental Therapeutics Program Human
Tumor Cell Lines [13]. These predictions output a
probability of activity for a compound (0-1).
• Toxicity prediction. We implemented a special
modified Web service implementation of ToxTree
[35] for prediction of toxic effects
• Gene-disease relationships. We have implemented a table of predictions of gene-disease relationships extracted from the PhenoPred tool developed
at Indiana University [29]. Also we employed the
CTD and HuGEpedia data to expore gene-disease
relationships,

HuGEpedia

an encyclopedia of human genetic variation in health
and disease [31].
ChEMBL

a database of bioactive drug-like small molecules, containing 2-D structures, calculated properties (e.g. logP,
Molecular Weight, Lipinski Parameters, etc.) and
abstracted bioactivities (e.g. binding constants, pharmacology and ADMET data) [32].
2D Tanimoto similarity searching of these datasets is
made available by the gNova CHORD tanimoto function
applied to the 2D public 166 keys, an implementation of
the popular MACCS keys. Without indexing, it runs
very effectively for a single query or on a small dataset,
but the speed reduces significantly for large datasets.
We have 56,911,891 compounds in our PubChem Compound table as the time of writing. To speed up the
searching, we implemented a method described by Swamidass & Baldi to reduce the subset of molecules that
need to be searched in similarity calculations [33]. The
method uses simple bounds on similarity that can be
applied when a similarity threshold is used (given two
fingerprints A and B, and a threshold t, we can calculate
a maximum similarity between the fingerprints as min
(a,b)/(a+b-min (a/b)), where a and b are the number of
bits set in A and B respectively).
In addition to 2D similarity searching, 3D similarity
searching is provided on Pub3D database using

4. Aggregate web service and client

We have created a main WENDI aggregate web service,
and a web-based client that employs the web service.
The web service takes a query SMILES string as input
(through a SOAP or REST interface), and calls a variety
of web services and database searches using the query.
Results are returned as an aggregate XML file with sections delineated according to the atomic web service
that was called. Additional XML tags are added by the
web service, in particular, Gene Ontology terms in the
PubChem Bioassay descriptions, Drug descriptions
(from Drugbank) and paper titles and abstracts, are
extracted and tagged with Gene Ontology ID’s
(GOID’s). These permit associations to be made
between genes and assays, drugs and papers.
The client permits the user to input a SMILES
string, or to draw a structure in using the JME editor
[36], and then uses JSP (Java Server Pages) to submit
the query request to the web service and display and
parse the XML results, and JavaScript to handle the
XML file as the response return back from the server
side. The layer between request submitted by the client
and response returned back from the server is effected
using AJAX (shorthand for Asynchronous JavaScript +
XML) technology. With Ajax, web applications can
retrieve data from the server asynchronously without
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interfering with the display and behavior of an existing
page.
The primary way that the databases are employed in
WENDI is through similarity searching: finding compounds in the databases that are similar to the query,
which have some known property: for example, we
retrieve compounds that are similar (>0.85 Tanimoto)
to a query molecule that are active in a given bioassay, are known drugs, or are referenced in a journal
article. Based on the similar property principle [37]
we can assume that these molecules are likely to have
similar properties to the query compound, thus be of
interest in understanding the potential properties of
the query.
The WENDI interface is organized into six major
sections:
Predictive models results presents the predicted probability of activity of the compound in 40 Human Tumor
Cell line assays, organized by panel type (renal, nonsmall cell lung, breast, colon, etc) and color coded
according to probability of activity (red for > = 0.7, yellow for > = 0.6 and <0.7, and grey for <0.6). Confusion
metrics are also presented to allow the validity of these
models to be assessed. Also presented are the results of
a ToxTree analysis, particularly the classification
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according to Cramer rules [38] and a breakdown of presence or absence of known toxic fragments.
Activities of similar compounds presents a list of similar compounds (Tanimoto similarity values given) in
PubChem that have been tested in bioassays, and shown
to be either active. A link to the bioassay along with the
bioassay name is given, and an additional column uses
the extraction of Gene Ontology terms from the bioassay description along with the PhenoPred predictions of
gene-disease relationships to list possible related diseases. The DrugBank and MRTD sets are also similarity
searched with the results presented in a similar fashion;
in the case of DrugBank, drug usage descriptions are
given along with predictions of diseases extracted in a
similar way to the PubChem section
Similar compounds from chemogenomics data presents
a list of similar compounds (Tanimoto similarity values
given) from CTD, ChEMBL data that include the relationships with compounds and genes/diseases.
Similar compounds from Systems data presents a list
of similar compounds (Tanimoto similarity values given)
from KEGG data that include the relationships with
compounds and Pathways/Enzymes.
Similar compounds in the literature lists journal articles in Medline where the title or abstract contains

Figure 2 Screenshot of the results returned from WENDI for Doxorubicin.
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Figure 3 Screenshot of the insights from the literature returned from WENDI for Doxorubicin.

compounds with a Tanimoto similarity >0.85 to the
query. Links are given to the Journal articles
Inactivities of similar compounds presents the same
informations as Activities of similar compounds sections,
except for all of the similar PubChem compounds found
that have been tested in bioassays and shown to be
inactive.
Finally, a link is given to the raw XML file, and PDF
file for download.

Results
On submission of a query, WENDI generally returns
results within a minute. We have tested WENDI with a
variety of query compounds with known biological
activities, one of them is described below. It can be simply tested by the reader by visiting the WENDI site. As
an example, a screenshot of the first results returned for
Doxorubicin are shown in Figure 2.
Doxorubicin is an anthracyclin antibiotic that is used
primarily as a nonspecific tumor inhibitor (including
cancers of the bladder, breast, stomach, lung, ovaries,
thyroid, along with soft tissue sarcoma and multiple
myeloma). The mechanism of action is not fully understood, although it is thought to be a DNA intercalator.

WENDI identifies several corroborating pieces of evidence for the biological actions of Doxorubicin. In particular, it (i) predicts that the compound has a high
probability of activity in all but one of the tumor cell
line screens (red) and a medium probability in HCT-15
(colon cancer); (ii) predicts that the compounds has
toxic effects by our Toxicity prediction service, corroborated by descriptions from DrugBank; (iii) identifies specific tumor-related bioassays in which compounds
similar to Doxorubicin (and identical to it) were found
to be active (in particular, many similar compounds
were found to be active in NCI Tumor Cell Line
screens, corroborating the predictions of activity); (iv)
identifies a wide variety of assays in which compounds
similar to Doxorubicin are inactive; (v) identifies several
similar drugs to Doxorubicin (Epirubcin, Daunorubicin,
Idarubicin) along with descriptions corroborating the
nonspecific anti-tumor activity; (vi) identifies numerous
publications linking Doxorubicin and related compounds to a variety of tumor activities (Figure 3)
A chemical compounds recently submitted to PubChem, but not collected in our database yet, were also
used as queries for WENDI. The results and some interpretations are given in the Table 1 and more results of
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Table 1 Query compounds and related biological activities retrieved from WENDI
Query CID

44246308

44246315

44247545

Reported
activities

weak activity against Sortase-A (SrtA), an
antimicrobial target

tested and shown negative for activity
against DNA polymerase alpha and beta

None

Tumor Cell Line
Predictive models

50-60% probability of activity in breast,
renal, prostate, HS, ovarian, leukemia,
melanoma, non-small cell lung; otherwise
<50% probability

50-60% probability of activity in renal,
leukemia, non-small cell lung, colon,
melanoma; otherwise <50% probability

<50% probability for all tumor cell lines

Bioassay activities
& gene
relationships of
similar
compounds

highly similar molecules found to be
antagonists of GPCR GPR7 (associated
with feeding behavior, obesity and
inflammatory pain); CYP2C9 (metabolizes
NSAIDS and sulfonylureas); inhibition of
Non small-cell lung cancer (NCI HOP-18)
and supression of colon tumors;
inhibition of HIV-1 RNase H

similar molecules are shown active in
CYP3A4 confirmation assay (important in
drug metabolism); CYP2C9 (metabolizes
NSAIDS and sulfonlyureas); BAP1
inhibition (tumor suppressor involved in
breast cancer BRCA1); probes of AlphaSynuclein 5’UTR (related to Parkinsons
disease); FPR (GPCR involved in
chemotaxis); antibacterial activity
(Mycobacterium tuberculosis and VIM-2
metallo-beta-lactamase)

similar compounds show activity in
CYP2C19 (metabolism of antiepeleptics
and protein-pump inhibitors); agonist of
M1 muscarinic receptor (associated with
Alzheimer’s and antipsychotics); Estrogen
receptor alpha coactivator binding
inhibitors (breast cancer association);

Bioassay inactives
of similar
compounds

many highly similar compounds
(including one with a nominal 1.0
similarity) show inactive in RNase H
screen (AID-372)

similar molecules inactive for HIV
inhibition; inhibition of breast tumors
(BRCT:pBACH1 of BRCA1); hERG inhibition;
HIV-1 RNase H inhibition; 14-3-3 protein
interaction modulators; antibacterial
(Mycobacterium tuberculosis); FKBP12
immunosupressant;

similar compounds inactive for Cdc25B
catalytic domain protein tyrosine
phosphatase; beta-glucocerebrosidase
inhibitors (linked with Gaucher disease);
14-3-3- protein interaction modulation;
hERG blockers of proarrythmic agents

CTD gene
relationships of
similar
compounds

similar compounds show link with use of
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) in
carcinomas; CYP2C9;

similar compounds linked with Gilbert
disease; adenoma; use of antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) in
carinomas; coronary arterial protection;
colorectal neoplasms (tumors)

None

Activities of
similar marketed
drugs

None

None

None

Insights from
similar
compounds in
journal articles
(MEDLINE)

None

Intricatin, a similar isofavonoid, is shown
to be antimutagenic; Claussequinone has
anti-inflammatory activity

None

Interpretation

Some evidence for anti-inflammatory
activity (particularly related to tumors)
and CYP2C9 inhibition; mixed evidence
on generalized anti-tumor activity and
inhibition of HIV-1 RNase H44

Generalized, nonspecific activity, although
may be worth investigating for anti-tumor
activity particularly colon cancer.

None

other compounds tested by WENDI are shown in
Table 2.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present a integrative data mining tool
for drug discovery using aggregate web services.
WENDI aims to build a full picture of potential biological activities of a chemical compound through the
aggregation of data from web services that represent
diverse multiple sources (including predictive models,
databases and journal articles). WENDI allows the identification of corroborating or conflicting information: for
instance, a compound might be predicted active in a
breast cancer cell line, and similar compounds might
show active in a PubChem BioAssay related to breast
cancer, or be co-located in a paper abstract with a

breast cancer related gene. We are now deveoping a
next generation of tools based on WENDI and our
recent Chem2Bio2RDF system [39] for exploring
inferred relationships between compounds and diseases,
genes, pathways using Semantic Web technologies
including ontologies and RDF. We are also devising
ways of quantitatively evaluating the extent to which
WENDI truly identifies ‘non-obvious’ kinds of relationship, including using a corpus of literature in the field
as the baseline for the ‘obvious’ relationships, as well as
courting specific case studies from users for qualitative
analysis.

Availability and requirements
Project name: WENDI (Web Engine for Non-obvious
Drug Information)
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Table 2 More Query compounds and related biological activities retrieved from WENDI
Query CID

44246407

Reported activities

Inhibitor/activator of human alpha glucosidase

None

Tumor Cell Line
Predictive models

50-60% probability of activity in melanoma, leukemia,
otherwise <50% probability

Strong prediction (>70% probability) of activity in prostate,
colon, non-small cell lung, breast, malanoma, leukemia,
ovarian cancers. 50-60% probability in all other cell lines.

Bioassay activities & gene
relationships of similar
compounds

similar compound shows active as an inhibitor of MEK-5
Kinase 2 mutant

Similar compounds show active in NCI ovarian cancer cell
line (IGROV1), breast cancer cell line (MB-435); non small cell
lung cancer (H23); MLPCN Alpha-synuclein 5’UTR binding
activation (Parkinson’s disease); Leishmania promastigote
inhibition; NCI yeast anticancer screen; RAM inhibition
(STAT3);

Bioassay inactives of
similar compounds

similar compounds show inactive in SIP3 antagonists
assay, hERG blockers of proarrythmic agents. and 14-3-3protein interaction modulation

similar compounds inactive in RNase H inhibition, NCI non
small cell lung cancer (H23) and Leukemia (L1210); NCI yeast
anticancer screen; 14-3-3 protein interaction modulators;
SIP3 antagonists

CTD gene relationships
of similar compounds

A similar compound associated with adenomatous
polyposis

Similar compounds associated with Alzheimer’s disease

Activities of similar
marketed drugs

None

None

Insights from similar
compounds in journal
articles (MEDLINE)

None

None

Interpretation

None

None

• Project home page: https: https://cheminfov.informatics.indiana.edu:8443/WENDI_PUBLIC/WENDI.jsp
• Operating system(s): Platform independent
• Programming language: Java
• Other requirements: Java browser-embedded plugin
• License: None. Any restrictions to use by nonacademics: None
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Abstract
OpenTox provides an interoperable, standards-based Framework for the support of predictive toxicology data management, algorithms, modelling, validation and reporting. It is relevant to satisfying the chemical safety assessment
requirements of the REACH legislation as it supports access to experimental data, (Quantitative) Structure-Activity
Relationship models, and toxicological information through an integrating platform that adheres to regulatory
requirements and OECD validation principles. Initial research defined the essential components of the Framework
including the approach to data access, schema and management, use of controlled vocabularies and ontologies,
architecture, web service and communications protocols, and selection and integration of algorithms for predictive
modelling. OpenTox provides end-user oriented tools to non-computational specialists, risk assessors, and toxicological experts in addition to Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for developers of new applications. OpenTox
actively supports public standards for data representation, interfaces, vocabularies and ontologies, Open Source
approaches to core platform components, and community-based collaboration approaches, so as to progress
system interoperability goals.
The OpenTox Framework includes APIs and services for compounds, datasets, features, algorithms, models, ontologies, tasks, validation, and reporting which may be combined into multiple applications satisfying a variety of different user needs. OpenTox applications are based on a set of distributed, interoperable OpenTox API-compliant REST
web services. The OpenTox approach to ontology allows for efficient mapping of complementary data coming
from different datasets into a unifying structure having a shared terminology and representation.
Two initial OpenTox applications are presented as an illustration of the potential impact of OpenTox for high-quality and consistent structure-activity relationship modelling of REACH-relevant endpoints: ToxPredict which predicts
and reports on toxicities for endpoints for an input chemical structure, and ToxCreate which builds and validates a
predictive toxicity model based on an input toxicology dataset. Because of the extensible nature of the standardised Framework design, barriers of interoperability between applications and content are removed, as the user
may combine data, models and validation from multiple sources in a dependable and time-effective way.
1. Background
1.1 Introduction

In a study by the European Chemical Bureau (ECB), it
was estimated that the new EU chemical legislation
REACH would require 3.9 million additional test
* Correspondence: barry.hardy@douglasconnect.com
1
Douglas Connect, Baermeggenweg 14, 4314 Zeiningen, Switzerland
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

animals, if no alternative methods were accepted [1].
The same study showed that it was possible to reduce
the number of test animals significantly by utilizing
existing experimental data in conjunction with (Quantitative) Structure Activity Relationship ((Q)SAR) models.
Chronic and reproductive toxicity, in vivo mutagenicity
and carcinogenicity are the endpoints that will require

© 2010 Hardy et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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the largest number of test animals within REACH,
because no alternative in vitro assays are available yet.
Recent developments allow a more accurate prediction
of complex toxicological endpoints than a few years ago.
This progress has been supported by (i) the development of improved (Q)SAR algorithms, (ii) the availability of larger and better curated public databases, (iii)
progress in computational chemistry and biology, and
(iv) the development of an array of in vitro assays probing targets, pathways and endpoints.
The routine application of these new generation models is however still rare, because
• Toxicity data has been collected in a variety of different databases;
• These databases use different formats, that are frequently not generally compatible with in silico
programs;
• Many toxicity databases lack important information
for modelling (e.g. curated chemical structures; inability
to select and combine data from multiple sources);
• It is hard to integrate confidential in-house data with
public data for model building and validation;
• Models have been published in a variety of different
formats (ranging from simple regression based equations
to full-fledged computer applications);
• There is no straightforward integration of predictions from various applications;
• There is no commonly accepted framework for the
validation of in silico predictions and many in silico
tools provide limited support for reliable validation
procedures;
• The application, interpretation, and development of
(Q)SAR models is still difficult for most toxicological
experts. It requires a considerable amount of statistical,
cheminformatics and computer science expertise and
the procedures are labour-intensive and prone to
human errors.
The EC-funded FP7 project “OpenTox” [2] aims to
address these issues. The overall objective of OpenTox
is to develop a framework that provides a unified access
to in vitro and in vivo toxicity data, in silico models,
procedures supporting validation and additional information that helps with the interpretation of predictions.
OpenTox is accessible at three levels:
• A simplified user interface for toxicological experts
that provides unified access to predictions, toxicological
data, models and supporting information;
• A modelling expert interface for the streamlined
development and validation of new models;
• Public OpenTox Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for the development, integration and validation of new algorithms and models.
The core components of the OpenTox Framework are
being developed or integrated with an open source
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licensing approach to optimize the dissemination and
impact of the platform, to allow the inspection and
review of algorithms, and to be open to potential contributions of value from the scientific community.
1.2 OpenTox Objectives

The overall long-term goal of OpenTox is the development of an interoperable, extensible predictive toxicology framework containing a collection of state-of-the art
(Q)SAR, cheminformatics, bioinformatics, statistical and
data mining tools, computational chemistry and biology
algorithms and models, integratable in vitro and in vivo
data resources, ontologies and user-friendly Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs). OpenTox supports toxicological
experts without specialist in silico expertise as well as
model and algorithm developers. It moves beyond existing attempts to create individual research resources and
tools, by providing a flexible and extensible framework
that integrates existing solutions and new developments.
1.3 OpenTox Design Principles

The design principles of interoperability, flexibility,
transparency and extensibility are key ingredients of the
OpenTox Framework design, which additionally guide
its architecture and implementation.
1.3.1 Interoperability

Interoperability with respect to the OpenTox Framework refers to the principle that different OpenTox
components or services may correctly exchange information with each other and subsequently make use of
that information. Both syntactic interoperability for correct data exchange and semantic interoperability supporting the accurate communication of meaning and
interpretation of data are supported principles for OpenTox resources. The principles are reflected design-wise
in the use of open, standardised interfaces and ontologies. The principles are relevant in application development and deployment when a combination of
distributed multiple services can provide value to a user
in completing a use case satisfactorily.
1.3.2 Flexibility

As a significant variety of user scenarios, requirements
and use cases in predictive toxicology exist, flexibility is
a key principle incorporated into OpenTox. Through
the use of a component-based approach and the incorporation of the interoperability principles, many different and customised applications can be assembled that
are based on the underlying platform.
1.3.3 Transparency

To achieve the scientific objective of knowledge-based
enquiry based on principles of reasoning, reproducibility,
and reliability, OpenTox supports the principle of transparency in its design. Computational models should be
available for scrutiny by other scientists in as complete a
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manner and detail as possible. Evaluators and regulators
should be able to both understand the details and accurately reproduce the results of predictive toxicity models, and be able to reliably form judgements on their
validity as evidence. The principle also supports achievement of the OECD validation principles such as an
unambiguous algorithm and a mechanistic interpretation, if possible. Use of Open Source, Open Interfaces
and Standards within OpenTox support implementation
of the transparency principle applied to in silico-based
predictive toxicology applications and their reported
results.
1.3.4 Extensibility

The field of predictive toxicology is rapidly developing
and broadening in many areas including the use of biomarkers, systems biology, epigenetics, toxicokinetics, in
vitro assays, stem cell technology, and computational
chemistry and biology. Hence, OpenTox needs to be
extensible to a broad range of future predictive toxicology applications. In such applications, contributing and
diverse experimental data and models need to be combined as evidence supporting integrated testing, safety
and risk assessment and regulatory reporting as stipulated under REACH. In the initial design of the OpenTox Framework we have first attempted to create a
general solution for (Q)SAR model development and
application. We also will address and strengthen its
extensibility in subsequent extensions of the OpenTox
APIs, and guided by suitable use cases, to additional
areas of scientific enquiry in the predictive toxicology
field as part of its evolutionary development.
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• Reliable mapping from various non-unique chemical
identifiers (e.g. names, CAS numbers) to chemical
structures;
• Development of ontologies that describe the relationships between the various toxicological effects and
mechanisms and related chemical and biological entities;
• Utilization of high content and high throughput
screening data for toxicity predictions;
• Integration of databases with different access policies
(and legal status);
• Structure anonymisation to share toxicity data from
sensitive in-house datasets (if possible [4]);
• Systematic data quality assessment.
As the size of toxicity databases prohibits a manual
inspection of all data, it is necessary to apply advanced
data- and text-mining techniques to solve most of these
tasks automatically and to identify instances that need
human inspection.
Some of the data integration issues have already been
addressed by other computational toxicology and chemistry initiatives e.g. ECB QSAR Model Reporting Format
[5], DSSTox [6], ToxML [7], CDK [8], InChI [9]. However although these approaches solve some technical
aspects of data integration, none of them provides an
architecture for the seamless merging and use of toxicity
data from various sources. An OpenTox goal is to provide unified access to existing tools for data integration,
develop new tools for this purpose, provide sound validation techniques and aid driving efforts to develop
standards in this area.
1.5 Ontologies

1.4 Toxicity Data

Toxicity data has been traditionally dispersed over a variety of databases where only a small fraction was immediately suitable for in silico modelling and structure-based
searches because they contained chemical structures and
defined toxicological endpoints. Recent efforts (e.g. from
Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS), Fraunhofer Institute for
Toxicology & Experimental Medicine (FhG ITEM), US
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), US Food &
Drug Administration (US FDA)) have improved the
situation, because they provide curated data that has
been compiled from various sources (public testing programs, general literature, non-confidential in-house
data). Public repositories of bioassay data like PubChem
[3] provide additional information that can be used for
toxicological risk assessment.
The aggregation of data from different sources is however still far from trivial and poses some interesting toxicological, computer science, technological and legal
questions, e.g.:
• Reliable identification of database entries that point
to identical primary experiments;

The definition of ontology and controlled vocabulary in
OpenTox is required so as to standardize and organize
high-level concepts, chemical information and toxicological data. Distributed OpenTox services exchanging
communications need to have unambiguous interpretations of the meaning of any terminology and data that
they exchange between each other.
Prioritisation of OpenTox toxicological endpoints
focuses on those endpoints recognized internationally as
critical for the testing of chemicals. Primary sources of
information include the OECD guidelines for testing of
chemicals [10,11] and the toxicological endpoints relevant to the assessment of chemicals in the EU [12].
A further more detailed definition of Ontology in this
context is provided in Additional File 1.

1.6 Approach to Predictive Toxicology (Q)SARs

Initial OpenTox work has focused on creating a Framework for the support of (Q)SAR-based data driven
approaches.
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1.6.1 Toxicity (Q)SARs

Because of its relevance for the reduction of animal testing, we are focusing initially on the reproductive toxicity, chronic toxicity, mutagenicity and carcinogenicity
endpoints. The OpenTox Framework however works
independently of the underlying data, which makes it
useful also for any other toxicology-relevant endpoints.
The main problem for toxicological modellers is that
they have to deal with endpoints with very complex and
frequently unknown biological mechanisms and with
datasets with very diverse structures. This currently prohibits in many cases a systems biology approach as well
as the application of simple regression-based techniques.
For this reason advanced data mining and cheminformatics techniques are gaining increasing acceptance
within the toxicological community. Modern techniques
like lazar [13], fminer [14] and iSAR [15] allow the automated determination of relevant chemical descriptors
and the generation of prediction models that are understandable and interpretable by non-computer scientists.
Many (Q)SAR models for the prediction of mutagenic
and carcinogenic properties have been developed in
recent years. The prediction of bacterial mutagenicity is
relatively successful (typical accuracies 80%), but the
success with carcinogenicity predictions has been much
more limited and very few models are available for in
vivo mutagenicity. With recent developments like lazar,
it is however possible to predict rodent carcinogenicity
with accuracies similar to bacterial mutagenicity and to
achieve a reliable estimation of prediction confidences.
It is likely that further improvements can be obtained
with better algorithms for chemical and biological feature generation, feature selection and model generation,
and the novel combination of existing techniques.
1.6.2 Aggregation of Predictions from various Models

It is known from machine learning, that the aggregation
of different prediction models leads to increased accuracies [16]. The aggregation of predictions from different
in silico programs is however still a cumbersome task
that requires a lot of human intervention and ad hoc
solutions. A new plugin-architecture is therefore needed
that allows an easy integration of models and programs
from different origins, independently of their programming language and legal status. Similar plugin facilities
are needed for algorithms that perform a dedicated task
during model generation (e.g. feature generation, feature
selection, classification, regression). With such a modularized approach it will be easier to experiment with
new algorithms and new combinations of algorithms
and to compare the results with benchmarked methods.
1.6.3 Validation of Models

An objective validation framework is crucial for the
acceptance and the development of in silico models.
The risk assessor needs reliable validation results to
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assess the quality of predictions; model developers need
this information to (i) avoid the overfitting of models,
(ii) to compare new models with benchmarked techniques and (iii) to get ideas for the improvement of algorithms (e.g. from the inspection of misclassified
instances). Validation results can also be useful for data
providers as misclassifications point frequently to flawed
database entries. OpenTox is actively supporting the
OECD Principles for (Q)SAR Validation so as to provide
easy-to-use validation tools for algorithm and model
developers.
Care must be taken, that no information from test sets
leaks into the training set, either performing certain
steps (frequently supervised feature generation or selection) for the complete dataset or by “optimizing” parameters until the resulting model fits a particular test set
by chance. For this reason OpenTox provides standardized validation routines within the framework that can
be applied to all prediction algorithms that are plugged
into the system. These kinds of techniques are standard
in the field of machine learning and data-mining, but
are however not yet consistently employed within the
field of (Q)SAR modelling.
1.6.4 Determination of Applicability Domains

For practical purposes it is important to know the proportion of compounds that fall within the Applicability
Domain (AD) of a certain model. For this purpose
OpenTox will provide automated facilities to identify
the proportion of reliable predictions for the “chemical
universe” e.g. structures of the database [17], particular
subsets (e.g. certain classes of pharmaceuticals, food
additives, REACH submission compounds) and for inhouse databases. This feature will also help with a more
reliable estimation of the potential to reduce animal
experiments.
1.6.5 Retrieval of supporting Information

Linking (Q)SAR predictions to external data sources has
found little attention in the (Q)SAR community. It is
however essential for the critical evaluation of predictions and for the understanding of toxicological
mechanisms. Again the problem is less trivial as it
seems at a first glance and requires similar techniques
as those for database aggregation. The development of
new text mining techniques is crucial for the retrieval of
factual information from publications.
1.6.6 Interfaces

Model developers will benefit from a set of APIs that
allow an easy integration, testing and validation of new
algorithms. New techniques can be easily tested with
relevant real-world toxicity data and compared to the
performance of benchmark algorithms.
1.6.7 Toxicity databases

OpenTox database work aims to integrate and provide
high-quality toxicity data for predictive toxicology
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model development and validation. OpenTox supports
the creation of dictionaries and ontologies that describe
the relations between chemical and toxicological data
and experiments and for the retrieval and quality assurance of toxicological information. This includes tools for
chemical syntax checking, structure consolidation, and
the identification of inconsistent data that requires manual inspection.
1.6.8 (Q)SAR algorithms

OpenTox provides access to (Q)SAR algorithms that
derive data-based predictions and models. Predictions are
visualized by an application GUI or serve as input for
validation routines. The open architecture is designed to
allow an easy integration of external programs (open
source and closed source) into any specific application.
OpenTox is starting with the integration of cheminformatics, statistical and data mining tools including
functionality from other open source projects (e.g. R,
WEKA [18], Taverna [19], CDK, OpenBabel [20]). A
flexible plug-in architecture for applying, testing and
validating algorithms interactively and systematically is
used. OpenTox algorithms offer support for common
tasks, such as feature generation and selection, aggregation, and visualization. The open source plug-in architecture should encourage researchers from other areas
(e.g., data mining or machine learning) to integrate their
methods in a safe testing environment with relevant
datasets. OpenTox currently implements:
1. Algorithms for the generation and selection of features for the representation of chemicals (structurebased features, chemical and biological properties);
2. Classification and regression algorithms for the
creation of (Q)SAR models;
3. Services for the combination of predictions from
multiple algorithms and endpoints; and
4. General purpose algorithms (e.g. for the determination of chemical similarities, estimation of applicability
domains, categorization, read across and sub-structure
based database queries).

2. Results
2.1 User Requirements

User requirements indicate that we will need to provide
a great flexibility with the OpenTox Framework to meet
individual needs in specific applications.
A summary of user requirements for several different
kinds of OpenTox user are described in Additional
File 2.
2.1.1 Use Cases

OpenTox pursues a use case driven development and
testing approach. Use case development involves input
from both users and developers, an internal and external
peer review process, and testing approach based on user
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evaluation of the applications developed for the use
case. Once use cases are reviewed and accepted, they
are published publically on the OpenTox website.
OpenTox use cases are classified hierarchically into
three classes:
Class 1: Collaboration/Project Level (e.g., 3 month
development project);
Class 2: Application Level, e.g., carry out a REACHcompliant risk assessment for a group of chemicals;
Class 3: Task Level, e.g., given an endpoint (and a data
set for a chemical structure category for that endpoint)
develop and store a predictive model resource for a chemical space.
OpenTox Use Cases are documented by a standardised OpenTox Use Case Template describing the task,
inputs, outputs, exceptions, triggers, and process
resources required for the overall process and each
activity step in the process. Table 1 provides an example
overall process template for predicting an endpoint for a
chemical structure, which the ToxPredict application
described later on is based on. The user is typically a
non-computational expert but knows the structure of a
compound or has a chemical id or electronic structure
(e.g. MOL) file. The user enters a structure via their
web browser via one of three optional methods: file,
paste, or sketch structure, selects the specific endpoints
of interest, and starts the calculation. When the calculation is finished a report is returned.
The workflow is described in Figure 1 as the following
series of steps:
1) OpenTox data infrastructure is searched for chemical id or structure;
2) The structure is checked for chemical correctness,
and number of molecules;
3) Clean-up: if 2D, the structure is converted to 3D,
valences saturated with hydrogen atoms, and partially
optimized with molecular mechanics;
4) A check on the chemical correctness is made (bond
distances, charges, valences, etc.);
5) An image of the molecule is displayed, with the
results of structure check and clean-up. If serious problems with the structure are found, the user is asked if
they want to continue, or if appropriate, the process is
terminated automatically with an error message;
6) If experimental results for the molecule are found
in the database, then the following is printed “Experimental data for this structure is available in the OpenTox database and is summarized here:";
7) All necessary descriptors are calculated, results of
regression obtained, and chemical similarity to calibration molecules evaluated;
8) The prediction report is provided including the
details of the basis for model prediction and including
statistical reporting on the reliability of the prediction.
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Table 1 Overall Use Case process template for predicting an endpoint for a chemical structure
Activity Name:

Overall Use Case - Given a chemical structure, predict endpoints.

Trigger Event:

User needs toxicity prediction for one compound and initiates service request.

Knowledge Needed (Source):

Assume user has at least basic toxicity and chemistry knowledge but is not an expert QSAR user.

Input Information needed (Source):

2D Chemical Structure, toxicity endpoint(s).

Resources needed (including services):

Computer interface for user entry of structure, selection of endpoints and return of results. OpenTox
Data Resources, Prediction Model Building and Report Generation.

Exception Events:

Incorrect chemical structure. Endpoint unavailable. Unable to predict endpoint.

Knowledge Delivered (destination):

In case of exception events direct user to further consulting and advice services.

Output Information delivered
(destination):

Report on endpoint predictions.

Subsequent events triggered: (relation
with next activity)

Suggestion of further Use Cases when applicable.

Services Involved (role)

OpenTox API, Data Resources, Prediction Model Building, Validation and Report Generation.

2.2 The OpenTox Framework Design

OpenTox is a platform-independent collection of components that interact via well-defined interfaces. The preferred
form of communication between components is through
web services. A set of minimum required functionalities for
OpenTox components of various categories (prediction,
descriptor calculation, data access, validation, report generation) are available on the OpenTox website [21].
OpenTox tries to follow the best practices of open
source project management for core framework components. This means that source code, technical discussions and documents are open to the general public and

interested parties can participate in development if they
have registered for access to the developers’ area of the
website [22].
OpenTox is committed to the support and further
development of Open Standards and Ontologies. Appendix 1 summarises some of the most important standards
of relevance to the Framework.
2.2.1 Architecture

OpenTox is a framework for the integration of algorithms for predicting chemical toxicity and provides:
• components for specialized tasks (e.g. database lookups, descriptor calculation, classification, regression,

Figure 1 Workflow for Use Case for predicting an endpoint for a chemical structure.
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report generation) that communicate through welldefined language independent interfaces;
• applications that implement the capabilities of
OpenTox components for specific Use Cases.
The OpenTox Framework supports building multiple
applications, as well as providing components for third
party applications. The Framework guarantees the portability of components by enforcing language-independent interfaces. Implementation of an integration
component in a specific language/platform automatically
ports the entire OpenTox Framework to that language/
platform.
The OpenTox Framework is composed of:
• Components - every component encapsulates a set
of functionalities and exposes them via well defined language-independent interfaces (protocols);
• Data Infrastructure adhering to interoperable principles and standards;
• Ontologies and associated services;
• Documentation and guidance for application development and use.
An OpenTox-based application implements a specific
Use Case, with the appropriate user interfaces, and
adhering to guidance on APIs and standards.
2.2.2 Components

OpenTox components are described by templates providing documentation including minimum requirements
and dependency tracking on the OpenTox website [22].
The current (Q)SAR-related component categories
include Prediction, Descriptor Calculation, Data Access,
Report Generation, Validation and Integration. Initial
components include Rumble, Toxmatch, Toxtree, iSar,
lazar, AMBIT, FreeTreeMiner, LibFminer, gSpan’,
MakeMNA, MakeQNA, and MakeSCR.
The interactions between components are determined
by their intended use and can differ across different Use
Cases, which consist of a series of steps, each applying
component functionalities on input data. The interaction between components is implemented as a component. Interaction components such as workflows (e.g.,
Taverna) combine multiple services to offer the following functionalities:
• load the series of steps, corresponding to the specific
Use Case (from a configuration file on a file system or
on a network);
• take care of loading necessary components;
• execute the steps.
2.2.3 OpenTox Application Programming Interfaces

To assure reliable interoperability between the various
OpenTox web services, a well-defined API is required.
The OpenTox APIs specify how each OpenTox web service can be used, and how the returned resources look
like. It further specifies the HTML status codes returned
in case of succeeded operations as well as errors codes.
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OpenTox interfaces have the minimum required functionalities shown in Appendix 2. The initial specifications for the OpenTox APIs have been defined and are
available on the OpenTox website [23]. The initial
objects already specified are Endpoint, Structure, Structure Identifiers, Feature Definition, Feature, Feature Service, Reference, Algorithm, Algorithm Type, Model,
Dataset, Validation Result, Applicability Domain, Feature
Selection, and Reporting.
All current OpenTox web services adhere to the
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) web service
architecture [24] for sharing data and functionality
among loosely-coupled, distributed heterogeneous systems.
Further information on interfaces and the REST
approach is included in Additional File 3.
The choice of employing web services allows the complete framework to operate in different locations, independent of operating systems and underlying
implementation details.
Figure 2 shows the OpenTox resources modelled in
the OpenTox Ontology. These resources are provided
by the various OpenTox web services. The links
between the components reflects interaction between
the respective web services.
The model web service provides access to (prediction)
models. Models are created via the algorithm web service, which supports different types of algorithms (e.g.
supervised learning, feature selection, descriptor calculation, and data cleanup). Building a model will normally
require various parameters, one or several datasets, as
well as a set of features.
Datasets are stored in the dataset web service. A dataset contains data entries, which are chemical compounds, as well as their feature values. Features are
defined as objects representing a property of a compound, including descriptors and calculated features,
endpoints, and predictions. Different representations for
chemical compounds can be accessed from the compound web service. The feature web service provides the
available features (e.g. structural features, chemical
descriptors, endpoints).
The validation web service evaluates and compares the
performance of prediction models. Simple training-testset-validation is supported as well as cross-validation.
The validation result contains quality statistical figures
and reports (available in html or pdf formats) that visualize the validation results. The task web service supports
long-running, asynchronous processes. The ontology
web service provides meta information from relevant
ontologies (which can be accessed using SPARQL
queries [25]), as well as lists of available services.
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Figure 2 Relationships between OpenTox Resources modelled in the OpenTox Ontology.

Approaches to Authentication and Authorization will be
specified in the next version 1.2 of the API.
All OpenTox resources have representations providing
information about the type of resource, and what the service accepts as input such as tuning parameters. Most
algorithms and model resources in OpenTox are available
in multiple representations. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) representation [26], and in particular its
XML formatted variant, was chosen as the master data
exchange format, due to the following reasons:
• RDF is a W3C recommendation: RDF-related
representations such as rdf/xml and rdf/turtle are
W3C recommendations so they constitute a standard model for data exchange;
• RDF is part of Semantic Web Policy: RDF as a
representation for a self-contained description of
web resources contributes to the evolution of the
Semantic Web; a web where all machines can
“understand” each other;
• RDF is designed to be machine-readable.
Some services support additional representations like
JavaScript Object Notation JSON [27], YAML [28] or
Application/X-Turtle [29]. Some prediction model

services provide Predictive Model Markup Language
(PMML) representations [30] to improve their portability, since many machine learning applications like Weka
provide support for PMML. The second version of the
API, OpenTox API version 1.1, was completed and published on the OpenTox website in November 2009. Version 1.2 is scheduled for completion for September 2010
and is open to community-based input and comments
on the OpenTox API pages containing more detailed
information on the interfaces [23].
2.3 Ontologies and Controlled Vocabulary

The definition of ontology and controlled vocabulary is
extremely important to the construction of the OpenTox
data infrastructure. It contributes to the necessary standardization and rational organization of data, thus facilitating
both vertical (e.g., within one toxicological endpoint) and
horizontal (e.g., through different endpoints) retrievals. The
definition consists of two main steps: first, the selection of
the toxicological endpoints to be included; second, the definition of the type and extent of information for each endpoint, and their internal relationships and hierarchies.
2.3.1 Schema

Two publicly available schemas for describing toxicology
data are the OECD harmonised templates (OECD-HTs)
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[31] and the ToxML (Toxicology XML standard)
schema [7]. It appears that the OECD-HTs have the
advantage of being closer to the schemas established by
the regulators for the industry to submit their data.
However, this schema is quite generic, and does not
lend easily itself to the needs of the OpenTox project in
terms of scientific databases and scientific computing.
On the other hand, the ToxML schema has many features necessary for accommodating large amounts of
data at different levels of complexity, and for creating
hierarchies within ontology constructs.
2.3.2 REACH endpoints and OECD Guidelines

The OpenTox data infrastructure prioritises support of
toxicological end points for which data are required
under the REACH regulation. In current toxicological
testing, these endpoints are addressed by both in vitro
and animal experiments carried out according to OECD
guidelines.
The toxicological endpoints considered by REACH are
the following [32]: Skin irritation, Skin corrosion; Eye
irritation; Dermal sensitisation; Mutagenicity; Acute oral
toxicity; Acute inhalative toxicity; Acute dermal toxicity;
Repeated dose toxicity (28 days); Repeated dose toxicity
(90 days); Reproductive toxicity screening; Developmental toxicity; Two-generation reproductive toxicity study;
Toxicokinetics; and Carcinogenicity study.
The OECD guidelines for testing of chemicals [11] are
published on the Internet. Whereas there is no official
list of OECD endpoints (test guidelines are developed
according to the needs of member countries), and no
official OECD approach to toxicity testing, interesting
background information on criteria for toxicity testing
has been developed as SIDS (Screening Information
Data Set) [12,33,34].
2.3.3 Data sources for the OpenTox data infrastructure

The main source of data for the public OpenTox data
infrastructure is in the public domain, which is spread
in many and varied sources and databases. They can be
categorized into:
- Textual databases (e.g., IARC [35], NTP [36]);
- Machine readable files (e.g., .sdf) that include both
structures and data, and that can be immediately used
by modellers for (Q)SAR analyses in the OpenTox platform (e.g., DSSTox [6], ISSCAN [37], AMBIT [38],
RepDose [39]);
- Large and quite complex databases on the Internet
(e.g., PubChem [3], ACToR [40]).
The above differences in the types of data sources are
entwined with differences in the quality of data (some
databases may contain contradictory results, with no critical selection), and with changes with time (updates).
Because of the varying data quality level of the various
data sources, higher priority is given to databases subject
to curation and quality evaluation. Databases being
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integrated in the first phase of OpenTox development
include ISSCAN, DSSTox, CPDBAS, DBPCAN,
EPAFHM, KIERBL, IRISTR, FDAMDD, ECETOC skin
irritation, LLNA skin sensitisation and the Bioconcentration factor (BCF) Gold Standard Database [41,38].
Enabling access arrangements to clinical data such as
that from the FDA, data from the US EPA’s ToxCast
[42] program, and commercial sources are also current
OpenTox activities.
2.3.4 OpenTox Controlled Vocabulary and Hierarchy

The OpenTox data infrastructure on toxicological data
is used to support the development of (Q)SAR models
within the OpenTox platform. Thus, its design takes
into account the requirements of (Q)SAR modelling. A
wide spectrum of (Q)SAR approaches, as applied to
toxicity, exists today, ranging from coarse-grained to
fine-tuned ones. Broad classes are [43]:
- structural alerts, which are substructures and reactive groups linked to the induction of chemical toxicity
(e.g., carcinogenicity). They are used for preliminary
hazard characterization, are quite popular with regulators and industry, and most often are based on, and provide to the users mechanistic information;
- QSARs for noncongeneric sets of chemicals (e.g.,
lazar, PASS [44]), which generate probabilities of being
active/inactive (and to what extent) for compounds with
very different structures;
- QSARs for congeneric sets of chemicals (e.g.,
Hansch approach), which use mechanistically-based
descriptors, and describe how relatively small changes in
structure can provoke variations in activity. Series of
very similar (highly congeneric) chemicals are usually
developed by industry.
Despite their differences, all the various (Q)SAR modelling approaches share the need of a highly structured
information as a starting point. This includes the selection of ontologies, with controlled vocabulary and
hierarchies.
We believe that such ontology work should be part of
a public global community resource, subject to review
and curation. We have created OpenToxipedia as a collaborative resource for the entry and editing of toxicology terms, supported by a Semantic Media Wiki [45].
An OpenTox Ontology Working Group is dedicated to
the development and incorporation of ontologies which
are relevant to OpenTox Use Cases; collaborative work
on projects is supported by a Collaborative Protégé Editor. The approach is also to work with other groups
with existing ontology developments so as to maximise
reuse and interoperability between public ontologies.
The OECD-HT and ToxML schema and data
resource mapping experiments for the OpenTox context are described in Additional File 4.
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Based on our evaluation, we decided to adopt ToxML
as the schema for data management and integration
within OpenTox, and to support conversion and export
to the OECD-HTs for reporting purposes.
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priority of integration, the author of the algorithm and
the author of the description. Additionally there are
fields for a contact address (email) and for comments.
Algorithm descriptions according to the template format
are located on the OpenTox website [46].

2.4 Algorithms

The first tasks related to algorithms in OpenTox were
to document, evaluate and discuss available and possibly
interesting or useful algorithms. To make this selection
more objective, we had to agree on a set of selection criteria for inclusion of algorithms in the initial OpenTox
Framework development. Ongoing scientific efforts in
various complementing fields have led to a high number
of algorithms that are available and potentially useful for
(Q)SAR and related tasks. To meet the specific user
requirements and long term goals of OpenTox, it was
crucial to establish a set of selection criteria.
2.4.1 Algorithm Templates

To make a reasonable comparison of the available (Q)
SAR algorithms possible, they were grouped into three
categories: (i) descriptor calculation algorithms, (ii) classification and regression algorithms and (iii) feature
selection algorithms (Two additional categories for clustering and consensus modelling are currently being
added.). For each algorithm a short text description and
a uniform (for each of the three categories) table was
generated to facilitate a comparison with respect to the
selection criteria. The text description of the algorithm
gives a brief overview of the algorithm’s background, its
capabilities, dependencies and technical features. The
uniform tables have three logical parts. The first one
enables a black-box point of view of the algorithm and
has the same fields for every algorithm category. It contains a field for the name, the input and output (semantically), the input and output format, user-specific
parameters and reporting information. The second logical part is variable for the three algorithm categories
and describes some intrinsic properties of the algorithms. It comprises fields for the algorithm’s background and its performance. The descriptor calculation
algorithms have a special field for the type of descriptor
that is generated. The classification and regression algorithms have additional fields for the applicability domain
and the confidence in the prediction, the bias, the type
of learning (lazy or eager learning) and the interpretability of the generated model. The feature selection algorithms have special fields for type of feature selection
(class-blind or class-sensitive), for the distinction of
optimal, greedy or randomized methods and for the distinction of filter and wrapper approaches. The third part
of the description table is again identical for the different algorithm categories. It gives information about the
algorithm’s availability within OpenTox, the license and
dependencies, the convenience of integration, the

The fields of the OpenTox description table for the
Algorithm Template are described in Additional File
5.
The initial implemented OpenTox algorithms are
described in Additional File 6.
2.4.2 Algorithm Ontology

A graphical overview of the current OpenTox Algorithm
ontology is shown in Figure 3.
A formal OWL [47] representation of the algorithm
ontology is available on the OpenTox website [48]. The
plan is to extend this ontology in the future to a full
description of every algorithm, including references,
parameters and default values. This will be achieved by
adopting the Blue Obelisk ontology [49] and is currently
work-in-progress. The RDF representation of an Algorithm contains metadata described by the Dublin Core
Specifications [50] for modelling metadata (DC Namespace) and the OpenTox namespace. The establishment
of an ontological base for the services facilitates the
extension of the services and the introduction of new
algorithms and new algorithm classes.
2.5 Validation

OpenTox provides unified and objective validation routines for model and algorithm developers and for external (Q)SAR programs. It implements state-of-the art
procedures for validation with artificial test sets (e.g. nfold cross-validation, leave-one-out, simple training/test
set splits) and external test sets. These validation techniques are available for all (Q)SAR models (OpenTox and
external programs) that are plugged into the Framework. This will help to compare algorithms and (Q)SAR
models objectively and to speed up the development
cycle.
2.5.1 OECD Guidelines for (Q)SAR Validation

The OECD Guidelines for (Q)SAR Validation [10]
addressed are as follows:
PRINCIPLE 1: “DEFINED ENDPOINT” OpenTox
addresses this principle by providing a unified source of
well-defined and documented toxicity data. (Q)SAR
model quality crucially depends on the clarity of endpoints and experimental protocols used and the ability
to communicate this information in an unambiguous
way, both in model development and model application.
The current practice usually includes a textual description of the materials and methods used for acquiring
experimental data as well as literature references, while
the model description is a separate entity. The challenge
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Figure 3 OpenTox Algorithm Type Ontology.

to the distributed web services framework, was to provide an automatic and unique way of describing and
linking the endpoint information in a formal way, able
to be processed automatically by the software, with
minimal human interaction. This is currently solved by
making use of a simple ontology of endpoints. We have
defined an ontology based on the OWL (Web Ontology
Language) [47] for toxicological endpoints which is in
line with current ECHA REACH guidance [51]. Using
this ontology, each attribute in a toxicological dataset
can be associated with an entry to the ontology, therefore allowing a unique mapping between endpoints in
various and heterogeneous datasets. This ontology possesses 5 subclasses: ecotoxic effects, environmental fate
parameters, human health effects, physico-chemical
effects, and toxicokinetics. Each of these subclasses has
one or two further layers of subclasses.
PRINCIPLE 2: “AN UNAMBIGUOUS ALGORITHM”
OpenTox provides unified access to documented models
and algorithms as well as to the source code of their
implementation. Currently OpenTox is deploying Algorithm Template descriptions and an algorithm type
ontology which allows a clear definition of what type of
algorithm(s) is used to construct a model.
PRINCIPLE 3: “DEFINED APPLICABILITY
DOMAIN” OpenTox integrates tools for the determination of applicability domains (ADs) and the consideration of ADs during the validation of (Q)SAR models.
Evaluation of ADs are supported by an OpenTox algorithm API supporting situations where the AD is calculated both for situations where it is included as part of
the model building application and those where it is

carried out separately [52]. A specific AD algorithm is
applied to a dataset, and the result is then an AD
model. This model can then be applied to reason about
the applicability of a model when applied to a new compound query.
PRINCIPLE 4: “APPROPRIATE MEASURES OF
GOODNESS-OF-FIT, ROBUSTENESS AND PREDICTIVITY” OpenTox provides scientifically sound validation routines for the determination of these measures.
Within the validation part of the prototype framework,
we have concentrated so far on including validation and
cross-validation objects. These include a set of measures
for evaluating the quality of models generated by algorithms on the datasets as summarised in Table 2.
PRINCIPLE 5: “A MECHANISTIC INTERPRETATION, IF POSSIBLE” As mechanistic interpretation
often relies on human knowledge, this usually cannot
be done automatically. However, in the current API it
is foreseen to generate skeletons for reporting using
the validation results created by extensive testing during model construction, allowing subsequent userentered explanations about mechanisms. Other potential future extensions of OpenTox services could
include resources providing insight on mechanisms, e.
g. from pathways and systems biology models, selection
and inclusion of in vitro assays relevant to the mechanism in the model, or from data mining of human
adverse events data. QMRF reporting is being facilitated by the current integration of the existing QMRF
editor [53] into OpenTox, this allowing end-users to
annotate models with the information required by the
QMRF format.
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Table 2 Measures for evaluating the Quality of OpenTox Models
Measures for Classification Tasks
Name

Explanation

Confusion Matrix

A confusion matrix is a matrix, where each row of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted
class, while each column represents the instances in an actual class. One benefit of a confusion matrix
is that it is easy to see if the system is confusing two or more classes.

Absolute number and percentage of
unpredicted compounds

Some compounds might fall outside the applicability domain of the algorithm or model. These
numbers provide an overview on the applicability domain fit for the compound set requiring
prediction.

Precision, recall, and F2-measure

These three measures give an overview on how pure and how sensitive the model is. The F2-measure
combines the other two measures.

ROC curve plot and AUC

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical plot of the true-positive rate against the
false-positive rate as its discrimination threshold is varied. This gives a good understanding of how well
a model is performing. As a summarisation performance scalar metric, the area under curve (AUC) is
calculated from the ROC curve. A perfect model would have area 1.0, while a random one would have
area 0.5.

Measures for Regression Tasks
Name

Explanation

MSE and RMSE

The mean square error (MSE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) of a regression model are popular
ways to quantify the difference between the predictor and the true value.

R2

The explained variance (R²) provides a measure of how well future outcomes are likely to be predicted
by the model. It compares the explained variance (variance of the model’s predictions) with the total
variance (of the data).

2.5.2 OpenTox Approach to Validation

To guarantee a fair comparison to other algorithms, the
following principles are followed:
• Separation of validation as an independent service to
algorithm and model building services;
• Ability to reproduce the computational experiment
(even in non-deterministic models e.g., by storing initial
random values/random seeds);
• Retrieval of the exact same training and test data
that was used, so that all algorithms have to work with
the same data (store random seed for cross-validation);
• Use of an external validation comparison and test set
that performs the same operations for all algorithms
(and prevents unintended cheating).
Validation testing results are stored for subsequent
retrieval because this allows obtaining information about
the performance of various algorithms/models (on particular datasets) without repeating (time-consuming)
experiments. This is especially useful when developing
new algorithms or new versions of algorithms to allow a
quick comparison to other methods.
Three example Validation Use Cases are described in
Additional File 7.
2.5.3 Validation Interfaces and Services

A Validation API is included in the OpenTox APIs
ensuring the seamless interaction between all OpenTox
components with regards to validation needs. Each validation resource for example, contains information about
the dataset and the model, so the underlying procedures
can be invoked.

The REST service implementation for validation is
described in Additional File 8.
Further detailed information about the validation API
including the approach for cross-validation can be
found at http://www.opentox.org/dev/apis/api-1.1/
Validation.
2.5.4 Validation Application Example: Building and
Validating a Model

The application example of building and validating a
model is executed using the Validation web service prototype [54] (developed at the Albert Ludwigs Freiburg
University (ALU-FR)) along with the lazar and fminer
algorithms [13,14] (provided by In Silico Toxicology
(IST)). The application is compliant with the OpenTox
API, and based on interoperability between two OpenTox web services, located at two different locations:
ALU-FR’s services [55] and the web services of IST [56].
The goal of this Use Case is to evaluate a prediction
algorithm: the algorithm trains a model on a training dataset, and then predicts the compounds of a test dataset
towards a certain toxicology endpoint. The validation
result reflects how well the model performed. The workflow for the training test set validation is illustrated in Figure 4. Web services are displayed as rectangles; the three
key POST REST operations are symbolized as dashed
lines, while solid lines visualize data flow operations.
A description of the step by step execution of the
Model Validation Use Case by the OpenTox web services is provided in Additional File 9.
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Figure 4 Workflow diagram illustrating the training test set validation of a prediction algorithm.

2.6 Reporting

The OpenTox report generating component generates
reports to present the results (of predictions/model validation) to the user in a structured reporting format.
Reporting formats are guided by standards and templates such as QMRF and REACH CSR and OECD validation principles [10], which specify that to facilitate the
consideration of a (Q)SAR model for regulatory purposes, it needs to be associated with the OECD Guidelines for (Q)SAR Validation.
A description of information to be included in OpenTox reports is provided in Additional File 10.
The different type of OpenTox reports are summarized in Table 3.
Reporting types supported by OpenTox and the corresponding API are described in Additional File 11.

2.7 OpenTox Data Infrastructure

A major pre-requisite for the successful implementation
of the main principles of the Three Rs Declaration of
Bologna [57] is the universal access to high quality
experimental data on various chemical properties. In
particular, the range of replacement alternatives

methods includes the following OpenTox-relevant
approaches:
• The improved storage, exchange and use of information from animal experiments already carried out,
so that unnecessary repetition can be avoided;
• The use of physical and chemical techniques, and
of predictions based on the physical and chemical
properties of molecules;
• The use of mathematical and computer modelling,
including modelling of structure-activity relationships, molecular modelling and the use of computer
graphics, and modelling of biochemical, pharmacological, physiological, toxicological and behavioural
processes.
Since it is likely that, in many circumstances, an animal test cannot be currently replaced by a single replacement alternative method, the development, evaluation
and optimisation of stepwise testing strategies and integrated testing schemes should be encouraged. The
OpenTox data facilities, made publically accessible
through a web services framework, provide a solid basis
for addressing the above mentioned replacement alternative goals in a more efficient, technically sound and
integrated way compared to current uncoordinated
practices and fragmented resources. Unfortunately, even
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Table 3 Summary of Different Types of OpenTox Reports
Standard reports
Report type

Specific information included in the report

Prediction of a single (unseen) component

Activity, applicability domain, confidence

Prediction of multiple (unseen)
components

Ranking according to activity/confidence

Validation of a model

Different performance criteria (on various datasets), based on cross-validation/external test set
validation

Making predictions on a particular dataset

Prediction results of various algorithms

Comparison of different models/algorithms

Ranking according to different performance criteria

Extended reports
Report type

Specific information included in the report

Evaluation of a feature generation
algorithm

Performance of various algorithms using the generated features compared to other features

Evaluation of a feature selection algorithm

Performance of various algorithms using the selected features compared to no feature selection

today, more than half a century after Russell and
Burchs’s original publication [58] and more than 10
years after the adoption of the Three Rs Declaration of
Bologna, the “state-of-the-art” is characterised by highly
fragmented and unconnected life sciences data (both
from a physical and ontological perspective), which is
furthermore frequently inaccurate and/or difficult or
even impossible to find or access. The OpenTox
approach to data resource management and integration
has the following major features, which address the
replacement alternatives challenge and associated user,
industry and regulatory needs including REACH:
• Universal database structure design, allowing for
storage of multi-faceted life sciences data;
• An ontology allowing for efficient mapping of similar and/or complementary data coming from different datasets into a unifying structure having a
shared terminology and meaning;
• Integration of multiple datasets with proven highquality physico-chemical and/or experimental toxicity data;
• Built-in heuristics for automatic discovery of 2D
chemical structure inconsistencies;
• Extensive support for structure-, substructure- and
similarity-based searching of chemical structures;
• An OpenTox standards-compliant dataset interface
that allows query submission and results retrieval
from any OpenTox standards-compliant web service;
• Transparent access to and use of life sciences data,
hosted at various physical locations and incorporating a variety of distributed software resources,
through the OpenTox Framework.
The OpenTox initial data infrastructure includes
ECHA’s list of pre-registered substances [59] along with
high-quality data from consortium members (e.g. ISS

ISSCAN [37], IDEA AMBIT [38]), JRC PRS [60], EPA
DSSTox [6], ECETOC skin irritation [61], LLNA skin
sensitization [62], and the Bioconcentration Factor (BCF)
Gold Standard Database [41]). Additional data for chemical structures has been collected from various public
sources (e.g. Chemical Identifier Resolver [63], ChemIDplus [64], PubChem [3]) and further checked manually
by experts. The database provides means to identify the
origin of the data, i.e., the specific inventory a compound
originated from. The data is currently publicly available
and accessible via an initial implementation of the OpenTox REST data services [65], as defined in the OpenTox
Framework design and its implementations.
The Additional File 12 on OpenTox Data Infrastructure describes in more detail the current OpenTox
data facilities and resources.

2.8 OpenTox Applications

We describe here the implementation of two Use Cases
as applications based on the OpenTox Framework. The
first case, ToxPredict, is aimed at the user having no or
little experience in QSAR predictions. This Use Case
should offer an easy-to-use user interface, allowing the
user to enter a chemical structure and to obtain in
return a toxicity prediction for one or more endpoints.
The second case, ToxCreate, is aimed at the experienced
user, allowing them to construct and to validate models
using a number of datasets and algorithms.
Both Use Cases also demonstrate inter-connectivity
between multiple OpenTox services. Within ToxPredict,
web services from three different service providers
(TUM, IDEA, and NTUA) are operating together. In
ToxCreate the model construction is performed using
IST web services, while the validation and reporting is
executed using ALU-FR services.
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2.8.1 ToxPredict Application

As the ToxPredict Use Case should offer easy access to
estimate the toxicological hazard of a chemical structure
for non-QSAR specialists, one main aim was to design a
simple yet easy-to-use user interface. For this, one of
the goals was also to reduce the number of possible
parameters the user has to enter when querying the service. The Use Case can be divided into the following
five steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter/select a chemical compound
Display selected/found structures
Select models
Perform the estimation
Display the results

The ToxPredict graphical user interface is shown in
Figure 5; the interaction and sequence of OpenTox services interoperating during the different steps of the
ToxPredict application execution are detailed in Figures
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
A detailed step-by-step graphical interface description
of the ToxPredict workflow steps are provided in
Additional File 13.
The following sequence of descriptions explains the
workflow and operations of the example ToxPredict user
session.

Figure 5 Display of results from Step 5 of ToxPredict Application.
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ToxPredict Step 1 - Enter/select a chemical compound The first step in the ToxPredict workflow provides the means to specify the chemical structure(s) for
further estimation of toxicological properties. Free text
searching allows the user to find chemical compounds
by chemical names and identifiers, SMILES [66] and
InChI strings, and any keywords available in the OpenTox data infrastructure. The data infrastructure contains
information from multiple sources, including the ECHA
pre-registration list.
ToxPredict Step 2 - Display selected/found structures
The second step displays the chemical compounds,
selected by the previous step. The user interface supports the selection/de-selection of structures, and editing
of the structures and associated relevant information.
The OpenTox REST Dataset services are used in this
step of the application in order to retrieve the requested
information.
ToxPredict Step 3 - Select models In the third step, a
list of available models is displayed. Links to training
datasets, algorithms and descriptor calculation REST
services are provided. The models provide information
about the independent variables used, the target variables (experimental toxicity data) and predicted values.
All these variables are accessible via the OpenTox Feature web service, where each feature can be associated
with a specific entry from the existing endpoint ontology. The association is usually done during the upload
of the training data into the database. The endpoint,
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Figure 6 ToxPredict Step 1 - Enter Compound, Interaction of OpenTox Services.

associated with the model variables is automatically
retrieved and displayed in the first column of the list.
This provides an automatic and consistent way of complying with the first OECD validation principle of using
a “Defined endpoint”.
This step involves an interplay between multiple
OpenTox web services. Algorithm, Model, and Feature
services are registered into the Ontology service, which
provides RDF triple storage with SPARQL, allowing
various queries. The ToxPredict application queries the
Ontology service for all available models, along with
the associated information about algorithms used in
the model, descriptors, and endpoints. The list of models may include models, provided by different partners
and running on several remote sites (TUM and IDEA
models are shown in this example). The Ontology service serves like a hub for gathering a list of available
models and algorithms from remote sites. There could
be multiple instances of the ToxPredict application,
configured to use different Ontology services, and
therefore, allowing for a different subset of models to
be exposed to end users.

ToxPredict Step 4 - Perform the estimation Models,
selected in Step 3 are launched in Step 4, where the
user can monitor the status of the processing. The processing status is retrieved via OpenTox Task services.
Different Model, Algorithm, Dataset, and Ontology services, running on different remote locations can be
involved at this stage. If a model relies on a set of
descriptors, an automatic calculation procedure is performed, which involves launching a descriptor calculation by remote Algorithm services. The procedure is as
follows:
The Ontology service is queried to retrieve information about the independent variables, used in the model.
If no such variables are involved (e.g., in case of ToxTree models, which rely on chemical structure only),
the workflow proceeds towards model estimation. In
case of a model, based on descriptors (e.g., a regression
model), the procedure is slightly more complex, as
explained below.
Each independent variable is represented as a Feature
and managed via the Feature service. Each feature has
associated a web address (OWL property opentox:

Figure 7 ToxPredict Step 2 - Structure Selection, Interaction of OpenTox Services.
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Figure 8 ToxPredict Step 3 - Model Selection, Interaction of OpenTox Services: User-System Interaction.

hasSource from OpenTox OWL ontology), which specifies its origin. The tag could point to an OpenTox Algorithm or Model service, in case it holds a calculated
value, or point to a Dataset service, in case it contains
information, uploaded as a dataset (for example experimental endpoint data). If the feature origin is a descriptor calculation algorithm, the web address points to the
Algorithm service, used to calculate descriptor values,
and the same web address can be used again via the
OpenTox Algorithm API in order to calculate descriptors for user-specified structures. The Algorithm services perform the calculation and store results into a
Dataset service, possibly at a remote location. Then
finally, a dataset with all calculated descriptor values is
submitted to the Model service. Upon estimation,
Model results are submitted to a Dataset service, which
could be at a remote location, which could be the same
or different to that for the model services.
The interplay of multiple services, running on remote
sites, provide a flexible means for the integration of
models and descriptors, developed by different organisations and running in different environments. Identification of algorithms and models via web URIs ensure the

compliance with the OECD validation principle 2 of
“An unambiguous algorithm”, as well as repeatability of
the results of the model building. Extensive meta information about the algorithm and models themselves is
accessible via web URIs and the OpenTox API.
ToxPredict Step 5 - Display the results The final step
displays estimation results (see Figure 5), as well as
compound identification and other related data. Initial
demonstration reports in several formats can be
accessed via icons on the right hand side of the browser
display.
ToxPredict is a demonstration web application, providing a user-friendly interface for estimating toxicological hazards. It provides a front end to multiple
OpenTox services, currently integrating IDEA ontology,
dataset, feature and model services with TUM descriptor
calculation and model services and NTUA algorithm
services. Future work will include integration of other
third party model services, as well as Validation and
Reporting services. While current functionality may
appear to an end-user not much different from a standalone prediction application like ToxTree, the back-end
technology provides a very flexible means for integrating

Figure 9 ToxPredict Step 3 - Behind the scenes: previously, algorithm, model and feature services had registered a list of algorithms,
models and features into the Ontology service, by POSTing the URIs of these objects.
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Figure 10 ToxPredict Step 4 - Model Estimation, Interaction of OpenTox Services: User-System Interaction.

datasets, models and algorithms, developed by different
software technologies and organisations and running at
remote locations.
2.8.2 ToxCreate application

The ToxCreate Use Case, in contrast to ToxPredict, is
aimed at researchers working in the life sciences and
toxicology, QSAR experts, and industry and government
groups supporting risk assessment, who are interested in
building predictive toxicology models. It allows the creation of a number of models using one or more algorithms. Therefore it is not as easy to use as the
ToxPredict application, as not only the algorithm has to
be selected, but also the right parameter setting needs
to be explored; these parameters are algorithm-dependent. For this decision-making, the expert has to have
sound knowledge of the algorithm they are using.
The following sequence of steps explains the execution of a sample session of the ToxCreate application:

A graphical interface description of the ToxCreate
workflow steps are provided in Additional File 14.
ToxCreate Step 1 - Upload Dataset The first step of
the ToxCreate workflow enables the user to specify a
model training dataset in CSV format, consisting of chemical structures (SMILES) with binary class labels (e.g.
active/inactive). The file is uploaded to the server and
labelled with a user-defined name. In contrast to ToxPredict, users can specify their own training data/endpoint. This is done in batch mode, i.e. without
interactive screens to select chemicals based on different
criteria, which is convenient for expert users. By hitting
“Create model”, a QSAR model is derived. The current
prototype demonstrates lazar models only. No model
parameters can be set at this time, but future versions
will enable arbitrary OpenTox API-compliant models.
ToxCreate Step 2- Create and Display Model This
next step in ToxCreate displays information about the
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Figure 11 ToxPredict Step 4 - Model Estimation, Interaction of OpenTox Services: Behind the scenes.

model learned from the data submitted in the previous
step. It features status information, date and number of
compounds present in the dataset. A link leads to the
complete specification of the model in OWL-DL.
Through integration with the OpenTox Validation service, it is possible to validate the model and select the
most appropriate models for further evaluation. At this

point, the model is permanently stored on the server
and can be used for predictions at any time in the
future.
ToxCreate Step 3 - Select and Use Model(s) for Prediction In this step, a chemical (specified via SMILES
code) can be entered in order to predict its chemical
behaviour by arbitrary models existing on the server
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Figure 12 ToxPredict Step 5 - Display Results, Interaction of OpenTox Services.

(note that in this way, arbitrary combinations of model
algorithms and datasets/endpoints are available to test
the structure).
ToxCreate Step 4 - Display Prediction Results Step 4
displays the predictions made by the selected models
from the previous step along with an image of the predicted structure. Based on the selections made in the
previous step, the expert user may predict the same
structure by a variety of algorithms for the same dataset/endpoint and compare the predictions. Together
with model validation, users are able to use ToxCreate
to select appropriate models with adjusted parameters
beforehand. By predicting a variety of related endpoints,
instead of just one, combined with arbitrary models at
the same time, ToxCreate enables free predictive toxicology modelling exploration along different dimensions.

3. Discussion
The OpenTox Framework supports the development of
in silico predictive toxicology applications based on
OpenTox components for data management, algorithms
and validation. Initial applications are being provided
openly to users and developers through the OpenTox
website and linked services including partner resources.
Such applications support users in the development and
training of QSAR models against their own toxicological
datasets, e.g., they may upload a dataset for a given endpoint to an OpenTox service, define a variety of parameters and build and download a model. Subsequent
releases in 2010 and 2011 will extend the Framework to
the support of a broader range of computational chemistry and biology modelling approaches, and integration
of data from new in vitro assays, and refine the API
designs based on development experiences on the effectiveness of applications in supporting integrated testing
strategies as required by REACH.

OpenTox provides a platform technology with:
1. a unified interface to access toxicity data and in
silico models;
2. a framework for the development and validation
of new (Q)SAR models;
3. a framework for the development, validation and
implementation of new in silico algorithms; and
4. well defined standards for the exchange of data,
knowledge, models and algorithms.
OpenTox currently provides high-quality data and
robust (Q)SAR models to explore the chronic, reproductive, carcinogenic and genotoxic toxicity of chemicals. The
integration of further toxicological endpoints should be
straightforward with OpenTox tools and standards.
OpenTox is tailored especially to meet the requirements of the REACH legislation and to contribute to
the reduction of animal experiments for toxicity testing.
It adheres and supports the OECD Guidelines for (Q)
SAR Validation and incorporates the QSAR Model
Reporting Format (QMRF) from the EC Joint Research
Council (EC JRC). Relevant international authorities (e.
g., EC JRC, ECVAM, EPA, FDA) and industry organisations participate actively in the advisory board of the
OpenTox project and provide input for the continuing
development of requirement definitions and standards
for data, knowledge and model exchange.
OpenTox will actively support the further development and validation of in silico models and algorithms
by improving the interoperability between individual
systems (common standards for data and model
exchange), increasing the reproducibility of in silico
models (by providing a common source of structures,
toxicity data and algorithms) and by providing scientifically-sound and easy-to-use validation routines. For this
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reason it is likely that the predictive toxicology application development cycle will speed up which will lead to
improved and more reliable results. As OpenTox offers
all of these features openly to developers and researchers, we expect an international impact that goes beyond
a single research project. For organisations, that cannot
afford a dedicated computational toxicology department,
the OpenTox community provides an alternative affordable source of solutions and expertise.
Biotech and pharmaceutical industry SMEs will benefit
from the OpenTox project, because it will provide access to
toxicological information and in silico models from a single,
easy-to-use interface that is publicly available. OpenTox
should reduce the costs for product candidate development
by providing new resources for toxicity screening at a very
early stage of product development, thus eliminating toxic
liabilities early and reducing the number of expensive (and
sometimes animal consuming) efficacy and toxicity experiments. With the OpenTox Framework it will also be possible to identify substructures that are responsible for toxicity
(or detoxification), and information that can be used for the
design of safer and more efficient products.
The ECB estimated that 3.9 million additional animals
could potentially be used for the initial implementation of
the REACH program (A more recent evaluation based on
REACH chemical pre-registrations at ECHA indicate an
even larger testing requirement [67]). Chronic effects such
as reproductive and developmental toxicity, in vivo mutagenicity and carcinogenicity will require ~72% of the test
animals (~2.8 million animals). In the same study a 1/3 1/2 reduction potential was estimated for (Q)SAR techniques available at that time (2003). As OpenTox focuses
initially on the development of improved (Q)SAR techniques for reproductive, developmental and repeated dose
toxicity, and for in vivo mutagenicity and carcinogenicity
endpoints, it could contribute substantially to an estimated
reduction potential of 1.4 million animals alone for
REACH. A more detailed analysis of replacement possibilities under consideration of applicability domains is being
currently pursued.
The OpenTox Framework works independently of the
toxicity endpoint. As it will be easy to plug in databases
for other endpoints, it is likely that significant savings will
occur also for other endpoints (e.g. ecotoxicity endpoints
from the FP7 Environment Theme ENV.2007.3.3.1.1). An
exciting opportunity in this respect is the inclusion of
human data from epidemiological and clinical studies and
the utilization of data from adverse effect reporting systems, because in this case no data from animal experiments will be needed.

4. Conclusions
This work provides a perspective on the growing significance of collaborative approaches in predictive
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toxicology to create the OpenTox Framework as a public standards-based interoperable platform. Key challenges to be overcome are both technical and cultural
and involve progressing issues related to cross-organisational, enterprise and application interoperability, knowledge management and developing a culture and
framework supporting a community-based platform and
collaborative projects emerging from the community
foundation [68-70]. The OpenTox Framework offers a
standardized interface to state-of-the art predictive toxicology algorithms, models, datasets, validation and
reporting facilities on the basis of RESTful web services
and guided by the OECD Principles, REACH legislation
and user requirements.
Initial OpenTox research has provided tools for the
integration of data, for the generation and validation of
(Q)SAR models for toxic effects, libraries for the development and integration of (Q)SAR algorithms, and
scientifically-sound validation routines. OpenTox supports the development of applications for non-computational specialists in addition to interfaces for risk
assessors, toxicological experts and model and algorithm
developers.
The OpenTox prototype established a distributed
state-of-the-art data warehousing for predictive toxicology. It enables improved storage, exchange, aggregation,
quality labelling, curation and integrated use of high
quality life sciences information, and allows for consistent and scientifically sound mathematical and computer
modelling, including modelling of structure-activity relationships for REACH-relevant endpoints.
A key decision towards algorithm implementation was
the adoption of the REST architectural style, because it
is suitable for achieving three important goals: independent deployment of components, ease of standardised
communication between components and generality of
interfaces. These advantages will enable the development and integration of additional algorithms in the
future, which may be offered by a variety of third-party
developers in the community. Ongoing maintenance
and addition of novel predictive algorithms relevant to
predictive toxicology will contribute to the long-term
sustainability of OpenTox in generating valuable
resources for the user scientific community.
Many descriptor calculation algorithms and QSAR
modelling methods have already been implemented and
incorporated within OpenTox. These include methods
provided by OpenTox partners and algorithms contained in other state-of-the-art projects such as WEKA
and CDK. Descriptor calculation algorithms are able to
generate both physico-chemical and sub-structural
descriptors. QSAR modelling methods cover a wide
range of approaches and address many user model
building requirements, since they include regression and
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classification algorithms, eager and lazy approaches, and
algorithms producing more easily interpretable and
understandable models. The initial prototype also
includes implementations of clustering algorithms and
feature selection tools. Within OpenTox we have also
implemented basic validation routines, simple validation
(with supplied test set or training/test split), cross-validation routines (including leave-one-out), as well as
making initial reporting routines available.
The OpenTox Framework supports rapid application
development and extensibility by using well-defined ontologies, allowing simplified communication between individual
components. Two user-centered prototype applications,
ToxCreate and ToxPredict, show the potential impact of
the framework regarding high-quality and consistent structure-activity relationship modelling of REACH relevant
endpoints. The applications have been made available publically on the Web [71] providing immediate access to the
applications as they have been developed. Considerable
additional materials and references [72-128] have been provided with this paper to support as complete a description
of OpenTox as possible for users and developers.
ToxPredict satisfies a common and important situation for a user wishing to evaluate the toxicity of a
chemical structure. The user does not have to cope
with many current challenges such as the difficulty of
finding or using existing data or the complications of
creating and using complicated computer models.
Because of the extensible nature of the standardised
design of the OpenTox Framework, many new datasets
and models from other researchers may be easily
incorporated in the future, both strengthening the
value offered to the user and ensuring that research
results are not left languishing unused in some isolated
resource not accessible to the user. The approach
offers the potential to be extended to the complete
and easy-to-use generation of reporting information on
all REACH-relevant endpoints based on existing available scientific research results, and indications when
additional experimental work is required, thus satisfying currently unmet industry and regulatory needs.
ToxCreate provides a resource to modellers to build
soundly-based predictive toxicology models, basely solely
on a user-provided input toxicology dataset that can be
uploaded through a web browser. The models can be
built and validated in an automated and scientifically
sound manner, so as to ensure that the predictive capabilities and limitations of the models can be examined
and understood clearly. Models can subsequently be
easily made available to other researchers and combined
seamlessly into other applications through the OpenTox
Framework.
Continuing effort will be carried out by OpenTox
developers to meet current academic and industry
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challenges regarding interoperability of software components and integration of algorithm and model services
within the context of tested Use Cases. The approach to
interoperability and standards lays a solid foundation to
extend application development within the broader
developer community to establish computing capabilities
that are sorely missing in the field of predictive toxicology today, and which are holding back advances in both
R&D and the application of R&D project outcomes to
meet industry and regulatory needs.
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(Q)SAR Validation (Model Validation)

• OECD Principles http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/
33/37/37849783.pdf
• QSAR Model Reporting Format (QMRF) http://
qsardb.jrc.it/qmrf/help.html
• QSAR Prediction Reporting Format (QPRF) http://
ecb.jrc.it/qsar/qsar-tools/qrf/QPRF_version_1.1.pdf
Reports

• REACH Guidance on Information Requirements
and Chemical Safety Assessment http://guidance.
echa.europa.eu/public-2/getdoc.php?
file=information_requirements_en
◦ Part F - Chemicals Safety Report http://guidance.echa.europa.eu/docs/guidance_document/
information_requirements_part_f_en.pdf?
vers=20_08_08
◦ Appendix Part F http://guidance.echa.europa.
eu/docs/guidance_document/information_requirements_appendix_part_f_en.pdf?vers=20_08_08

11. Appendices
Appendix 1: Standards of relevance for OpenTox

Minimum Information Standards for Biological
Experiments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Minimum_Information_Standards
Example standards and formats:
• Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations (MIBBI) http://mibbi.sourceforge.
net/
• Functional Genomics Experiment (FuGE) http://
fuge.sourceforge.net/
• MAGE http://www.mged.org/index.html
• MIAPE http://www.psidev.info/index.php?q=node/
91
• Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML)
http://www.dmg.org/pmml-v3-0.html

Toxicity Data

• DSSTox http://www.epa.gov/ncct/dsstox/
• ToxML http://www.leadscope.com/toxml.php
• PubChem http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
• OECD Harmonised Templates http://www.oecd.
org/document/13/0,3343,
en_2649_34365_36206733_1_1_1_1,00.html
• IUCLID5 templates

Appendix 2: Required Functionality for OpenTox
Components

Prediction
create model not applicable in all cases (e.g. expert
systems), but required for validation
Input training structures, training activities
Output prediction model
predict
Input chemical structure, prediction model
Output prediction, confidence, supporting
information
Descriptor Calculation
calculate
Input chemical structure, property
Output descriptor(s)
Data Access
create
Input new data
update
Input modified data

Validation
Algorithm Validation

• Common best practices such as k-fold cross validation, leave-one-out, scrambling

query
Input chemical structure, endpoint
Output experimental measurement(s)
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delete
Input ID
Validation
validate
Input prediction model, validation method
Output validation statistics, supporting information
Report Generation
create report
Input data, report type
Output report

Additional material
Additional file 1: Definition of Ontology. Description of ontology and
vocabulary definitions.
Additional file 2: User Requirements by User Type. User requirements
for several different kinds of OpenTox user are described.
Additional file 3: Interfaces and REST services. Description of
approach to OpenTox interfaces and REpresentational State Transfer
(REST) web service architecture.
Additional file 4: Data Schema. Descriptions of OECD-HT and ToxML
data schemas of relevance to OpenTox and the mapping of data
resources to the schema.
Additional file 5: OpenTox Algorithm Template. The fields of the
OpenTox description table for the algorithm template are described.
Additional file 6: Initial Implemented OpenTox Algorithms.
Descriptions of initial implemented OpenTox Algorithms for descriptor
calculation, classification and regression, clustering and feature selection.
Additional file 7: Validation Use Case Examples. Description of three
example validation Use Cases for application to predictive toxicology
models.
Additional file 8: Validation Interfaces and Services. Description of
API for OpenTox Validation services.
Additional file 9: Model Validation Use Case. Description of Model
Validation Use Case execution by OpenTox Web Services.
Additional file 10: Information included in OpenTox Reports.
Description of Information included in OpenTox Reports.
Additional file 11: OpenTox Reporting API and Supported
Templates. Description of reporting formats supported by OpenTox.
Additional file 12: OpenTox Data Infrastructure. Description of data
resources included in initial OpenTox Data Infrastructure.
Additional file 13: Graphical Interface Description of ToxPredict
Application Steps. Description of graphical user interface interactions
for steps involved in execution of ToxPredict Application.
Additional file 14: Graphical Interface Description of ToxCreate
Application Steps. Description of graphical user interface interactions
for steps involved in execution of ToxCreate Application.
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Abstract
A collection of primitive operations for molecular diagram sketching has been developed. These primitives compose a concise set of operations which can be used to construct publication-quality 2 D coordinates for molecular
structures using a bare minimum of input bandwidth. The input requirements for each primitive consist of a small
number of discrete choices, which means that these primitives can be used to form the basis of a user interface
which does not require an accurate pointing device. This is particularly relevant to software designed for contemporary mobile platforms. The reduction of input bandwidth is accomplished by using algorithmic methods for
anticipating probable geometries during the sketching process, and by intelligent use of template grafting. The
algorithms and their uses are described in detail.
Introduction
Molecular structure diagrams have been the mainstay of
chemical communication since molecules began to be
rationalised as Lewis structures. The basic ideas involved
in representing structures have proven to be remarkably
resilient [1-3]. While typographic conventions used in the
late 19th century differ slightly from modern publications,
organic structures are mostly quite recognisable when
compared to literature published more than a century ago.
In recent decades, the process of creating molecular
structure diagrams has steadily shifted towards use of
computer software, which is now used exclusively for
publications, and is in the process of replacing handdrawings by way of electronic lab notebooks [4]. There is
now an abundance of software packages which allow the
user to sketch a molecular diagram on a desktop or laptop computer, using the mouse and keyboard to specify
the content and geometry of the molecule [5,6]. There
are also a number of algorithms in general use which
allow molecular structure diagrams to be produced automatically using only the molecular topology [7-10]. The
availability of information relating molecular connection
tables to important properties has made possible the rise
of the subfield of computational chemistry commonly
known as cheminformatics [11,12], and the usual data
entry method for chemical structures is via software
designed for sketching 2 D diagrams of molecules.
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The subject of this work is a slightly different perspective on the drawing of a 2 D molecular structure diagram. Assuming that the composition of the molecule is
known, and the desired output is an arrangement of
atoms and bonds onto a flat surface, the process of
building up the diagram can be described as a series of
primitive unit steps, leading to a molecular connection
table, with 2 D coordinates for each atom [13].
In this work, we will explore an alphabet of primitives
which has been chosen for the following properties:
- small number of operation types
- minimal degrees of freedom for input
- opportunities for automated inference
The primary motivation for abstracting the sketching
process in such a way is the emergence of new hardware
devices which are highly constrained in terms of user input,
such as smartphones, tablets and netbooks. These devices
often lack an accurate pointing device. Mobile devices with
touch screens, for example, are effective for selecting
objects, but they are much less effective for the precise positioning operations upon which conventional molecule
drawing software relies. Mobile devices which lack a touch
screen offer merely a keypad and directional cursor keys.
By describing all of the unit primitives needed to
produce a molecular structure diagram in such a way
that none of them requires precise user-supplied position information, structure sketching becomes possible
for environments in which the user input is limited to
little more than a series of menu choices.

© 2010 Clark; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Experimental
The objective of this work is to describe a collection of
primitive drawing operations which provides a comprehensive set of editing capabilities. These can be used to
compose complex diagrams with minimal effort on
behalf of the operator.
Ideally, each primitive would be able to examine the
molecule diagram thus far, determine what it is the user
wants changed, and execute the change. In practice, several additional fields are required for most operations.
The unit primitives which are described in this work
operate as sequences of:
- select subject
- select action
- select result
The subject is an annotation to the existing structure,
which consists of:
- current atom or current bond
- a set of selected atoms
At any time there may be a current atom or a current
bond, but not both. Each atom of the existing structure
is either selected or unselected. In the text that follows,
the term subject atoms is defined as a set of:
- all selected atoms, if there are any;
- or: the current atom, if there is one;
- or: the two atoms of the current bond, if there is one;
- else: an empty set.
The action is the choice of primitive to apply to the
current subject.
For many primitives, there is just one possible outcome when applied to a particular subject, e.g. changing
atoms to a specific element, for which it is appropriate
to design the primitive to have an unambiguous effect.
For some of the more complicated primitives, there
could be more than one possible outcome, e.g. attaching
a template with multiple possible geometries. In these
cases, the primitive may choose to generate a number of
results. The list of results should be sorted so that the
most plausible result is first, and the remaining possibilities in order of decreasing relevance.
When this scheme is mapped to a practical implementation of a user interface, the sequence can be
described as:
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- if there is more than one result, and the best suggestion is not the desired one, pick from the list of
possibilities
The remainder of this section describes a minimal set
of primitive classes which provide enough functionality
to assemble a fully-featured molecular drawing package.

Atoms
Atom modification primitives are mostly straightforward
and unambiguous, such as changing an element label, or
altering atom-centred properties such as charge or radical count. The number of primitives required depends
on the number of editable atom properties used to
describe the molecular structure. The following primitive classes are representative.
Add Atom

A new atom is created. Its position is determined automatically. If the structure already contains one or more atoms,
it is along the top and to the right of the existing atoms.
One primitive is required for each element of the periodic table. The new atom will have the corresponding
label, with default values for all other properties, and no
bonds.
Set Element Label

The subject atoms have their atomic symbol changed. One
primitive is required for each element of the periodic table.
If there is no subject, then this primitive should be
mapped to the corresponding Add Atom primitive.
Variations on this primitive should allow arbitrary
values to be entered via an input dialog, for symbols
which are not atomic elements, such as abbreviations or
Markush structures.
Set Ionic Charge

The subject atoms have their ionic charge set to a specific value, such as 0, -1, +1, etc. The primitives in this
class can either specify exact values for the charge, or
they can be increment/decrement operations.
Set Unpaired Electrons

The subject atoms have the number of unpaired electrons (also known as radical count) set to a specific
value, where 0 is for diamagnetic atoms, 1 is for radicals,
2 is for carbene-like species, etc. One primitive is
needed for each available value.
Set Hydrogen Count

- select the atoms or bonds of interest
- pick the action from a menu

Some molecular structure formats allow the number of
implicit hydrogens to be specified [14]. The default
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value should be automatic, whereby the number of
implied hydrogens is calculated from the atomic element, charge, unpaired electron count and immediate
bonding environment. A value of 0 implies that no additional hydrogens are attached, and a value of greater
than zero specifies exactly how many are present. One
primitive is needed for each possible value.
Set Isotope

The molecular mass of an atom defaults to the statistical
average of its natural abundance. An atom can alternatively be defined to be a specific isotope. One primitive
is required for each possible isotope of a given element.

Bonds
Modification of the properties of existing bonds is
straightforward. Some interpretation is required in order
to interpret the meaning of the incoming selection, but
all changes can be applied in a straightforward way to
the molecule connection table. Connecting or disconnecting atoms which already exist can be done explicitly
with a different primitive class.
Set Bond Order

This class contains one primitive for each bond order
supported by the molecular datastructure (e.g. 0, 1, 2, 3
and 4).
If the subject contains a single atom, this primitive is
mapped to New Bond with Order, in the Geometry section, which creates a new atom and a new bond.
If the subject contains two atoms, and they are not
currently bonded to each other, a new bond with the
requested order is added between them.
Otherwise, all bonds between any two atoms within
the subject set are set to the indicated bond order. Any
of these bonds which previously had a specific stereo
style is reset to the default non-stereochemical bond
type.
Set Stereo Style

This class contains one primitive for each explicit bond
stereo-style supported by the molecular datastructure,
which includes: inclined bonds (upward wedge);
declined bonds (hashed wedge); and unknown stereochemistry (often drawn as a wavy line). When used correctly, these types are sufficient to unambiguously
resolve most kinds of stereoisomerism.
Similarly to the Set Bond Order class, if the subject
contains a single atom, this primitive is mapped to New
Bond with Stereo Style, in the Geometry section.
If the subject contains two atoms which are not currently bonded to each other, a new bond of order 1 and
the indicated stereo style is created. In the case of
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inclined or declined wedge bonds, the direction is arbitrary, and is defined by the current atom order.
Otherwise, all bonds between any two atoms within
the subject set become the focus of the operation: the
bond stereo style is set to the indicated type. If the indicated type is inclined or declined, then any of the
affected bonds which are already of this type have their
[from, to] order reversed, which inverts the meaning of
the wedge, potentially altering the stereochemistry.
Connect Atoms

Of all the subject atoms, any pairwise combination of
two atoms which are not already bonded is considered.
If there are any such atom pairs whose bond distances
are approximately within the default bond distance (see
Appendix 1) then all of these pairs are joined by adding
a single bond between each pair.
If there are unbonded pairs, but none of them are
close enough to the default bond distance, then only the
closest pair of atoms is connected.
Disconnect Atoms

Any bond for which both the participating atoms are a
part of the subject is deleted. The atoms themselves are
not otherwise modified.

Deletion
Removal of atoms and bonds is straightforward, and
requires only a small amount of logic to interpret the
subject and apply the action to the molecule connection
table.
Delete Atoms

All of the atoms in the subject set are deleted, as are
any bonds which are connected to them.
Delete Bonds

Any bond which is between two atoms within the subject set is deleted. The atoms themselves are not
modified.
Delete All

All atoms and bonds are deleted.
Merge Atoms

Each atom in the subject set is examined to see if it is
particularly close to any other atom in the structure,
typically set to a tolerance level which is significantly
shorter than the default bond distance (see Appendix 1).
For each of the subject atoms, a list is made of all other
atoms to which the distance falls within the tolerance.
From this list, one atom is selected to be retained, using
the merging rules described in Appendix 2. The
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Movement
While the unit primitives for grafting new fragments
onto an existing molecular sketch are entirely sufficient
for building up many complex molecules, there will
always be structures which need to be fine tuned, or
drawn with nonstandard parameters. This is often the
case around heavily congested atoms for which there is
no non-overlapping planar layout that adheres to common conventions.
Detailed control over individual atom positions is
straightforward to implement, but care is needed to
ensure that the primitives accomplish common tasks
with a minimal number of invocations.

one side forms a component with more atoms than the
other, then the smaller side is assigned a weighting of 1
and the larger side a weighting of 0. If both sides have
the same size, or the bond is cyclic, then both sides are
assigned a weighting of 0.5.
The bond length is scaled according to the scaling factor assigned to the primitive, and the weights that are
assigned to both sides, i.e. if a side has a weighting of 0
it does not move. For acyclic bonds, when moving one
side of the bond, all other atoms associated with that
side are moved as well. For cyclic bonds, only the two
atoms that make up the bond are extended.
Figure 1 illustrates increasing a bond length under
three circumstances: unequal sides, equal sides, and a
ring bond. The initial structures are shown on top, and
the modified structures underneath.

Move Atoms

Flip Atoms

The subject atoms are moved in a specific direction.
There are twelve primitives in this class: four directions
(left, right, up, down) by three extents (small nudge,
large nudge, move to furthest extent).
The small and large nudges offset the X or Y coordinates of the subject atoms in the given direction by an
offset, such as 0.1 or 0.5 Å.
When moving to the furthest extent, the distance
needed to move the subject atoms 1 Å beyond any of
the other atoms in the molecule is calculated, and used
as the offset.

Two primitives are defined for this class: horizontal and
vertical flip.
If the subject contains some number of selected
atoms, then these atoms are flipped about the indicated
axis. The origin of the axis is calculated as the average
position of the selected atoms, unless there is also a current atom or bond, in which case its central position is
used instead.
If the subject only contains a current atom or bond,
then the whole connected component is used as the
subject. If the subject is empty, then all atoms are used
as the subject.

coordinates of the retained atom are set to the average
position of the atoms in the list.

Scale Atoms

Two primitives are defined for this class: grow and
shrink, which correspond to scaling factors of 1.25 and
0.8, respectively.
If the subject contains any selected atoms, then a central point is determined from the average positions of
the selected atoms, unless there is also a current atom
or bond, in which case its central position is used
instead. Each of the subject atoms has its position recalculated by scaling its distance from the central point by
the scaling factor associated with the primitive.
If there are no selected atoms, but there is a current
bond, then this primitive is mapped to the corresponding Scale Bond primitive.

Rotate Atoms

Primitives in this class are defined to be common rotation increments, such as ± 1°, ± 5°, ± 15° and ± 30°.
The position of the rotation centre is determined by
the average position of the selected atoms, unless there
is also a current atom or bond, in which case its central

Scale Bond

As for the Scale Atoms class, two primitives are defined:
grow and shrink, which correspond to scaling factors of
1.25 and 0.8, respectively.
The subject must include two atoms which are
bonded to each other. Each side of the bond is assigned
a weighting of 0, 0.5 or 1.
If the bond is acyclic, then the atoms of the connected
components on either side of the bond are counted. If

Figure 1 Three examples of bond scaling. The selected bond is
outlined. The bonds are elongated in the directions indicated by
the arrows.
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position is used instead. A further special case is
defined: if there are no selected atoms, but there is a
current bond, and one end of the bond is terminal, then
the terminal atom is rotated about the position defined
by the non-terminal end of the bond.
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which would be most appropriate in the context of adding an additional bond to a new atom. The process of
assigning probable geometry based on topology and partial geometry is explained in Appendix 3.
New Bond with Order

Geometry
Because the information provided to the unit primitives
cannot include spatial information such as bond direction, a crucial part of the design of the primitives is
based on perception of atom geometry.
One of the most important sketching primitives is the
ability to create a new atom which is bonded to an
existing atom. With a traditional user interface this is
done by using the mouse to drag a bond line in a particular direction, thus specifying bond angle and distance.
Lacking such input, it is necessary for algorithms to be
able to estimate the geometry of the atom, and from it,
the most likely directions for a new bond.
Fortunately there are only a handful of geometry templates which are commonly observed in molecular diagrams, for atoms in environments which are not
constrained by rings or heavy congestion. In this work,
seven geometry templates are used. These are shown in
Figure 2.
Most atom environments, when unconstrained, are
drawn with complete or partial occupancy of one of
these geometries. By examining the immediate bonding
environment of an atom, it is often possible to make a
reasonable estimate as to which of these geometry templates is most appropriate - and more importantly,

When creating a new bond with a known bond order,
the first step is to consider the subject atom with an
additional bond with the requested order, connected to
a newly created neutral carbon atom. In its new circumstances, the subject atom may have some number of
preferred geometries. Consider the following cases
shown in Figure 3: in each of these instances, the likely
angles for the new bonds, indicated using dotted lines,
are strongly suggested by the atom topology and the
preexisting bond geometry.
In the examples shown in Figure 4, the geometry for
the new bond is less clear, either because the incoming
geometry is irregular or the valence is full. New bond
positions are instead defined by the set of interior angles
of adjacent neighbours.
Appendix 3 describes in detail the process of determining potential new bond angles. Once the list of
angles has been generated, it is necessary to select one.
For each of the angles, a point position is calculated by
extending to the default bond length. The molecular
congestion at each of these points is calculated (see
Appendix 4), and the point which has the lowest congestion is used. A new carbon atom is created at this
position, and a bond is created between the subject
atom and the new atom.
New Bond with Style

The new atom position is determined using the same
method as for New Bond with Order, given that the
bond order is 1. The newly created bond has the indicated stereochemical style, e.g. inclined, declined or
unknown. For wedge bonds, the atom direction emanates from the subject atom.
New Bond with Geometry

Figure 2 Common geometries found in molecular sketches.

This class has one primitive for each of the 7 available
geometries, which are shown in Figure 2. An attempt is
made to create a new carbon atom and connect it to
the subject atom via a single bond, using the indicated
geometry.

Figure 3 Reasonable new bond geometries, based on existing layout and new bond order.
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Figure 4 Potential new bond geometries for atom centres
which do not match a common template.

The implementation is related to that of New Bond
with Order, but more specific: if the current geometry
about the subject atom does not match the indicated
geometry with one angle missing, then the operation
will instead be mapped to the corresponding Set
Geometry primitive. If it does match, then all of the
angles which are implied by matching the partial geometry are scored by calculating the congestion at the point
of the implied new atom (see Appendix 4). The angle
which corresponds to an atom with the least congestion
is used to create the new atom and bond.
Set Geometry

This class has one primitive for each of the 7 available
geometries, as shown in Figure 2.
Each of the subject atoms is examined in the context
of the requested geometry type. If the current geometry
about the atom matches the requested geometry, with
some number of missing bonds, then this primitive has
no effect. If a partial match is not possible, the geometry
about the atom will be refitted, if possible, in order to
make it compliant with the requested geometry.
This primitive class is complementary with New Bond
with Geometry. In Figure 5, for the top two examples,
the existing bonds are able to be mapped in at least one
way to the specified geometry, and so possible new

Figure 5 Reconciling current geometry with a requested
geometry. Existing bonds are indicated by solid lines and proposed
positions by dotted lines.
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bond angles are implied at the unoccupied positions. In
the lower two examples, the geometries do not match,
and the neighbours need to be refitted to the requested
geometry.
For each pairwise combination of an existing bond
and a bond from the geometry template, the template is
rotated so that the two angles match. Of the remaining
existing bonds, the angles are rotated so that they align
with the closest angle from the rotated geometry
template.
Cases which require moving of a bond which is part of
a ring system are disallowed. If there are multiple ways to
refit the geometry, that with the smallest overall angular
displacement is chosen. If the geometry template is asymmetric, the process is repeated with its mirror image.
Switch Geometry

One of the caveats of the methods by which the primitives select a new bond geometry is that there are often
multiple choices which are quite similarly valid. Selecting the least congested position is the desired result
more often than chance, but it is not uncommon for a
more congested position to be preferred.
For this primitive, the subject must indicate a bond,
and only one side of the bond must be terminal. The
non-terminal end of the bond is examined, and its most
likely bond geometry is estimated, as if the selected bond
were not present (see Appendix 3). If no compatible geometry is found, or the only compatible geometry contains
no available positions, this operation is not carried out.
Any missing angles, which are non-degenerate and
differ from the original bond angle, are considered to be
viable new angles for the selected bond. Two examples
are shown in Figure 6. In the first case, the bent ether
fits the trigonal geometry, and a single distinct alternate
position is available. In the second case, the metal centre
fits the regular octahedral geometry, which presents 4
alternate positions to which the bond can be rotated.
When there are multiple possibilities, the bond is
rotated to the position with the smallest angular increment in the anti-clockwise direction, which ensures that
repeated use of this primitive will rotate the bond
through all of the available positions.

Templates
The grafting of predefined template fragments onto an
existing molecular structure is a vital part of the sketching
process. Chemical structures include a number of diagram
motifs which occur throughout the field, e.g. small rings of
sizes 3 through 6 are all but ubiquitous, and rings which
are neither square nor hexagonal are difficult to draw precisely. Besides rings and fused ring systems, there are a
number of chains, branched chains, larger rings and functional groups which are particularly common. Almost all
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Figure 6 Shifting a bond to a different position within the
current geometry. Existing bonds are indicated by solid lines and
proposed positions by dotted lines. The current bond is outlined,
and each of the possible rotations is indicated.

molecule structure drawing software has some number of
predrawn templates, which can be added to the structure
as a separate component, or attached to an existing component. Suggested default templates can be found in the
Supplementary Information.
With a few exceptions, the algorithms needed for fusing an arbitrary structure with an arbitrary template
fragment are non-trivial. Given the information allocated
to the unit primitives described in this work, it is possible to specify information about the attachment site on
the current structure, but not any information about
which part of the template itself should be involved in
the joining process.
Because practicing chemists often work on a series of
projects for which particular structural motifs are frequently encountered, but not all of them are common
throughout chemistry as a whole, it is also important to
ensure that the list of available templates can be
extended easily.
A standard convenience feature made available by
almost all molecular drawing programs is the ability to
copy portions of the current molecule onto a temporary
container, often referred to as the clipboard, then paste
them back later. For the purposes of this work, the clipboard should be considered as a single temporary template, i.e. the copy and cut actions that have become a
standard part of the desktop metaphor place a single
template onto the clipboard, and paste reads the template back out and applies it, using the same algorithm
as is used for grafting predefined templates. The clipboard therefore shares the same primitive classes as the
template functionality.
Composing Templates
Create Template

This primitive class describes two operations: copying a
molecular fragment to a temporary container, such as
the system clipboard, and copying a molecular fragment
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to a persistent collection of fragments, such as a group
of templates.
The template fragment itself is generated by considering the subject atoms to define a substructure, which is
excised from the current structure.
If the subject atoms make up whole connected components, i.e. they are not bonded to any atoms which
are not part of the subject, then the template fragment
is taken to be the substructure in its entirety.
Otherwise, all atoms which are immediately connected
to one or more of the subject atoms are also included in
the template fragment, but have their atom type converted into a placeholder atom label. In the examples
shown in Figure 7, the placeholder atoms are denoted
by the “*” symbol. These placeholder atoms are used as
guide atoms for the primitive classes which make use of
them, which is described below.
Grafting Templates

A logical primitive is defined for each template that is
available to the user, including the clipboard, if it contains a suitable molecular structure. The template fragment is an implicit parameter of the primitive. When
the operation is instigated, several classes of behaviour
will be investigated, depending on the nature of the
template fragment and the subject.
The objective of the grafting procedure is to produce a
list of putative new structures, each of which is a plausible way in which the template might be appended to
the existing structure. Each of the following primitive
classes is given an opportunity to generate some number
of potential new structures, if appropriate.
As described previously, templates may have special
guide atoms. The presence of these atoms introduces
opportunities for special behaviour. Using guide atoms
is a way to reduce the degrees of freedom when it
comes to the possible types of outcomes, which is useful
when a template was designed with the intention of
using a specific attachment mode. It is also necessary
when the attachment modes favour nonstandard bond
distances or angles, which would not ordinarily be generated by the geometry perception algorithms.
Graft with No Connections

When there are no subject atoms, adding a template to
the current structure is straightforward. It needs to be
placed in an area where its atoms and bonds do not
interfere with any that already exist, e.g. to the right and
centre of the current structure.
All possible rotations of increments of 30° and 45° are
included in the list of output structures. If the template
contains guide atoms, they are stripped out.
Graft with Atom Connection

If there is one subject atom, this primitive applies. If the
template contains guide atoms, they are stripped out.
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Figure 7 Examples of excising template fragments. The initial structure is shown on the left, with selected atoms outlined. The implied
template is shown on the right, with guide atoms indicated by an asterisk.

New structures are generated using the following
overall sequence:
1. Define Mirror to be the mirror image equivalent
of the Template.
2. Loop over each atom, N, in the template
fragment.
3. Direct Connect {Template, N}.
4. Direct Connect {Mirror, N}.
5. Bridge Connect {Template, N}.
6. Bridge Connect {Mirror, N}.
The connections are repeated with the mirror image
of the template structure, in case it is not symmetrical.
Generation of the mirror image is done by inverting one
of the axes, e.g. let x = -x. If there are any bonds with
inclined or declined stereochemistry, these are
interchanged.
There are two main methods used for grafting templates using a single atom as the frame of reference.
Direct connection involves overlaying the subject atom
of the initial structure with the iterated atom (N) of the
template fragment, and finding suitable angles by which
to rotate the fragment. Bridge connection involves creating a new bond between the two atoms, rather than
mapping them onto each other.
The direct connection algorithm starts by generating
likely bond vectors for both sides, which is illustrated in
the first row of Figure 8. The list of vectors on each side
is composed from the same algorithms as used for
determining the possible positions for a new single
bond, as described for the New Bond with Order primitive class.

Both sets of angles are iterated over (θ1 and θ2). The
template fragment is translated so that atom N is superimposed on top of the subject atom from the starting
structure. The template fragment is rotated by θ 1 -θ 2
+180°, about the atom N. The two fragments are then
combined, and the result recorded.
The bridge connection method involves essentially the
same procedure, except that the template fragment is
translated so that atom N is superimposed on top of a
bond projecting from the subject atom with the angle θ1
and an extent equal to the default bond length. Rather
than merging the two reference atoms together, a single
bond is used to connect them. The results of this grafting are shown in Figure 9, which use the same input
structure and template fragment as for Figure 8.
For both connection methods, and for all of the other
primitives described in this section, the combination of
the initial structure and a template structure can require
some additional cleanup, since atoms and bonds can
overlap. Overlapping atoms, and redundant bonds, are
merged together, as described in Appendix 2.
Graft with Bond Connection

If there are two subject atoms, and they are bonded to
each other, this primitive applies. If the template contains guide atoms, they are stripped out.
New structures are generated using the following
overall sequence:
1. Define Mirror to be the mirror image equivalent
of the Template.
2. Loop over each bond, N, in the template
fragment.
3. Align Bonds Parallel {Template, N}.
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Figure 8 Grafting two templates by direct atom-to-atom connection. The input structures are shown with potential bond directions drawn
as dotted lines. The unique set of grafted structures is shown underneath.

4. Align Bonds Parallel {Mirror, N}.
5. Align Bonds Anti-Parallel {Template, N}.
6. Align Bonds Anti-Parallel {Mirror, N}.
Alignment steps are done by first translating the fragment so that the centroid of the bond, N, is superimposed on top of the centroid of the subject bond. The
template fragment is then rotated so that the matched
bonds are parallel or anti-parallel, which is illustrated in
Figure 10.
In each case, the atoms associated with the matched
bonds are merged together, using the method described
in Appendix 2, except that the coordinates of the atoms
from the input structure are always retained, which is
relevant in cases where the bonds are of different
lengths. Any remaining atoms which happen to overlap
are merged as described in the appendix.
Graft with Multiple Connections

If there are more than two subject atoms, or there are
two subject atoms and they are not bonded to one
another, this primitive applies. If the template contains
guide atoms, they are stripped out.
New structures are generated using the following
overall sequence. The same steps are repeated with the
mirror image of the template fragment.
1. Loop over each atom, N 1 , in the template
fragment.
2. Translate the atom N1 onto the first subject atom.

3. Loop over each atom, N 2 , in the template fragment (N1 ≠ N2).
4. Rotate the template fragment about N1 so that the
direction of the N 1 N 2 vector matches that of the
first two subject atoms.
5. Match all remaining atoms.
In step 4, the position of the first subject atom is used as
the axis of rotation, so that the directions of the first two
atoms are aligned. In the example shown in Figure 11, the
subject consists of 4 selected atoms, which are labelled S1
through S4, while the two template fragment atoms of
iteration are labelled N1 and N2.
If the position of the atom N2 from the template fragment does not now overlap the position of the second
subject atom, then the graft is rejected. Once the first
two atoms are aligned and matched, the remaining subject atoms are each required to overlap with one of the
template atoms. If any of them do not, the graft is
rejected.
Once all of the atoms are matched, the fragments are
merged, as described in Appendix 2, and a new structure is added to the list.
Graft with One Guide Atom

If there is one subject atom, and the template contains
one guide atom, and the guide atom has one adjacent
neighbour, this primitive applies.
Grafting a template containing a single guide atom to
a single subject atom has a similar effect to the bridge
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Figure 9 Grafting two templates by bridged atom-to-atom connection. The superimposed bonds are shown as dotted lines.

connect variant of the Graft with Atom Connection primitive, except with less degrees of freedom, because
there is only one applicable template atom, and the projection direction and magnitude is defined by the guide
atom.
The list of projection angles emerging from the subject
atom is calculated. These angles are matched against the
angle formed from the guide to its neighbour. In the
example shown in Figure 12, the input structure is benzene, with a single subject atom. The template is triisopropylsiloxy, where the geometry about the oxygen is
drawn in a linear fashion, rather than the more commonly used bent orientation, due to congestion.

The bond distance is taken from the distance between
the guide atom and its neighbour, rather than using the
default bond distance. As with the other grafting primitives, the process is repeated with the mirror image of
the template fragment. Once the grafting is complete,
the bond connecting the guide atom to the rest of the
template fragment is attached to the subject atom, and
the guide atom is deleted. The remaining atoms are
merged together if there is any overlap.
The main benefit of this primitive arises when a template is to be affixed using an irregular or non-obvious
geometry, but it is also a way to ensure that a specific
template connection point is used preferentially.
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Figure 10 Grafting two templates by aligning onto matched bonds. The existing bonds that are superimposed are outlined.

Figure 11 Grafting two templates by matching multiple atoms.
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Figure 12 Grafting of a template with a single guide atom. The
calculated new bond position for the substrate is indicated with a
dotted line, and the guide atom of the template is indicated by an
asterisk.
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left are the input structure (below) and the template
fragment (above). On the right are the two distinct possible results, one for each of the two possible bond
lengths. For each of the permutations, the mapping
atoms and bonds are merged, as are any atoms which
coincidentally overlap.
This primitive is useful as a constrained case of the
Graft with One Guide Atom primitive, because both of
the connection angles and the bond distance can be
defined prior to the grafting process, which is particularly useful if the subject contains an irregular geometry
or nondefault bond distance.
Graft with Multiple Guide Atoms

If there is at least one subject atom, and the template
contains at least one guide atom, this primitive applies
in the following cases:

Graft with One Guide Bond

If there are two subject atoms, and they are bonded to
each other, and the template contains one guide atom,
and the guide atom has one adjacent neighbour, this
primitive applies.
The template grafting is done by mapping the subject
bond and the template fragment bond to each other.
There are 4 base permutations, obtained by using the
template fragment vs. its mirror image, and aligning the
matched bonds in both parallel and anti-parallel fashion.
There is a further bifurcation if the two bonds differ
in length: in one case the guide atom is mapped onto
the first subject atom, and in the other case the atom
adjacent to the guide atom is mapped onto the second
subject atom, which is illustrated in Figure 13. On the

1. There is one subject atom and one guide atom,
and the guide atom has more than one neighbour.
2. There are 2 or more subject atoms, and the number of guide atoms is equal to the number of subject
atoms.
The first case is dealt with in a similar way to the
Graft with One Guide Atom primitive. Bond angle projections are generated from the source atom. For the
template fragment, a median angle is generated, by considering the angles between the guide atom and the
atoms adjacent to it. In the example shown in Figure 14,
the subject is a ruthenium centre which has three substituents already, with a geometry that is compatible
with a regularly drawn octahedral centre. One of the
three possible projected bond angles emanating from
the ruthenium atom is shown. The template is a tridentate ligand, in which the guide atom indicates the position of the chelated metal. The median angle between
the guide atom and its neighbours is aligned anti-parallel to the substrate vector, to produce the result shown.
The second case is handled using the same technique
as for Graft with Multiple Connections, except that the
guide atoms are used to map the template fragment. As
shown in Figure 15, the two guide atoms are aligned
onto the two subject atoms.
When any successful matches are found, in which all
of the guide atoms can be mapped onto a subject atom,
the structures are merged together and the guide atoms
are deleted.
Applying Grafted Templates

Figure 13 Grafting of a template by matching a bond with a
template atom connected to a single guide atom. The bonds
used to superimpose the structures are outlined. The grafted
structure is shown underneath.

After each of the primitives described above has had its
chance to generate some number of putative new structures, the result list is processed. First, the list is
trimmed such that whenever any two structures are
found to be equivalent, one of the structures is removed
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Figure 15 Grafting of a template by matching multiple atoms
to multiple guide atoms. The selected atoms of the input
structure are outlined, while the guide atoms are indicated using
asterisks.

2. +1 for each atom that was merged with another
atom due to positional overlap.
3. +50 for each atom of element type C, N, O, P or S
which is clearly sp 3 , sp 2 or sp hybridised, and
received a new bond which was not positioned at an
angle 120° (sp3 and sp2) or 180° (sp) from its neighbours, with a tolerance of 5°.
4. +1000 for every carbon or nitrogen atom with a
total bond order of 5 or more.
5. -1 for every guide atom involved in the grafting
process.
Figure 14 Grafting of a template by matching an atom to a
guide atom with multiple neighbours. The input structure shows
one of the possible bond directions as a dotted line. The template
fragment is annotated by a dotted line showing the composite
direction implied by the orientation of the guide atom.

from the list. The method used to decide whether two
structures are equivalent is described in Appendix 5.
Once the unique set of structures is obtained, they
must then be scored. The objective of scoring is to present the most feasible fused structures first, such that
the user is most likely to see the desired result presented first and foremost. In cases where it is clear that
some structures are significantly more reasonable than
others (e.g. some of the results obey the Lewis octet
rule, while the others feature pentavalent carbon atoms),
then some of the results can be omitted.
The score for each grafted template result is computed
by adding the following terms, where lower is better:
1. The total congestion of the molecule (see Appendix 4).

The scoring system heavily favours regular bond
angles, prefers to add new atoms in less congested
orientations, and encourages avoidance of certain types
of impossible structures.
If the best available structure has a score of less than
1000, then all structures with a score of 1000 or more
are excluded.
Once the scoring is complete, the structures are
ordered so that the results with the lowest scores are
shown first. For user interface purposes, it is appropriate
to allow the user to traverse the list of potential structures, and select the desired result, if there is more than
one. The best scoring result is frequently the intended
result of the operation.

Results
The unit primitives which have been described thus far
provide a way to draw or modify structure diagrams
with a small number of steps and a much lower input
bandwidth than would be required from a conventional
software package which relies on a pixel-perfect pointing
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device, such as a mouse or trackpad. The following
examples illustrate the steps required in order to draw
three molecules from scratch, using the primitives
described in this work.
Example 1: Aspirin

The first example, shown in Figure 16, illustrates the
steps required to draw a simple organic molecule: acetyl
salicylic acid (aspirin) [15]. Starting with an empty molecule, the 9 steps are shown below.
a. Graft with No Connections: benzene
b. New Bond with Order: 1
c. New Bond with Order: 2
d. Switch Geometry
e. New Bond with Order: 1
f. Set Element Label: O
g. New Bond with Order: 1
h. Set Element Label: O
i. Graft with Atom Connection: acetyl
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Example 2: Ingenol

The natural product ingenol [16] can be drawn using the
steps shown below, illustrated in Figure 17.
a. Graft with No Connections: cycloheptane
b. Graft with Multiple Connections: cycloheptane
c. Delete Atoms
d. Graft with Bond Connection: cyclopentane
e. Graft with Bond Connection: cyclopropane
f. New Bond with Order: 2
g. Flip Atoms: vertical. Note that the two atoms
making up the double bond are selected, while the
source of the terminal bond is the current atom.
h. Set Stereo Style: inclined
i. Set Stereo Style: inclined. Note that this reverses
the direction of the already extant wedge.
j. Set Bond Order: 2
k. New Bond with Order: 1
l. New Bond with Stereo Style: inclined
m. New Bond with Stereo Style: declined

Figure 16 Drawing aspirin by applying a stepwise sequence of primitives. The selected or current atoms/bonds are shown as dotted
outlines on the structure immediately preceding the primitive operation.
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Figure 17 Drawing ingenol by applying a stepwise sequence of primitives. The selected or current atoms/bonds are shown as dotted
outlines on the structure immediately preceding the primitive operation.

n. New Bond with Geometry: tetrahedral (variant #1).
Note this primitive is issued twice, in order to create
two new bonds.
o. New Bond with Order: 1
p. Set Element Label: O
q. Set Element Label: H

Example 3: Organometallic catalytic intermediate

The gold-based catalytic intermediate for a carboxylation reaction [17] is drawn using the steps listed below,
starting from a single gold atom, and illustrated in
Figure 18.
a. Graft with Atom Connection: cyclopropane
b. Set Bond Order: 2
c. Set Element Label: N

d. New Bond with Order: 1
e. Graft with Atom Connection: benzene
f. New Bond with Stereo Style: declined
g. New Bond with Stereo Style: inclined
h. New Bond with Order: 1. Note this primitive is
issued twice, in order to create two new bonds for
each of the selected atoms.
i. Create Template: copy to clipboard.
j. Graft with One Guide Atom: paste from clipboard.
k. Scale Atoms: grow
l. New Bond with Geometry: linear
m. Set Element Label: O
n. New Bond with Geometry: linear
o. Graft with Bond Connection: acetyl
p. Graft with Atom Connection: cyclopentadiene
q. Set Element Label: N
r. Set Element Label: O
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Figure 18 Drawing an organometallic catalytic intermediate by applying a stepwise sequence of primitives. The selected or current
atoms/bonds are shown as dotted outlines on the structure immediately preceding the primitive operation.
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Conclusions
A collection of unit primitives for sketching molecular
diagrams has been described. It is complete, such that
complex molecules can be drawn by stringing together a
series of these primitives. It is efficient, insofar as the
more regular components of a chemical structure can
be drawn using a small number of primitives, since only
a very small amount of information must be transmitted
from the user in order for the algorithms to infer the
intent. Less regular features can be created by manipulating atom positions or angles using a variety of low
level primitives, but a number of implicit shortcuts can
be exploited to keep repetitive actions to a minimum.
Several representative examples have been shown,
which illustrate the relatively small number of steps and
low information content necessary to draw complex
molecular geometries, and obtain publication-quality
depiction layout coordinates.
The primitives described in this work provide the
tools needed to build a user interface in which input is
limited to selecting atoms and picking from menu
choices. The interface can expose the primitives by several means, such as menu bars, icon toolbars, keyboard
shortcuts, etc. As long as all of the primitives are conveniently available, the user interface will provide a complete and efficient molecule drawing tool.
These primitives have been implemented in a commercial software product called the Mobile Molecular
DataSheet (MMDS), which is available for BlackBerry
smartphones and iPhone/iPod/iPad devices [18]. Both
versions offer access to the same basic primitives, but
with different input techniques due to the differences
between the devices.
While the motivation for this work arose from the
need to provide molecular sketching capabilities on
mobile devices with tiny screens and lack of accurate
pointing devices, the set of primitives has applicability
outside of this niche.
One analogous situation is found in web-based applications where the capabilities of the browser must be
assumed to be a lowest common denominator, which
requires that the web server do most of the work [19].
Under these circumstances, each user action can require a
round trip to and from the server, which creates a low
input bandwidth constraint, making the challenges quite
similar to those faced by a mobile application. At the
other end of the scale, sketcher applications being used on
workstations or laptop computers with a mouse or trackpad could in some cases be improved by implementing a
subset of these primitives, especially the template grafting
algorithms, and providing them as additional tools.
The primitives described in this work were designed for
the purpose of using them to compose a user interface, but
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they may find applicability as part of scripted processes.
For example, when producing a series of chemical structures as part of a combinatorial library [20,21] or some
other de novo series [22-24], it may be desirable to apply
additional functionalisation, e.g. adding a new atom bonded
to an existing atom, or joining two fragments to each other
with some number of shared atoms. If the structural modifications were to be expressed in terms of these primitives,
for a single substrate or an analogous series of them, the
process of searching for a well arranged and aesthetically
viable result could be significantly simplified.

Appendices
Appendix 1: Coordinates

Because a molecular sketch does not correspond to a physical model, the 2 D coordinates of the atoms are chosen
so that they can be presented on a screen or a piece of
paper, in such a way that chemists can quickly perceive
the structural features and be able to ascertain stereochemistry from the layout and additional annotations.
The choice of units for the coordinates is arbitrary,
but in this work, Angstroms are used. The default unit
of distance between any two atoms is 1.5 Å, which
applies regardless of atom and bond type.
Any two atoms that are closer than 0.2 Å are considered to be overlapping. Some of the algorithms
described in this work consider overlapping atoms as a
cue to merge two atoms together. Otherwise, the presence of overlapping atoms is generally considered to be
an error state, since this makes visual perception of a
diagram difficult.
Appendix 2: Merging atoms and bonds

The template grafting algorithms described in this work
mostly operate by joining specific atoms together. While
these atoms are merged, bonded or deleted according to
the algorithm, there is also the possibility for additional
atoms to overlap. This situation is dealt with according
to the following steps.
The composite structure is partitioned into its two
sources, i.e. atoms that originated from the starting
structure, and atoms that originated from the grafted
fragment. Pairwise combinations of these atoms are
examined to see if they overlap. When an overlap is
found, one atom must be retained, and the other atom
deleted. Before the other atom is deleted, its bonds must
be reassigned to the retained atom.
The decision as to which atom to retain is made based
on how exotic each atom is, which is calculated by
assigning one point for each condition that applies:
- Having an element label other than carbon
- Non-zero charge
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- Any unpaired electrons
- Non-default isotope abundance
- Specific non-automatic hydrogen count
The most exotic atom is retained, or the first one, if
they are equally so.
During the merging process, it is possible to create
duplicate bonds. A similar process is used to decide
which bond to keep. The exoticness of a bond is
assigned by one point for each of:
- Bond order other than 1
- Any stereochemical assignment
As for atoms, the first bond is retained in the event of
a draw.
Other primitives besides template grafting also have
need to merge together atoms which happen to overlap.
In these cases the same procedure is used, but without
the partitioning.
Appendix 3

For many of the primitives described in this work, it is
necessary to produce a list of potential angles for a new
bond that will be created with a particular source atom
and bond order in mind. When the list of angles produced contains the result which is desired by the user,
the amount of effort required to draw the structure is
considerably reduced.
The following sequence is used to obtain a list of
potential new bond angles:
1. If the atom is isolated, return four angles, aligned
on the X and Y axes.
2. Match the atom’s bond topology to likely geometry templates (see Figure 2), and if any matches are
possible, these are used.
3. Otherwise, return a series of median-cut angles.
Bond geometries are enumerated by considering the
element, existing bond orders and the order of the new
bond to be created. From this information, some number of plausible bond geometry templates may be produced, using the following sequence:
1. If the atom is terminal:
a. If the atom is either carbon or nitrogen, and
the future bonding pattern is either alkyne-like
or allene-like, classify as linear.
b. If the atom is not in the s-block or the p-block,
classify as being either of the two octahedral
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geometries. These are versatile, as they form a
superset of most of the other geometry templates.
c. If the atom is carbon, nitrogen or oxygen, classify as trigonal.
d. Otherwise, classify as either trigonal or linear.
2. If the atom is divalent, and the two current bonds
are linear:
a. If the atom is in the s-block or the p-block,
classify as square planar.
b. Otherwise, classify either of the two octahedral
geometries.
3. Produce a list of geometries, depending on the
element’s position in the periodic table:
a. For non-element symbols (e.g. “E” or “X”),
classify as either trigonal or square planar.
b. For s-block atoms, classify as either trigonal,
square planar or either of the octahedral
geometries.
c. If the atom is carbon, and the bonds are all
single, classify as either trigonal, square planar
or either of the tetrahedral geometries.
d. If the atom is carbon, and the bonds are not
all single, classify as trigonal.
d. If the atom is in the p-block, and in the first 3
rows, classify as being trigonal, either of the tetrahedral geometries, or square planar.
f. If the atom is in the p-block, but not in the
first 3 rows, classify as being any of the available
geometries.
g. Otherwise, classify as either of the two octahedral geometries.
Once the possible classifications have been enumerated, each of them is checked to see if there is any way
the current geometry can match it, within a tolerance of
2°. The first postulated geometry to achieve a match is
given precedence. All of the nondegenerate vacant bond
directions implied by the ways in which it can match
the input structure are returned as the resulting list of
possible new bond geometries.
If no matches were found, the list of current bond
angles are sorted by bond angle. For each bond, the
angle directly in between itself and the next angle in the
list (or the first one, if already at the end) is calculated
and added to the result list.
Appendix 4: Congestion function

A number of the primitives use congestion to make decisions about where to place a new atom, bond or fragment, when an otherwise degenerate choice is available.
The position which places new atoms as far away as
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possible from existing atoms is frequently preferable to
the alternatives.
The congestion at a specific point is calculated by:

∑ (x
i

1
2

i

− x) + (y i − y) 2 + 0.001

where i iterates over each atom in the structure, and x
and y denote the atomic position, where the subscripted
variables are the positions of existing atoms.
The total congestion of a molecule is calculated by:

i, j

Supplementary information
A list of template fragments grouped into categories is
provided [Additional file 1]. It is assumed that these
templates are available as a minimum set, each as an
individual primitive. These fragments are by no means
comprehensive, but they provide a starting point for
further customisation. The template fragments are also
available as a collection of SD files [Additional file 2].
Additional examples of diagram drawing using the primitives described in this work can be found online [27].
Additional material

i< j

∑ (x
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1
i

− x j ) 2 + (y i − y j ) 2 + 0.001

where i and j iterate over all unique pairs of atoms.

Additional file 1: Suggested default template fragments. A printable
document containing diagrams of template fragments.
Additional file 2: Suggested default template fragments (SD files). A
collection of MDL SD files, one per group, containing machine-readable
data for each of the template fragments.

Appendix 5

Two structures A and B are considered equivalent or
not according to the following algorithm:
1. If the number of atoms or bonds is different, the
structures are different.
2. The structures are translated so that their centre
positions are the same. Each atom in structure A is
mapped uniquely to the closest atom in structure B,
which must be within 0.2 Å.
3. If any atoms are not successfully mapped, the
structures are different.
4. Every atom in structure A must be mapped to an
atom in structure B which has the same element
label, charge, unpaired electron count, etc. If any
mapped pair of atoms are not the same, the structures are different.
5. For every bond in structure A, between atoms a1
and a2, there must be a corresponding bond in
structure B, between atoms b1 and b2, where a1:b1
and a2:b2 are mapped to each other. If the bond
stereochemistry type is not a wedge bond (inclined
or declined), the inverse mapping, a1:b2 and a2:b1,
is also permitted. If no such pair can be found, the
structures are different. The matched bonds must
have the same order and stereochemistry type. If
not, the structures are different.
6. If no differences were found, the two structures
are equivalent.
This comparison considers alternate tautomers and
Kekulé resonance forms to be different species, which is
desirable for sketching purposes. The determination of
the equivalence of two sketches, as described above,
should not be confused with methods used to determine
whether two connection tables represent the same molecule, such as unique SMILES [25] or InChI [26].
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Abstract
Background: Metabolomics experiments involve generating and comparing small molecule (metabolite) profiles
from complex mixture samples to identify those metabolites that are modulated in altered states (e.g., disease,
drug treatment, toxin exposure). One non-targeted metabolomics approach attempts to identify and interrogate all
small molecules in a sample using GC or LC separation followed by MS or MSn detection. Analysis of the resulting
large, multifaceted data sets to rapidly and accurately identify the metabolites is a challenging task that relies on
the availability of chemical libraries of metabolite spectral signatures. A method for analyzing spectrometry data to
identify and Quantify Individual Components in a Sample, (QUICS), enables generation of chemical library entries
from known standards and, importantly, from unknown metabolites present in experimental samples but without a
corresponding library entry. This method accounts for all ions in a sample spectrum, performs library matches, and
allows review of the data to quality check library entries. The QUICS method identifies ions related to any given
metabolite by correlating ion data across the complete set of experimental samples, thus revealing subtle spectral
trends that may not be evident when viewing individual samples and are likely to be indicative of the presence of
one or more otherwise obscured metabolites.
Results: LC-MS/MS or GC-MS data from 33 liver samples were analyzed simultaneously which exploited the
inherent biological diversity of the samples and the largely non-covariant chemical nature of the metabolites when
viewed over multiple samples. Ions were partitioned by both retention time (RT) and covariance which grouped
ions from a single common underlying metabolite. This approach benefitted from using mass, time and intensity
data in aggregate over the entire sample set to reject outliers and noise thereby producing higher quality
chemical identities. The aggregated data was matched to reference chemical libraries to aid in identifying the ion
set as a known metabolite or as a new unknown biochemical to be added to the library.
Conclusion: The QUICS methodology enabled rapid, in-depth evaluation of all possible metabolites (known and
unknown) within a set of samples to identify the metabolites and, for those that did not have an entry in the
reference library, to create a library entry to identify that metabolite in future studies.

Background
Metabolomics is the study of the small molecules (i.e.,
metabolites or biochemicals), contained in a cell, tissue,
organ or biological fluid [1-3]. Metabolomics data can
be generated from an array of sources such as liquid or
gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (e.g.,
LC/MS, GC/MS), capillary electrophoresis (CE), and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [4].
Typically, metabolomics uses non-targeted methods
where the analytical conditions are optimized to detect
and identify as many molecules as possible. However,
* Correspondence: cdehaven@metabolon.com
Metabolon, Inc., 800 Capitola Drive, Suite 1, Durham, NC 27713, USA

targeted metabolomics methods where the chromatography is optimized for detection of a specific molecule or
class of molecules (e.g., lipids) are also used. In either
case, the structure of metabolomics data is generally
three dimensional. For example, the data for a separation method coupled with mass spectrometry includes
values for time, intensity and mass (m/z).
The fundamental goal of metabolomics analysis is to
quickly and accurately identify the metabolites detected
in a complex biological sample and determine which
change (increase or decrease) in response to experimental conditions (e.g., disease state, drug treatment, etc).
Typically, data for a set of biological samples are
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collected, plotted and stored in individual files with each
file corresponding to each biological sample. Using various software tools, the raw three-dimensional data for
the sample set are integrated into ion peaks organized
by mass, retention time (RT), and peak area. The integrated ion peaks are aligned by time and may be normalized by intensity across the set of samples. Then,
each individual sample is processed for the identification
of metabolites which, in most cases, involves the comparison of individual spectra to standard reference
libraries. Such standard reference library data consist of
known spectra corresponding to certain metabolites that
may be present in a given sample. While individual ions
may be detectable in such spectra, the combinations and
interplay of such ions to indicate specific individual
metabolites may not be immediately discernable, especially in only a single biological sample. If the individual
sample contains substantially pure components (such as
small molecule metabolites), the spectrum of the component can be easily matched with the spectra of known
metabolites in order to identify the biochemical. However, in many cases, the fractionation of a particular biological sample (in a liquid or gas chromatograph, for
example) is incomplete. In this case, two or more biochemicals may co-elute from the incomplete chromatographic separation process giving rise to an impure
mixture of metabolites going into the spectrometer. The
conventional methods of analyzing datasets by grouping
and organizing related ions on a per sample basis fall
short when faced with this level of data complexity
[5-7].
An analytical method that is capable of performing
statistical analysis on a set of ions in a given population
(sample set) could address these shortcomings [7].
Recently, a correlation-based deconvolution approach
was reported for LC/MS datasets [8]. In this report, we
present QUICS, a method to identify and organize the
ions related to metabolites of known and unknown
identity from complex mixtures. The function of QUICS
is to go beyond a single sample approach to the identification of the multiple ions that are related to any given
metabolite by correlating ion data across a set of samples. Consequently, when viewed over many individual
biological samples of the same type, subtle spectral
trends indicative of the presence of one or more otherwise obscured metabolites may be revealed. Once these
related ions are grouped based upon the correlation
across samples, there exists the capability of searching
for these organized ion groups in reference library databases to identify the corresponding metabolites. Furthermore, new library entries can be created when grouped
ions represent a new, undocumented metabolite
(unknown). Here, we show the utility of this method for
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the deconvolution and analysis of GC-MS and LC-MSn
data sets.

Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the ability of the QUICS method to
accurately separate and organize ions related to co-eluting biochemicals, a sample set of 33 liver samples was
analyzed by GC/EI-MS. In this study three known metabolites, leucine, phosphate and glycerol, consistently coelute as shown in Figure 1. Without prior knowledge of
the content of this scan it would be difficult to determine whether the spectrum shown in Figure 1 is a mixture of metabolites or a single metabolite. Using the
QUICS methodology this spectrum is separated into its
three biochemical components by grouping highly correlated individual ions based on instrument response
across the sample set. This is possible because the ions
originating from a single biochemical will exhibit similar
biological variability across the study and therefore correlate, as can be seen in Figure 2. Consequently, individual ions belonging to a single component can be
grouped based on correlation. In Figure 2, Panel A
demonstrates the chromatographic profile of two ions
generated during a GC/EI-MS analysis of leucine, 158
and 232 m/z. Note that the intensities of the ions trend
the same way across the four different liver samples
shown. More specifically, the liver sample shown in
black has the highest amount of 158 and 232 m/z, followed by the liver sample represented in red, then
green, then blue. As a result, these two ions correlate
when the ion response is compared across all of the
sample injections in the study which is shown in Figure
3. This is in contrast to the ions related to glycerol (Figure 2, panel B), in which the liver sample labelled in
black has the highest amount of both ions (205 and 103
m/z), followed by green, then blue, then red. The three
ion groups that were created from a set of 33 liver samples and their respective authentic standard spectrum
matches are shown in Figure 4.
The examples discussed thus far are from data generated from electron ionization (EI) GC/MS analyses,
where all of the ions detected are a result of fragmentation of the intact molecule during ionization. However,
the QUICS method is also useful with other types of
data. Deconvoluting LC/MS data where a biochemical
compound does not necessarily fragment in the source
but instead readily forms adducts and multimers is also
possible. Shown in Figure 5, Panel A is an example of
ions from an LC/MS sample injection that were grouped
based on correlation. The ions presented are various
adducts, isotopes, multimers and in-source fragments
for inosine, as confirmed by the authentic standard
library spectrum in Panel B. Shown in Panel C is the
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Figure 1 A single scan from an EI GC/MS analysis of a liver biopsy.

correlation between the protonated molecular ion at 269
m/z with the in-source fragment at 137 m/z across the
sample set. The QUICS method is also applicable to
LC/MS applications where all ions eluting from the
chromatographic system are fragmented rather than
individual masses being isolated and then fragmented.
In this case, the fragment ions from the individual metabolites will also correlate depending on biological
variability.
The ability the QUICS method to separate co-eluting
species is dependent upon the correlation of the
detected ion area responses across an entire study. One
potential complication to this type of analysis is that
ions from compounds that have limited biological variability across the sample set will not be highly correlated
because there is limited variation in ion signals. In addition, correlation calculations can be confounded by ions
that are shared among the co-eluting compounds. In
these cases, the ion response is the sum of all the coeluting compounds and therefore correlation might be
compromised. An example of this phenomenon is the

147 and 72.9 m/z ions shown in Figure 1. These ions
are common to all three co-eluting compounds as can
be seen in the authentic standard spectra in Figure 4,
panels B, D, and F. Ultimately these ions were grouped
with the compound that had a sufficient degree of correlation, specifically 73 with phosphate (Figure 4, panel
A) and 147 with glycerol (Figure 4, panel E); neither ion
correlated sufficiently to be grouped with other leucine
ions (Figure 4, panel C) even though the leucine standard also produced these ions (Figure 4, panel D).
While these potential complications do exist they rarely
interfere to a significant enough extent to compromise
the quality of the generated spectrum.
While the example in Figure 4 focuses on a region of
chromatography where three known compounds coelute, the QUICS method is most powerful when the
chemical composition of a sample set is unknown. In
that instance, individual ions originating from each individual chemical can be grouped even when the chemical
identity is unknown and possibly co-eluting with other
unknowns. Presented in Figure 6, Panel A is an example
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Figure 2 The selected ion chromatogram (SIC) for two different ions from leucine (A) and two ions from glycerol (B) as measured
from 4 different liver sample analyses. The ions from leucine, 158 and isotope 232 m/z, trend across the different liver samples and the ions
related to glycerol share a different trend.

of a spectrum that was created using the QUICS
method. The ions that were grouped (Figure 6, panel A)
as originating from an unknown source were later identified as Equol (4’,7-isoflavandiol), an isoflavandiol metabolized from daidzein, a type of isoflavone, by bacterial
flora in the intestines [9] (Figure 6, panel B).
The ultimate goal of the QUICS method is to permit
the deconvolution of the many redundant ion signals
that each individual biochemical entity produces. One of
the standard approaches of data analysis in the biochemical profiling field is to perform statistical analyses
using every individual ion signal whether or not they are
redundant ions produced by a single chemical [10-12].
This ion-centric approach leads to a greater number of
false discoveries as a result of increased numbers of
measurements processed in the statistical analysis. This
approach also has the potential to skew statistics since
different chemicals will produce different numbers of
ion signals. For example, multivariate techniques such
as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be skewed

in favor of chemicals that produce more ion signals. In
contrast, the QUICS method enables a chemo-centric
approach to data analysis. Once the related ion features
that belong to a given biochemical are organized and
grouped, a single ion from that group can be used to
represent that metabolite in statistical analyses. By using
the chemo-centric approach the number of false discoveries is reduced since the number of ions processed in
statistical analyses is reduced to a single representative
ion for each metabolite and, furthermore, the potential
for skewed statistical results is decreased.
Similar use of correlation analysis across samples has
been used with NMR data. In that analysis, the multiple
chemical shift peaks generated by a single molecule can
be correlated across samples, grouped, and used to aid
identification of detected molecules [13-16]. While similar in concept to the method presented here, the ultimate outcome has different advantages since the
underlying data streams are so unique. One of the goals
of the QUICS method was to deconvolute the highly
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Figure 3 Correlation of m/z 158 and 232, two ions related to leucine, across all injections in a study. All ions were pulled from all sample
injections in a study and analyzed all for correlation. Ions are then grouped based on a user-specified correlation limit.

redundant ion features generated by a single molecule
traditionally seen in most mass spectrometric based
technologies. As discussed, this redundancy of data can
alter statistical analysis and lead to greater numbers of
false discoveries. Using the QUICS method, it is possible
to group all of the redundant ions related to the
detected metabolites within a set of experimental samples with or without the use of a known spectral library.
By utilizing both the chromatographic time domain and
ion response the QUICS method is able to gain an additional degree of specificity not seen in NMR data
streams. As a result only those ions that co-elute and
correlate are grouped, thus removing the confounding
redundancies. It should be noted that this method
represents an automated package that also enables the
generation of spectral library entries for unnamed/
unknown metabolites–those molecules where a reference library entry of chemical spectral signatures does
not yet exist. Taking a statistical approach to the analysis of all ions in a sample and evaluating the entire sample set simultaneously enables the system to not only
identify metabolites with spectral matches to known biochemicals in the reference library, but also enables identification of biochemicals that are not in the reference
library. The identification of these so-called unnamed
metabolites capitalizes on the fact that ions originating

from a single biochemical will exhibit similar biological
variability across the study samples and therefore correlate. The QUICS method has been used successfully for
diverse experimental studies including disease biomarker
identification, drug mode of action, toxicology, aging
and characterization of variation in complex mixtures
such as milk and on a variety of sample matrices (e.g.,
biological fluids, tissue, milk) [17-22].
Experimental

To begin, GC/MS and LC/MSMS data are collected as
part of an automated, high-throughput processing system. These data consist of ions peaks that have been
automatically detected and integrated from raw 3D GC/
MS or LC/MSMS analyses for each sample. These data
are characterized by the mass (m/z) of the ion, the area
(representing the amount of the ions), and retention
time (RT) and retention index (RI) representing the
chromatographic characteristics that tell when the
related biochemicals elute. Retention indices are
assigned to all ion peaks by calibration with the retention index of internal standards, added into each sample,
and their retention time for each sample [6]. These raw
signal data and integrated ion peak data are both loaded
and stored in a relational database system which provides data structures that are optimal for the storage
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Figure 4 The creation of 3 different groups of correlating ions, A,C, and E, and their respective authentic standard library entries are
shown for comparison, B, D, and F. The ions within the groups correlated with a minimum of 0.8. From the single scan in Figure 1, 3
different compounds are present; phosphate, leucine and glycerol.
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Figure 5 (A) An ion group including the protonated molecular ion, isotopes, adducts, and multimers of inosine (m + H+ 269) based
on correlation across a 33 sample set study. (B) The authentic standard spectrum of inosine. (C) The correlation between the protonated
molecular ion of inosine at 269 m/z and an in-source fragment at 137 m/z.

and retrieval of large chromatographic datasets. Immediately after data acquisition has been completed for a
sample, that data file has been retrieved by the system,
and automated loading and peak detection have been
completed, the resulting data is compared using a
matching algorithm against an existing spectral library
which contains the spectral definitions of both known
standards as well as unknown metabolites. Any matches
between ion peak data and the spectral library that
occur are scored for confidence, and that information is
stored within the relational database system.

To determine which groups of ions are common
across samples, all the ions are binned by mass window
and RI window. Ions from the same chemical that are
determined to be common across samples are then
grouped by correlation. Table 1 shows the processing
thresholds for ion binning and bin grouping.
Ion Bin

The first step is to begin a binning process where ions
from samples in the same study set are binned by mass
and retention index (RI) [23]. A bin is a space
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Figure 6 (A) An ion group created from an EI-GC/MS analysis of urine that when created was an unknown. (B) The authentic standard
spectrum of equol, later permitted the identification of the unknown.

partitioning data structure that enables fast region
queries and nearest neighbor search. Each bin is characterized by a center mass and a center RI. Ions from
across the set of samples are put into the same bin if

their masses and RIs fall into the windows around the
center mass and the center RI.
Two kinds of ions can be defined in this process, a
singlet and a multiplet. A singlet ion comes from a

Table 1 Binning and Grouping Threshold Parameters
Name

Description

Normal Values

Range of retention indexes of ions across samples for analysis

0~9000 +/- 100

Mass Window

Mass window for ions to be binned together

0.4

Extended Mass
Window

Mass window to look for ions missing from samples in neighboring bins.

0.5

Ions to Analyze
RI +/Ion Binning

RI Window

RI window for ions to be binned together

25 to 50, default 25

Extended RI Window

RI window to look for ions missing from samples in neighboring bins.

25 to 50, default 38

Bin Grouping
Max. RI Difference

Maximal difference of the average RIs of the two bins

0~999

Min. Correlated Ions

Minimal number of common singlet ions existing in the two bins

1~999

Max. Linear Area

Maximal area of ions that can be included for correlation calculation

Large enough to include all
ions

Max. RSD (%)

Maximal Relative Standard Deviation (%) of common singlet peak area ratio between the
two bins

0~100

Min. Correlation

Minimal correlation value for grouping

0 ~ 1 with default of 0.8
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sample that has one and only one ion in the same bin.
A multiplet ion comes from a sample that has more
than one ion in the same bin. Multiplet ions from the
same sample imply the co-elution of several compounds
and are termed a collision. The number of collisions, i.e.
the number of times multiple ions were detected in all
bins, seen in a loaded data set is displayed in Figure 5
(C).
Binning includes the following steps:
1. Sorting ions by their areas in descending order.
2. Bin ions with smaller areas around ions with larger areas, with the larger ions serving as the bin
centers.
3. Calculate the statistics of each ion bin: mean
mass, mean area, mean RI and their standard deviations, respectively, from all singlet ions in the bin.
4. Reset the bin center mass and center RI to its
mean mass and mean RI to take into account the
ion distribution within the bin. Remove all bins that
have no singlet ions.
5. Re-binning all ions into these bins. If an ion can’t
be binned into any of them, a new bin is created
with its mass and RI as the center mass and RI.
6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for optimized binning of all
ions.
The number of singlet ions in an ion bin indicates
how popular this ion is across the samples. The size of
a bin is represented by the percentage of singlet ions
among the total number of samples, the percentage of
“filled” in Figure 5 (C, % column).
When a bin is not 100% filled, that is, when there are
samples that have no ions in the bin, it might be possible that these samples might have the same ions but
they might be just outside the mass window and/or the
RI window of the bin. Should these outlier ions be the
same as those in the bin, their areas would be within
four standard deviations of the areas of singlet ions in
the bin. To recover these outlier ions from the missing
samples, ions within an extended mass window and/or
RI window are searched for those samples in the bins
with lower “filled” percentage; if found, such ions are
migrated from the less “filled” bin to the more “filled”
bin.
For example, suppose there are 30 samples in total,
and there are 25 samples that have singlet peaks in bin
B1, and sample A does not have any peak in it. To
check if sample A has an outlier peak that is similar to
peaks from other samples in bin B1, peaks from sample
A in neighbor bins are searched in an extended RI and
mass window. Peaks from sample A must have their
peak areas in the window of four standard deviations of
peak areas in bin B1. The best matched peak from
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sample A in the neighbor bins would be migrated to bin
B1, making bin B1 more “filled” (sample A is now
included).
This process is looped from the more filled bins to the
less filled bins.
Grouping Ion Bins

In GC/MS or LC/MS, many ions may be produced from
the same metabolite during the ionization and fragmentation processes. In LC/MS, different adducts and aggregates may form from the same metabolite. These ions
from the same metabolite should be well correlated. On
the other hand, ions from different chemical origin are
largely non-covariant.
Once ions from across the set of samples are properly
binned, each bin represents a common ion that is common in many samples in the sample set. Bins representing ions from the same metabolite should be well
correlated when analyzed across multiple samples. Suppose a majority of the samples contain a common metabolite A, which has ionized to N ions, then there would
be N bins that are well correlated. The goal of grouping
bins is to find those well correlated ions that could
represent a known or unknown metabolite in those
samples.
Correlation between the Normalization Bin and
Correlation Bin

The Pearson’s correlation is calculated to measure the
correlation between two ion bins. Only singlet ions that
are common in both ion bins are included in the
calculation.
Bins are sorted by their mean area in descending
order. Using the larger bins as the normalizer, smaller
bins are grouped around the larger bins as if the correlation is above the correlation threshold value. The correlation between the normalizer bin and correlation bin
is calculated as follows:
Pearson ’ s Correlation =

∑ (S

∑ (S
i

i

iN

iN

− S N )(S iC − S C )

− S N )2

∑ (S
i

iC

− SC )2

(1)

where Si is the area of a common singlet ion, S is the
average area of the common singlet ions in a bin.
Thresholds for the minimal correlation and the number
of singlet ions that are common in both the normalization bin and the correlation bin are user specified and
can be altered prior to the process being started.
The correlation threshold is chosen by trial-and-error.
Usually it is between 0.70 and 0.90. It depends on the
matrix type and the sample set size (number of samples
in the sample set). A too low correlation threshold
would group too many bins into a group, whereas a too
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high threshold would miss some ions from the group,
which can be judged from metabolites in the samples
known from library match.

Table 2 Possible aggregate and adducts in measured
ions
(m/z)adduct

NIMER

Ion Form

PROBABILITY(%)

1.00728

3

3m+H

1

1.00728

4

4m+H

1

1.00728

5

5m+H

1

22.98977

3

3 m + Na

1

22.98977

4

4 m + Na

1

22.98977

5

5 m + Na

1

1.00728

1

m+H

100

0

1

m-

10

1.00728

2

2m+H

50

22.98977

1

m + Na

90

22.98977

2

2 m + Na

25

39.954

1

m+K

10

39.954

2

2m+K

5

-1.00728

1

m-H

100

39.954

4

4m+K

1

-1.00728

2

2 m-H

50

Chemical Intelligence

The ions originating from the same chemical will have
different m/z values and include various in-source fragmentations, isotopes, adducts and multimers. In LC/MS,
ions could be aggregates of monomers or adducts with
solvent/mobile phase ions such as H + , Na + , K + , Cl - ,
OH -, NH4 +, H 2O, COO-, etc. The true mass could be
calculated from the measured mass:
(m / z) Mono

(m / z) Measured − (m / z) Adduct
=
N IMER

(2)

where N IMER is the number of monomers in the
aggregate, (m/z)adduct is the (m/z) of the adduct, (m/z)
monomer, is the (m/z) of the monomer, and (m/z)measured
is the measured (m/z) for the ion.
Table 2 shows the most common aggregates and
adducts. All ions in the group are checked against these
possible aggregates and/or adducts to determine the
most probable form of the ion.
To calculate the monomer mass of a metabolite, each
ion in the grouped bins is tested against the above possible ion form and the possible monomer mass is calculated and scored by the product of the ion peak area
and the ion form probability.
To do so, possible monomer masses for all the ions in
all ion forms are calculated and binned and scored in
Table 3:
1. For each ion from big (large ion peak area)to small
(small ion peak area) in the group AND each ion form
from the most probable to less probable in the possible
ion forms
○ Calculate the monomer mass (m/z) Mono and its
score.
○ If some monomer masses have already been calculated AND this monomer mass is within one of
them, add its score. e.g., if (m/z)Monoi - 0.3 <= (m/z)
i
Monomer <= (m/z)Mono + 0.3, then SCOREi += (Peak
Area) * (Ion Form Probability)
○ Otherwise, add this monomer mass and its score
to the possible monomer mass list as another possible monomer mass.
2. Among the all possible monomer masses, the
monomer mass with the maximal mass score is the
most probable mass.
After the monomer mass is calculated from the well
correlated bins in a group, other forms of adduct/aggregate ions from the same metabolite not existing in the

44.9971

1

m + Form

99

-18.01002

1

m-H2O

80

39.954

5

5m+K

1

1.00728

3

3 m-H

1

-1.00728

4

4 m-H

1

-1.00728

5

5 m-H

1

20.9741

2

2 m + Na-2H

50

1.00728

6

6m+H

1

1.00728

7

7m+H

1

1.00728

8

8m+H

1

-17.01

1

m + H-H20

1

34.9689

1

m + Cl35

12

36.9659

1

m + Cl35[Cl37]

4

18.03437

1

m + NH4

1

bins in the group could be searched. These missing
forms of adduct/aggregate ions could be more variant
across samples and so their correlations with the normalize bin are below the threshold value used for grouping and so bins representing these adducts/aggregates
are mis-grouped into different groups. The QUICS
method attempts to correct these misgrouped ions by
Table 3 List of possible monomer masses, binned and
scored
Ion

Calculated Monomer Mass

Calculated Score

Assigned Bin

1

(m/z)Mono1

Score1

X

2

(m/z)Mono2

Score2

X

...

...

...

X

n

(m/z)Monon

Scoren

X
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lowering the required correlation threshold for those
ions which have masses consistent with the monomer
mass of the metabolite.
To find the missing adduct/aggregate in a bigger
group (with a larger peak area of normalize bin) with its
monomer mass calculated as described above, for each
possible form of adduct/aggregate:
1. Calculate the measured mass from the monomer
mass assuming there is an ion in this form of
adduct/aggregate.
2. Bins in smaller groups within are searched within
the mass window (±0.4) of calculated mass and the
RI window of the normalize bin of the larger group.
3. Calculate the correlation of these adduct/aggregate bins with the normalize bin of the big group.
4. The bin with the highest correlation above 0.4 will
be one of the missing adduct/aggregate ions and will
be migrated from the smaller groups to the big
group.
This process is repeated for each group from big to
small.
Isotope ions are checked the same way except they
require the ion peak area to be no more than half of the
normal ion.
As discussed above, each primary ion peak bin represents the average of a common ion across samples, and
each group of correlated bins represents ions of a common metabolite. For LC/MS/MS, secondary MS2 ions
for each primary ion are also retrieved from all the singlet samples in the primary ion peak bin and similarly
binned. Among the MS2 ion bins that satisfy the minimal number of singlet ions, the maximal bin with the
maximal mean intensity will be used as the normalize
bin to normalize other bins that satisfy both the minimal number of singlet ions and the minimal relative
intensity against the normalize bin, are included into the
library to represent the MS2 ions for the primary ion. In
summary, integrated primary ion chromatographic peaks
from all the samples are binned based on chromatographic features of retention index and ion mass, well
correlated bins within the retention index window are
grouped to create a library entry to represent a chemical
entity. Each mass with their characteristic values from
the averages of mass, area, RI, and RT from a bin in the
group, represents one of the fragmented ions from a
pure chemical entity or its adducts/aggregate. For LC/
MS/MS, secondary masses are also created from the
bin/group of all secondary ions across the samples and
the averages represent the secondary ions from one of
the primary fragments of the chemical entity. Such created library entries for each chemical entity may match
well to an entry in the library, or as an unknown to be
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added to the library and to be further identified with
more studies.
Reference Library Entries

Once the binned ions are grouped by correlation, the
groups can be searched against a reference library in
order to determine whether the group of ions represents
a known entity or whether the group of ions represents
a new or an unknown (a biochemical that is not in the
library) chemical entity. If the group of ions is determined to represent an unknown chemical with no reference library entry, a new spectral entry is added to the
library so that the unknown entity can be tracked in
future studies. An attempt is made to assign chemical
intelligence to the ions belonging to the unknown entity
based on previously defined mass relationships, e.g. Na
adduct m + 23.

Conclusion
The QUICS method greatly accelerates the organization
of ions into chemically related sets and expedites the
creation of chemical library entries and the identification
of metabolites. It is immensely beneficial to track both
the chemicals for which there are authentic standard
spectra in the chemical library and the chemicals for
which there are no current library entries. Consequently
new spectral libraries can be created automatically; the
method is not limited by the availability of a chemical
library of authentic standard spectra. Furthermore, the
ability to access data across multiple samples provides a
unique and powerful method to resolve co-eluting chemicals. Taken together these features greatly facilitate
the chemo-centric approach to the analysis of metabolomics studies leading to the discovery of novel biomarkers and understanding of the underlying biochemical
processes.
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Abstract
Background: Virtual screening of small molecules using molecular docking has become an important tool in drug
discovery. However, large scale virtual screening is time demanding and usually requires dedicated computer
clusters. There are a number of software tools that perform virtual screening using AutoDock4 but they require
access to dedicated Linux computer clusters. Also no software is available for performing virtual screening with
Vina using computer clusters. In this paper we present MOLA, an easy-to-use graphical user interface tool that
automates parallel virtual screening using AutoDock4 and/or Vina in bootable non-dedicated computer clusters.
Implementation: MOLA automates several tasks including: ligand preparation, parallel AutoDock4/Vina jobs
distribution and result analysis. When the virtual screening project finishes, an open-office spreadsheet file opens
with the ligands ranked by binding energy and distance to the active site. All results files can automatically be
recorded on an USB-flash drive or on the hard-disk drive using VirtualBox. MOLA works inside a customized Live
CD GNU/Linux operating system, developed by us, that bypass the original operating system installed on the
computers used in the cluster. This operating system boots from a CD on the master node and then clusters other
computers as slave nodes via ethernet connections.
Conclusion: MOLA is an ideal virtual screening tool for non-experienced users, with a limited number of multiplatform heterogeneous computers available and no access to dedicated Linux computer clusters. When a virtual
screening project finishes, the computers can just be restarted to their original operating system. The originality of
MOLA lies on the fact that, any platform-independent computer available can he added to the cluster, without
ever using the computer hard-disk drive and without interfering with the installed operating system. With a cluster
of 10 processors, and a potential maximum speed-up of 10x, the parallel algorithm of MOLA performed with a
speed-up of 8,64× using AutoDock4 and 8,60× using Vina.

Background
Intermolecular interactions between proteins and small
ligands play essential roles in several life processes
including enzyme catalysis, gene expression and regulation of metabolic pathways. Understanding these interactions is thus critical for pharmaceutical and functional
food industries particularly in the process of drug discovery [1]. Molecular docking is an in silico tool that
predicts how a ligand (substrate or drug candidate)
interacts with a receptor usually by predicting the
* Correspondence: ruiabreu@ipb.pt
1
CIMO-ESA, Instituto Politécnico de Bragança, Campus de Sta Apolónia,
Apartado 1172, 5301-855 Bragança, Portugal
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

binding free energy and the three-dimensional structure
of the ligand-receptor complex. The use of molecular
docking to search large compound databases for possible ligands of a protein receptor is usually termed virtual
screening and has been successfully applied in several
therapeutic programs at the lead discovery stage [2].
Several molecular docking tools, using different
approaches, have been developed [1]. The software presented in this article uses AutoDock4 (version 4.2) [3]
and Vina (AutoDock Vina) [4] as docking engine.
AutoDock4 is acknowledged to be one of the most reliable and broadly used molecular docking tool [5], with
several examples of accurate docking predictions already
published [6,7]. AutoDock4 uses genetic algorithms and

© 2010 Abreu et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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the results are given as estimates of free-energy change
(ΔG) upon ligand binding and as a prediction of the
ligand-receptor complex three-dimensional conformation. A major difficulty for virtual screening using AutoDock4 is the time necessary for each molecular docking
experiment. Considering that compound databases
usually can have up to hundreds of thousands of small
molecule it is easy to see that, to perform virtual screening, High Performance Computing (HPC) systems and
tools are required.
Vina is a new software for molecular docking and was
designed to be compatible with AutoDock4 file formats.
Vina uses a different docking algorithm with a gradient
optimization method in its local optimization procedure
[4]. A comparison with AutoDock4 showed that Vina
achieved approximately a two orders of magnitude
speed-up with significant improvement of the accuracy
of the binding mode prediction [4]. Another advantage
of Vina is that some preparation steps need for AutoDock4 like atom grid map calculation and result clustering are done automatically. Although promising Vina is
still a recent tool and needs further testing for users
around the world.
Before using AutoDock4, several steps are required
including ligand preparation, receptor preparation and
atom grid maps calculations. A number of software tools
have been developed to facilitate the use of AutoDock4
by providing graphical user interfaces (GUI), including
AutoDockTools (ADT) [8], BDT [9] and Pymol AutoDock/Vina plug-in [10]. These tools greatly reduce AutoDock4 and Vina learning curve but, although providing
some automated features for molecular docking and virtual screening, were not developed to be used with computer clusters. DOVIS [11,12] is another tool for virtual
screening with AutoDock4 that includes a GUI and automates most of the pre-docking steps required for docking
with AutoDock4. Still DOVIS was designed to be used
with large dedicated Linux computer clusters usually
with integrated queuing systems such as LSF (Load Sharing Facility) or PBS (Portable Batch System). All these
virtual screening tools using AutoDock4 have two
requirements: access to dedicated HPC Linux clusters
and strong computer skills in Linux systems. Many
research groups with interest in virtual screening fail
these requirements. Our research group lacked access to
a dedicated HPC Linux cluster but had access to a number of multi-platform (with Windows, Linux and Macintosh operating systems) heterogeneous computers
(different processing capabilities) that we could use, provided we did not interfere with the data on the harddisks and the installed operating system. As we believe
this situation is rather common for other research groups
we then set out to develop MOLA, a tool that uses the
processing power of these computers for virtual
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screening without compromising their every day use.
Also, as far as we know, there is no tool available for virtual screening in computer clusters using Vina.
In this paper we present MOLA, a tool with a simple
GUI that automates: ligand preparation, distribution of
AutoDock4/Vina jobs and result analysis. MOLA works
inside a customized Live-CD (Compact Disk) GNU/
Linux operating system that handles the computer cluster and was designed to work with an heterogeneous set
of computers. This customized operating system boots
from a CD without ever using the computer hard-disk
drive and the installed operating system. When a virtual
screening project finishes the computers can be restored
to the installed operating system by simply removing
the CD and restarting. All result files can be conveniently stored on a USB (Universal Serial Bus)-flash drive
or on the computer hard-disk drive by using the VirtualBox software [13]. Special care was taken to provide
a detailed step-by-step tutorial for MOLA (Additional
file 1). MOLA is not intended for large clusters rather
his main strengths are: (1) ease-of-use for users with little knowledge on Linux systems, (2) facility to integrate
a heterogeneous set of computers and (3) the ability to
use non-dedicated computers that can be easily restored
to their original operating system.
Implementation

MOLA is made available integrated on a customized
Live-CD GNU/Linux operating system. This means that
the user needs to download the complete operating system (available as a MOLA.iso file), burn it to a CD and
then restart the master computer from the CD. Once
the customized operating system is initiated all files and
software packages need to use MOLA and to perform
the MOLA tutorial are automatically available on the
\home\user folder. These files include: MOLA scripts
for AutoDock4 (MOLA-AD4) and Vina (MOLA-Vina),
the NCI (National Cancer Institute) Diversity Set 2
compound database [14], Vina, AutoDock4, AutoGrid4,
AutoDockTools and Pdb-tools. The customized operating system is installed in the RAM (Random Access
Memory) memory instead of the hard-disk drive insuring that the installed operating system is not used.
The customized Live-CD GNU/Linux operating system was prepared by re-mastering the Pelican HPC
GNU/Linux distribution [15] and can be considered a
new GNU/Linux distribution for virtual screening with
AutoDock4 and/or Vina. Pelican HPC was in turn
developed using the Live Debian Linux distribution [16].
The customized operating system provides the frame
work for setting up a cluster of machines for parallel
processing using the LAM-MPI (LAM-MPI is a message
passing interface specification used for parallel computing) and MPICH implementations of MPI [17].
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Cluster assembly

To assemble the cluster, the computer used as master
node was first booted from the CD and the computer
slave nodes were then booted via ethernet connections.
Every service needed for LAM-MPI is configured automatically and all computers share a common directory,
which is created on the master node using the NFS
(network file system) protocol. This system assumes that
the computers support PXE (Preboot Execution Environment) boot a standard feature for recent computers.
If any of the slave nodes doesn’t support PXE it is possible to use gPXE, an implementation of the PXE specification for network booting [18].
For this work we assembled clusters with 2, 6 and 10
Intel 2.8 GHz processors (CPUs) using 1, 3 and 5 DualCore computers respectively, with 1 Gigabyte of RAM
memory. The performance of these clusters was compared to a system using only one CPU, referred below
as serial test. Speed-up was calculated according to formula Sp = T1/Tp; were p is the number of processors
used, T1 the execution time of one single processor and
Tp the execution time of MOLA with p processors.
Preparation steps

MOLA was designed to work alongside ADT and integrates
some scripts from this software package (figure 1). Before
using MOLA for virtual screening some input files preparation steps are necessary (figure 1A) and are described in
detail on MOLA tutorial. When using AutoDock4 the
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input files needed for the project include: the protein input
file (in pdbqt format), ligand input files (pdb, mol or pdbqt
file format) and atom grid maps. We use ADT to prepare
protein input file as well as for calculating the atom grid
maps. The original protein structure files are downloaded
from the PDB (Protein Data Bank) website. ADT is available in the customized operating system with a “runAdt”
command. Computing atom grid maps is done using AutoGrid4 [3]. With Vina the process is the same except that
calculating the atom grid maps is no longer necessary as
Vina calculates them automatically.
Using MOLA for Virtual Screening

Once all input files are prepared MOLA is started by
double clicking MOLA-AD4.sh or MOLA-Vina.sh files
(figure 1B), placed on the/home/user folder. A GUI will
appear and the user will be asked to input information
about the project. For MOLA-AD4 the user is asked to
select the project folder, the protein folder (where the
protein and the atom grid maps are placed), the ligands
folder, the active site coordinates and to choose several
AutoDock4 parameters: number of runs, population size
and energy evaluations. With MOLA-Vina the user is
asked to select the project folder, the ligands folder, and
to input: the grid center coordinates, grid area dimensions, the active site coordinates and exhaustiveness
parameter (see tutorial for more information). MOLA
was written as a shell script and the GUI interface prepared using the Xdialog package [19].

Figure 1 Work-flow of MOLA software. When a virtual screening project is initiated, MOLA software performs automatically several tasks for
both AutoDock4 and Vina (grey rectangles). Some tasks rely on third-party tools that are automatically called when need (white rectangle). This
scheme also presents: (A) the steps need to prepare the input files before launching MOLA and (B) the steps automated by MOLA.
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Once these parameters are chosen everything else is
automated. If the compounds used are in pdb or mol2
file format, MOLA-AD4 and MOLA-Vina then automatically prepare pdbqt files for each compound using prepare_ligand4.py, a Python script from ADT. If the
compound files are already on pdbqt format this step is
skipped. When using MOLA-AD4, dpf files for each
compound are created (dpf is need for docking with
AutoDock4) using the Python script “prepare_dpf4.py”
available on ADT. At this point MOLA’s parallel algorithm is initiated and distributes 2 AutoDock4 jobs for
each node. Every 3 seconds MOLA scans each node
process list for the 2 initial AutoDock4 jobs, if 0 or 1 is
found MOLA assumes AutoDock4 jobs have ended and
initiates 2 or 1 AutoDock4 jobs, respectively. This algorithm was optimized for single and dual-core computers
in order to make take full advantage of their processing
power but MOLA script can be easily changed to be
used with quad or octo-core computers (see tutorial).
When using MOLA-Vina the algorithm works in the
same manner except that the dpf file creation step is
not necessary. Also only 1 run is sent for each node as
Vina is already optimized for multi-core computers.
When MOLA finishes a results-AD4.csv or resultsVINA.csv file is created and automatically opened as an
open-office spreadsheet with the results presented in
table format for easy interpretation and handling. The
ligands are ranked by lowest binding energy and by distance to the active site. MOLA calculates this distance
(in Angstroms) by measuring the distance from the
active site center point, given by the user, to the docked
ligand center mass point. The center mass point is calculated using the pdb_centermass.py script from pdbtools suite [20]. All output files are recorded on a results
folder created inside the project folder.

Results and Discussion
In order to test both versions of MOLA we used 4 well
known receptor-ligand complexes: retinol binding protein-retinol (1RBP), HIV-1 protease-XK263 (1HVR),
trypsin-benzamidine (3PTB) and streptavidine-biotin
(1STP). As the test compound database we used the
first 500 from the NCI diversity set II [7]. All 4 protein
receptors were prepared using ADT and saved on the
project folder.
For this test both AutoDock4 and Vina treat the protein receptors as rigid molecules and ligands as flexible
molecules. We defined the grid center as the geometrical center of the bound ligand in the receptor-ligand
complex experimental structure. The search space (grid
volume) was calculated considering the ligand dimension and increasing it by 15 Å on each dimension. This
insures that the search space is large enough for the
ligand to rotate in [3]. Using MOLA’s GUI we selected
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the following AutoDock4 parameters: 50 LGA
(Lamarckian Genetic algorithm) runs, a population size
of 100 and 250000 energy evaluations. With Vina the
default parameters were used except that we used the
single threaded execution parameter (CPU = 1) to perform the MOLA serial test (table 1).
To evaluate the performance of MOLA we used clusters for virtual screening with 2, 5 and 10 CPUs (parallel) and compared the performance against the same
task on just 1 CPU (serial) (table 1). We achieved an
average throughput of 237 ligands/CPU/day for AutoDock4 and 575 ligands/CPU/day for Vina. In our test
Vina was about 2.5 times faster than AutoDock4 (table
1). This different in performance increases if we use
more computer demanding AutoDock4 parameters.
During the virtual screening tests one computer was
used as master node and the remaining computers were
used as slave nodes. Of special concern was the possibility that the master node couldn’t manage all the data
traffic going out to and coming in from the slave nodes,
but the system worked flawlessly on all the tests. To
date we tested MOLA flawlessly with up to 20 processors (10 dual-core computers) and don’t anticipate problems when adding more computers to the cluster. Still,
for larger clusters, attention to the master node is
advised to insure it can handle all In/Out files operations. Also it’s important to note that the master node
computer should be the fastest computer available.
MOLA’s parallel algorithm was designed to scan for
AutoDock4 or Vina jobs launched on each node every 3
seconds. This methodology assures that computers with
very different processing speeds can be added to the
cluster and made to work at their own pace. Slower
computers only receive more jobs after finishing the last
ones. With this approach a small loss in cluster performance was expected as, for each job launched, a lag
Table 1 Execution times of MOLA using 1 (serial), 2, 6
and 10 processors (parallel)
Execution time
(minutes)
PDB
code

Receptor-Ligand
Complex

1RBP

Retinol binding proteinretinol

1HVR

HIV-1 protease-XK263

3PTB

Trypsin-benzamidine

Serial
1
Vina

1110

Parallel
2

6

10

593 216 132

AutoDock4 2650 1385 499 310
Vina

1034

536 195 120

AutoDock4 2646 1366 484 306
Vina

1108

583 211 129

AutoDock4 2627 1367 495 302
1STP

Streptavidine-biotin

Vina

1025

535 193 119

AutoDock4 2646 1369 493 305
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phase of up to 3 seconds occurs. Still for MOLA we
observed a good speed-up reaching, on a 10 CPU cluster
(maximum potential speed-up of 10×), 8,64× using
AutoDock4 and 8,60× using Vina (figure 2). The small
performance loss observed is acceptable when we consider that the trade of is being able to add a diverse set
of computers to our cluster.
As most dedicated clusters, the computers used for
this test have similar configurations, a situation considered important for clusters stability. Still MOLA was
designed to be used with computers with different processing speeds and characteristics. Extensive testing with
all computers available to us was made (data not
shown). To date we still haven’t found a computer that
couldn’t be added to the cluster.
At the end of a project MOLA places the result files
of all ligands in a results folder and integrates the results
creating a results-AD4.csv or results-VINA.csv. These
files are automatically opened as an open-office software
spreadsheet, with the ligands ranked by binding energy
and distance to the active site. The spreadsheet table
format makes the results much easier to store, interpret
and analyse. This can be seen in figure 3 that shows the
docking results for Retinol binding protein presented in
a bar graph produced with open-office were we can see
the ligands distribution according to binding energy.
The characteristic bell shape distribution of the ligands
is very similar when comparing both AutoDock4 and
Vina. Still we observed a consistent shift to lower binding energy with Vina for all the 4 receptors used.
MOLA also calculates the distance of the docked ligand

Figure 2 Speed-up obtained with MOLA using different sizes
of computer clusters. The values of speed-up were obtained
dividing the execution time of the parallel algorithm of MOLA (with
2, 6 and 10 processor clusters) by the execution time of the
sequential algorithm of MOLA with 1 processor. The execution
times were calculated averaging the values of the 4 proteins used
to test MOLA using AutoDock4 (dark grey) and Vina (white).
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Figure 3 Virtual screening results using MOLA with Retinol
binding protein as protein target. We used Retinol binding
protein as example protein target and the first 500 compounds of
the NCI diversity set II database as ligands. The results for
AutoDock4 (dark grey) and Vina (white) are presented as the
number of ligands on each of the binding energy Kcal/mol)
intervals presented. The bar-graph was prepared with open-office
using the results-AD4.csv and results-VINA.csv files automatically
opened in the end of the virtual screening experiment.

to the active site and this is relevant as it gives you an
immediate indication of how close the ligand virtually
binds to the protein site of interest. Ligands with lower
binding energy and smaller distance to the site of interest can be immediately highlighted as the most promising compounds. There is no need for further steps using
third-party software, usually used to visually inspect the
ligand-protein complex for each ligand.

Conclusions
In this work we present MOLA an easy-to-use software
tool that performs parallel virtual screening of compound databases against protein receptors, using AutoDock4 or Vina as docking engines. MOLA automates
several tasks including: ligand preparation, docking jobs
distribution and results analysis. The design of MOLA’s
parallel algorithm was thought-out so that the cluster
remains stable even when using computers with different speeds and characteristics. MOLA uses as operating
system a customized Live-CD GNU/Linux operating
system that connects all the computers and assembles
the cluster. The customized operating system uses RAM
memory insuring that the installed operating system and
the hard-disk drive in not used. All results are automatically recorded on a USB-flash drive or on the hard-disk
drive if using VirtualBox. From cluster assembling to
docking result analysis, MOLA is very easy to use and
the tutorial present a step-by-step approach that ensures
a smooth virtual screening experience. MOLA is not
intended for users that have access to large dedicated
computer clusters rather was developed for non-experienced users that want to develop small virtual screening
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projects by using non-dedicated multi-platform computers clusters.
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4.

5.

Availability and Requirements
Project name: MOLA
Project homepage: http://www.esa.ipb.pt/~ruiabreu/
mola
Operating System: Platform independent (Linux/Unix,
Windows, MAC)
Programming language: Shell Scripting and Xdialog
GUI tool-kit
Other requirements: No requirements
License: GNU GPL
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None
Additional material
Additional file 1: Tutorial for MOLA. This tutorial presents a complete
step-by-step guide to use MOLA, including cluster assembly and virtual
screening with MOLA using AutoDock4 or Vina. Also the preparation
steps before using MOLA and the possibility of using VirtualBox for
booting is explained in detail.
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Abstract
Background: We collected data from over 80 different cytotoxicity assays from Pfizer in-house work as well as
from public sources and investigated the feasibility of using these datasets, which come from a variety of assay
formats (having for instance different measured endpoints, incubation times and cell types) to derive a general
cytotoxicity model. Our main aim was to derive a computational model based on this data that can highlight
potentially cytotoxic series early in the drug discovery process.
Results: We developed Bayesian models for each assay using Scitegic FCFP_6 fingerprints together with the
default physical property descriptors. Pairs of assays that are mutually predictive were identified by calculating the
ROC score of the model derived from one predicting the experimental outcome of the other, and vice versa. The
prediction pairs were visualised in a network where nodes are assays and edges are drawn for ROC scores >0.60 in
both directions. We observed that, if assay pairs (A, B) and (B, C) were mutually predictive, this was often not the
case for the pair (A, C). The results from 48 assays connected to each other were merged in one training set of
145590 compounds and a general cytotoxicity model was derived. The model has been cross-validated as well as
being validated with a set of 89 FDA approved drug compounds.
Conclusions: We have generated a predictive model for general cytotoxicity which could speed up the drug
discovery process in multiple ways. Firstly, this analysis has shown that the outcomes of different assay formats can
be mutually predictive, thus removing the need to submit a potentially toxic compound to multiple assays.
Furthermore, this analysis enables selection of (a) the easiest-to-run assay as corporate standard, or (b) the most
descriptive panel of assays by including assays whose outcomes are not mutually predictive. The model is no
replacement for a cytotoxicity assay but opens the opportunity to be more selective about which compounds are
to be submitted to it. On a more mundane level, having data from more than 80 assays in one dataset answers,
for the first time, the question - “what are the known cytotoxic compounds from the Pfizer compound collection?”
Finally, having a predictive cytotoxicity model will assist the design of new compounds with a desired cytotoxicity
profile, since comparison of the model output with data from an in vitro safety/toxicology assay suggests one is
predictive of the other.

Background
A 2003 study estimated the cost of the research and
development of a drug up to the pre-approval point to
be over 800 million US dollars [1]. Toxicity is the reason
behind the withdrawal of over 90% of drugs from the
market and the failure of a third of drugs in phase I-III
clinical trials [2]. Because of the huge cost in researching and developing a new drug, pharmaceutical
* Correspondence: wvanhoorn@accelrys.com
1
Department of Chemistry and Biology, Pfizer Global Research and
Development, Sandwich Laboratories, Sandwich, Kent, CT13 9NJ, UK
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

companies want to minimise the number of failures in
clinical trials and the number of withdrawals from the
market. One way to minimise the number of failures is
to ensure drugs are not toxic before they reach clinical
trials. This is done by screening compounds for toxicity
in the early stages of drug discovery and understanding
the mechanisms of toxicity to avoid designing toxic
drugs in the first place.
The general toxicity testing pipeline in the pharmaceutical industry begins with in vitro toxicology screening followed by in vivo studies [3]. The majority of
mandatory non-clinical toxicity investigations are in vivo

© 2010 Langdon et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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[4]. Preclinical in vivo studies are used to determine
potential adverse effects of drugs, estimate safety margins [5], understand mechanisms of toxicity and decide
if compounds should be eliminated from the development process [6]. At the moment no in vitro test for
acute oral toxicity has been approved by regulatory
agencies to be sufficient evidence to allow commencement of clinical trials [4]. However, there are two mandatory in vitro studies, genotoxicity and hERG assays,
that must be carried out before clinical trials can
commence.
In order to use in vivo and in vitro methods, compounds must have already been synthesised and available in sufficient quantities. Moreover, the experimental
methods are time consuming and costly. For the time
being it is a requirement that in vitro and in vivo toxicity studies are carried out on all drug candidates before
they reach clinical trials. Development of a predictive
model allows in-silico screening of compounds in virtual
libraries, i.e. before any compounds are actually made.
In vitro cytotoxicity assays are often run in parallel to
primary cell-based activity screens in order to identify
hits that only appear to be active because of their cytotoxic effects [7,8]. These cytotoxicity assays are usually
run to triage compounds which appear active in a cellbased primary assay against a target of interest. The
choice of cytotoxicity assay is not restrictive, with some
scientists choosing to re-use an assay from a previous
project, while others opt for the newest cytotoxicity
assay kits on the market. Cytotoxicity assays may be run
against cell lines from different species (e.g. human,
mouse, rat) and/or different cell types (e.g. skin, neuronal, liver). The choice of cell line and/or species may be
aligned to those used in the primary target assay or be
more comparable to the in vitro toxicology assay which
it precedes. Assay methodologies vary widely (e.g. measurements of mitochondrial activity, ATP concentrations, and membrane integrity) but the basic principle is
to assess cell viability and/or proliferation. Endpoint
detection methods are similarly diverse, e.g. luminescence, absorbance or fluorescence. Finally, the period of
cell incubation with compound varies from 2 hours in
acute studies to several days in some long term antiviral
assays. Again the length of incubation time may be
selected simply to parallel that of the primary assay.
The aim of this project was to develop a computational model which could be used to generate a general
“cytotoxicity score”. This could then be used as a service
to alert when a new synthesis is similar to a known
cytotoxic compound, and/or as a tool to give an indication of compound cytotoxicity. To make this model as
generally applicable as possible we tried to maximise the
coverage of chemical space in the training set by merging data from multiple assays. We see a general
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cytotoxicity model as crucial in early stages of drug discovery when typically chemical series are pursued for
which little cytotoxicity data is available and therefore
no opportunity exists to build a more accurate seriesspecific model. Users could then access more information to include cell line, species, compound dose and
incubation time details - and use this to triage their data
further. Finally, we plan to collaborate with safety colleagues to be able to identify the cytotoxicity assays which
are the best predictors of in vitro and clinical toxicity.
This would provide the potential to reduce compound
attrition since series with cytotoxic characteristics which
track with known toxicology profiles would not be
pursued.
Predicting toxicity is a challenging task because of the
complex biological mechanisms behind it. The results of
in vivo studies can be used to validate in vitro studies
[9]. As long as the in vitro methods used to generate
the data are successful at predicting in vivo outcomes,
then the in silico models built with that data should be
able to closely mimic the results of in vivo studies [9].
In this project, data from in vitro experiments will be
used alongside Bayesian learning to predict the cytotoxicity of compounds.
There are several examples of predicting cytotoxicity
from in vitro data in the literature, including the use of
neural networks [10], random forests [11], decision trees
and linear least squares [12]. The last example successfully predicts general cytotoxicity using in vitro results
from 59 different cell lines. In this work we will attempt
to predict general cytotoxicity using in vitro data gathered using many different assay formats, we will also
compare our work with Guha and Schürer’s random
forests, as we can reproduce their models using our own
methods and the same publicly available datasets.
Bayesian learning is a popular and mature machine
learning method that can be used to classify molecules
in two sets e.g. active/inactive or toxic/non-toxic. It has
many applications in the pharmaceutical industry
including modelling biological activity [13-15], such as
kinase inhibitors [16] and hERG blockers [17,18],
enriching high throughput screening (HTS) data [19,20]
& docking results [21], predicting combinatorial library
protocols [22] and describing compound similarity [23].
Bayesian learning is used in this paper because of its
speed, safety with respect to over-fitting and its ability
for handling noisy data. The speed of Bayesian learning
scales linearly with the number of compounds, making
it a fast and efficient technique. No pre-selection of
descriptors is required prior to learning as only those
descriptors that correlate with activity will have a great
effect on learning and unimportant descriptors will not
lead to over-fitting. This also means that Bayesian learning performs well with noisy data, as is the case in this
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study which has a large amount of primary assay data
and an expected high number of false positives and
negatives.
Another advantage of Bayesian learning is that it does
not require the active/inactive ratio in the training set to
be balanced; instead, the assumption is that the ratio
present in the training set is representative of the ratio
in the set where predictions are to be made. Therefore
pre-processing to derive a training set with balanced
active/inactive data is not required.
We have used Bayesian learning with publicly available
and in-house cytotoxicity assay data to predict the cytotoxicity of compounds.
We start by discussing the use of Bayesian learning to
model cytotoxicity using publicly available data and the
validation of these methods. Next we describe the application of these methods to a much larger Pfizer inhouse data set collected from multiple different assays.
Prediction networks, based on the ability of assay data
to predict the results of other assays are generated and
then used to select assay data suitable as a training set
for a general cytotoxicity model.

Results and Discussion
Modelling Public Data

Two publicly available cytotoxicity datasets were downloaded from PubChem [24]: “Scripps” which contained a
mixture of single point (percent inhibition) primary data
and IC50 confirmation data and “NCGC” which contained only IC50 data [25]. These datasets have previously been used by Guha and Schürer to derive
Random Forest models [11]. For each data set, two versions of Bayesian models have been built using different
descriptors. The FCFP_6 models used FCFP_6 fingerprints, AlogP, number of hydrogen bond donors, number of hydrogen bond acceptors, number of rotational
bonds and molecular fractional polar surface area as
descriptors. The BCI models used BCI-1052 structural
keys as descriptors, as used in the published Random
Forest models [11]. We were not able to calculate the
BCI fingerprints for all compounds therefore some compounds were left out (11 from the NCGC data, 33 from
the Scripps IC50 data and 3800 from the Scripps percent inhibition data). For each model, the data set was
split into 5 equal-sized random sets. The models were
built on 4 of these sets (80% of the data) and tested
with the remaining 20%. This process was repeated so
that 5 models were built, each tested on the set that was
left out of the training data. This is a technique known
as 5-fold cross-validation. For each validation a receiver
operating characteristic plot (ROC plot) and truth table
were generated. The models’ performance can be
assessed from the average ROC plot and truth table for
the 5 models.
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Scripps IC50 Data

We built a Bayesian model with a potency cut-off of 5.5,
in accordance with Guha and Schürer [11]. This means
that all molecules with pIC50 > 5.5 were considered
cytotoxic. A ROC plot charts the false positive rate of a
model versus its true positive rate and represents the
cost-benefit trade-off [26]. The area under the curve is
the ROC score: the probability that the model will correctly identify an active molecule from a randomly
selected pair consisting of an active and an inactive
molecule. A perfect model will have a ROC score of 1
corresponding to 100% true positive (TP) rate, and 0%
false positive (FP) rate, while a random model will have
a ROC score of 0.5 as there is a 50% chance of correctly
classifying the active molecule from the pair. In Figure 1
the ROC scores for the 5 fold validation of the Scripps
FCFP and BCI models are shown. The average ROC
scores and standard deviations in the ROC score for the
FCFP_6 and BCI models are 0.70 ± 0.03 and 0.66 ±
0.05, respectively. These scores indicate the models are
poorly predictive and show no clear advantage or disadvantage for using either descriptor. The truth tables and
derived specificity/selectivity data in Tables 1 and 2
show that although the specificity is fairly high, the sensitivity is rather poor, suggesting that the cut off for
cytotoxicity is too low. The published Random Forest
model by Guha and Schürer performed comparably to
the Bayesian model described here [11]. Their sensitivity
of 0.56 is comparable to our BCI model at 0.53 ± 0.10,
but the Random Forest model is better at predicting
inactivity with a specificity of 0.80 compared to the
value of 0.68 ± 0.03 we obtained. The Random Forest
model has a ROC score of 0.73. This is higher than the
average score achieved here (0.66 ± 0.05), although for
one of our five sets a close score of 0.72 was obtained,
this illustrates the need for multiple cross-validation.
The results here show that the performance of a model
depends on the training set, as different ROC scores
were obtained for each of the 5 validations. If the Random Forest model had been cross-validated multiple
times an average closer to ours may have been obtained.
Scripps Percent Inhibition Data

In an attempt to increase the performance of their
model, Guha and Schürer added 10,000 molecules
classed as non-toxic from the Scripps percent inhibition
data set to the IC50 training set [11]. The reasoning
behind this was to emphasise the difference between the
two classes. We used a similar approach to improve our
model, but included the entire Scripps percent inhibition data set in the training set (59,780 measurements).
The Scripps percent inhibition data came from two
assays (PubChem AID 364 and 463). The cut-off value
above which a compound was considered toxic was
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Figure 1 ROC scores for the 5-fold cross validation of the Scripps IC50 FCFP_6 (left) and BCI (right) models. Minimum and maximum
ROC scores are shown.

calculated by taking the the average percent inhibition
of all compounds tested plus three times the standard
deviation. This equates to 39% in assay 364 and 30% in
assay 463. However, not all of these compounds were
available for submission to the corresponding IC50
assay and therefore some less active compounds were
submitted instead. Applying a cut-off to classify a compound as toxic or non-toxic is arbitrary. There is no
expectation that the toxicity differs significantly between
a compound with a percent inhibition just above the
cut-off and one with a cut-off just below, especially
when taking into account the experimental error. The
optimal cut-off can be determined by the desire to see
as few false positives as possible in the IC50 confirmation assay, for which there typically exists a resource
constraint limiting the number of compounds that can
be submitted. Choosing a high percent inhibition cut-off
like mean plus three standard deviations will limit the
number of hits and the false positives amongst them,
thereby ensuring a large proportion of compounds will
pass the confirmation assay. However, the cost of building a Bayesian model is independent on the cut-off, in
fact the cost of model building is low enough that the
optimal cut-off can be found by building multiple models and choosing the best model according to a predefined metric. This idea was suggested by David Rogers
[27]. This method assumes that the actives found in the
IC50 confirmation assays are the true actives that can
be found in the entire data set. All 100 models with
Table 1 Truth table for 5-fold cross-validation of the
Scripps IC50 FCFP_6 and BCI models
Scripps IC50 FCFP_6 Model

Scripps IC50 BCI Model

Experiment Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Cytotoxic

21 ± 1.5%

16 ± 1.6%

20 ± 3.7%

17 ± 3.7%

Non-toxic

18 ± 0.9%

45 ± 0.9%

20 ± 2.1%

43 ± 2.1%

percent inhibition cut-offs ranging from 1 to 100 were
built. For each model, the ROC score was calculated for
predicting the toxic compounds found in the IC50 assay
as positives (toxic) and all other compounds from the
HTS as negatives (non-toxic). In Figure 2 the ROC score
is plotted against the percent inhibition cut-off. The optimum cut-off is 29% (ROC 0.89) for the FCFP_6 model
and 28% (ROC 0.77) for the BCI model. This is close to
the cut-off of 30% that was applied in assay 463, which is
not surprising since this assay contributed ~17 times as
many measurements as assay 364. However, the curves in
Figure 2 are nearly flat; a similarly predictive model can
be obtained using any cut-off between ~10% and ~80%.
This was also observed previously by Rogers, who speculated that this could be used to exploit structure-activity
relationships (SAR) that exist mostly or entirely in the
region of low (below the cut-off) percent inhibition.
Bayesian modelling is biased towards compound sets displaying clear SAR, i.e. actives that are part of a series of
chemically similar compounds. By lowering the cut-off
many random false positives will be included but, as long
as enough additional members of the various SAR series
are added, the model will improve or at least not deteriorate. The mean percent inhibition of all 59780 measurements was 1.2% with a standard deviation of 9.8%. The
lower viable cut-off for toxicity (10%) is therefore close to
just one standard deviation from the mean. The FCFP_6
models clearly outperform the BCI models, which is not
unexpected since the FCFP_6 fingerprints contain far
more features than the BCI fingerprints and the FCFP_6
models were built using additional physical property
descriptors.
In Tables 3 and 4 the results are presented when the
Scripps percent inhibition models derived with optimised cut-offs are applied to the IC50 data set. Models
were derived from percent inhibition data and evaluated
using IC50 data as in Table 1.
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Table 2 Specificity and sensitivity of Scripps IC50 FCFP_6 and BCI models
Scripps IC50 FCFP_6 Model
Fraction correctly classified

Scripps IC50 BCI Model

Cytotoxic (sensitivity)

Non-toxic (specificity)

Cytotoxic (sensitivity)

Non-toxic (specificity)

0.57 ± 0.04

0.71 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.1

0.68 ± 0.03

The prediction accuracy of cytotoxic compounds
expressed by the sensitivity has increased markedly
compared to models derived previously from IC50 data:
but this was achieved at the cost of a decreased specificity. In contrast, Guha and Schürer did not obtain an
appreciable difference in the sensitivity (or specificity)
when adding 10,000 non-toxic compounds to the training set [11]. The cost of the increased sensitivity in our
model is a much higher rate of false positives. However,
of the 484 compounds classified as non-toxic (pIC50 ≤
5.5), nearly half (231) could be classified as moderately
toxic since they possess an IC50 ≤ 10 μM (pIC50 ≥ 5).
The majority of these (151) are predicted as toxic by the
FCFP_6 model (model score >0). For the BCI model
similar numbers were obtained (463 compounds classified as non-toxic compounds, 223 moderately toxic, 136
with Bayesian score >0). Both Bayesian models derived
from the Scripps percent inhibition data are good at
picking compound series with toxicity issues but not as
good at differentiating which member of the series is
toxic and which one is not. This is illustrated in Table 5

where a series of 4 compounds is shown all of which
are predicted toxic. Only one of these (CID 659940)
actually has a pIC50 value above 5.5 but the toxic prediction counts it as true active. The other three are
counted as false positive. However, it should also be
noted that Guha and Schürer lowered the pIC50 cut-off
for toxicity to 4.68 when they compared Scripps data
with NCGC data [11]. Our main aim is to derive a
model that highlights potentially problematic series
early on in the drug discovery process and in this context one false positive such as compound 663916 which
is a very close analogue to the moderately cytotoxic
compound 664633 would not necessarily indicate failure
of the model. Indeed, a slightly higher false positive rate
could be considered an advantage when using the model
output as a compound triage tool for deleterious safety
effects.
NCGC Data

As with the Scripps IC50 data, 5-fold cross-validated
FCFP_6 and BCI Bayesian models were built from the
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Figure 2 ROC score and percent inhibition cut-off for toxicity while training a Bayesian model. Each point represents a different model.
The ROC scores are calculated using all compounds from the percent inhibition data set with actives defined as pIC50 > 5.5.
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Table 3 Truth table for Scripps percent inhibition FCFP_6 and BCI models
Scripps percent inhibition FCFP_6 model

Scripps percent inhibition BCI model

Experiment

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Cytotoxic

30 ± 3.4%

7 ± 1.7%

27 ± 2.6%

11 ± 0.7%

Non-toxic

41 ± 2.0%

22 ± 3.3%

40 ± 3.2%

23 ± 3.1%

NCGC Jurkat IC50 data set. The cut-off for cytotoxicity
was set at pIC50 > 4.64 to enable comparison of our
results to Guha and Schürer [11]. In Figure 3 the ROC
plots for the 5-fold cross-validation are shown. The
average ROC scores and standard deviations in the ROC
score for the FCFP_6 and BCI models are 0.67 ± 0.07
and 0.65 ± 0.15, respectively, which indicates poor
model performance, similar to the results obtained for
the Scripps data. As was the case with the Scripps IC50
data, there is no appreciable difference between the BCI
and the FCFP_6 models apart from the much larger variation of the ROC score for the BCI model. This can be
explained by the lower number of toxic molecules in
this dataset: with 5-fold cross validation there are on
average 12 toxic compounds present in each test set.
Tables 6 and 7 illustrate that the classification of cytotoxic molecules as expressed by the sensitivity is again
low, but the specificity is high.
The low sensitivities of the Scripps and NCGC IC50
models are not a result of the percentage of toxic compounds in the data set since the Scripps IC50 set contained 37% toxic compounds while the hit rate of the
NCGC set was much lower at 4.6%. Furthermore Guha
and Schürer have selected compounds in their training
sets to have a toxic/non-toxic ratio of 1/1 [11], yet they
also obtained models with low sensitivity. A compound
which is cytotoxic can be so via multiple mechanisms a fundamental difference when comparing with single
endpoint toxic mechanisms like hERG or P450 inhibition [17]. While for the latter category a single pharmacophore can be derived, this is not possible for
cytotoxicity as a model of cytotoxicity is in effect a collection of models for each of the different toxicity
mechanisms that result in the measured endpoint. To
illustrate this point, even though the biological assay
data for the Scripps and NCGC compounds was actually
obtained from experiments using the same cell line (Jurkat) and measured cell viability determined by ATP concentration, the sensitivity of the NCGC model (0.32) is
much lower than the sensitivity of the Scripps IC50
model (0.57). The most likely explanation is that the

two compound sets act via different mechanisms to
achieve the same endpoint - a reduction in ATP levels.
This hypothesis is strengthened further upon examination of the different similarity distributions of both sets
of compounds. In Figure 4 the internal similarity of
toxic compounds is compared to the internal similarity
of non-toxic compounds. For each compound, the
FCFP_6 Tanimoto similarity scores were calculated versus all other compounds in the same class (toxic or
non-toxic) and the highest value was retained. The toxic
compounds in the Scripps IC50 set are more similar to
each other (average similarity 0.52) than the non-toxic
compounds (average similarity 0.44), while the opposite
is the case for the NCGC set (average similarity 0.33
toxic versus 0.59 non-toxic). The toxic compounds in
the NCGC set are less like each other than in the
Scripps set which makes prediction of toxicity more difficult for the NCGC set.
Cross Predictions Between Scripps And NCGC

In Figure 5 we show the results of using models derived
from the public datasets to cross-predict each other,
compared with predictions from Ref. [23] and from the
trivial “all toxic” and “all non-toxic” models.
Firstly, we tested the NCGC Jurkat IC50 models
(FCFP_6, toxicity cut-off pIC50 > 4.64) against the
Scripps IC50 dataset (FCFP_6, toxicity cut-off pIC50 >
5.5). The NCGC models don’t distinguish toxic from
non-toxic, as indicated by the quasi-random ROC scores
at 0.52 (the BCI model was no better at 0.50). In ref
[23], Guha and Schürer considered their NCGC model
predictive, but only after altering the fingerprint descriptors (CATS2D) used to train the model, and applying a
different toxicity cut-off to the Scripps set, resulting in
640 out of 775 compounds being toxic (about 83%).
They did not report a ROC score, but a percentage of
correctly classified compounds (68%). This is shown in
Figure 5 together with the value of 61% we obtained
against the Scripps set with the original cut-off of 5.5.
The model in ref [23] had a high sensitivity (0.76) and a
low specificity (0.26); in effect the model was successful

Table 4 Specificity and sensitivity of Scripps percent inhibition FCFP_6 and BCI models

Fraction correctly classified

Scripps percent inhibition FCFP_6 model

Scripps percent inhibition BCI model

Cytotoxic (sensitivity)

Non-toxic (specificity)

Cytotoxic (sensitivity)

Non-toxic (specificity)

0.82 ± 0.05

0.35 ± 0.04

0.72 ± 0.03

0.37 ± 0.05
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Table 5 Example series of compounds which are all predicted to be toxic (Scripps percent inhibition FCFP_6 model
score >0).
CID

663916

664633

664724

659940

pIC50

<4.40 (non-toxic)

5.24 (moderate toxic)

4.84 (non-toxic)

5.64 (toxic)

Score

36.80

28.77

41.14

42.45

Only one is truly toxic as defined by Guha and Schürer [11], but two still have a measurable pIC50. All of these were hits in the percent inhibition assay (min
percent inhibition was 53% obtained for 664724).

by predicting most compounds to be toxic - possibly as
a consequence of forcing down the cut-off. The model
“all compounds are toxic” would have correctly classified
83% of the compounds. Our FCFP_6 model can be considered the reverse. With the original cut-off for toxicity
(pIC50 > 5.5) the sensitivity is low (0.08) and the specificity is high (0.92); this model yielded a 61% correct classification by predicting the majority of compounds to be
non-toxic. The simplistic “all compounds are non-toxic”
model would have correctly classified 63% of the compounds. As illustrates, the two trivial models would perform better than the models reported by Guha and
Schürer and ourselves, indicating that our models failed
at predicting each other. We also tried to predict the
NCGC outcomes by models from the Scripps dataset.
Again, the models derived from the Scripps IC50 could
not correctly classify the NCGC set, as shown by the
ROC scores of 0.51 (FCFP_6) and 0.40 (BCI). The ROC
scores improved to 0.60 (FCFP_6) and 0.51 (BCI) when
the Scripps percent inhibition models were used, but

not enough to indicate good predictive power. Figure 5
shows the percentage of correct prediction (65%) of the
FCFP_6 model.
We conclude that all attempts to predict NCGC from
Scripps or the reverse have failed. Guha and Schürer
derived bit spectra to show that the toxic class of the
NCGC IC50 set is equally similar to the toxic and nontoxic class of the Scripps IC50 [11]. This was used to
explain the failed prediction of Scripps results by a
model generated from the NCGC data. In Figure 6 the
FCFP_6 similarity distribution is shown between the
toxic compounds from the NCGC set compared to the
toxic and non-toxic compounds from the Scripps IC50
and percent inhibition sets. The NCGC toxic set is dissimilar to both the Scripps IC50 toxic and non-toxic
compounds. When the NCGC toxic compounds are
compared to the larger Scripps percent inhibition set,
the similarity to the non-toxic compounds has increased
slightly, partly due to the disproportionally larger number of non-toxic compounds in this set. The NCGC
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Table 6 Truth table for the 5-fold cross-validation of the
NCGC IC50 FCFP_6 and BCI models

rates will potentially yield unbalanced models as
observed here.

NCGC IC50 FCFP_6 model

NCGC IC50 BCI model

Experiment

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

Modelling Pfizer Data

Cytotoxic

1.5 ± 0.3

3.3 ± 1.2

1.7 ± 0.6

2.9 ± 1.4

Non-toxic

8.7 ± 2.0

86.6 ± 2.8

13.5 ± 1.8

81.9 ± 2.3

The results obtained modelling the Scripps and NCGC
sets using naïve Bayesian were comparable to the result
obtained by Guha and Schürer using Random Forest
models. Since Bayesian models do not need rebalancing
of training sets with toxic/non-toxic ratios far from 1/1
we decided to use Bayesian models to analyse Pfizer
data. We consistently obtained better results using
FCFP_6 fingerprints than with BCI fingerprints and
therefore decided to subsequently only use FCFP_6 fingerprints. We concluded from modelling the Scripps
data that Bayesian models can improve if all percent
inhibition data are used to augment the data set and
that a much lower cut-off can be used than is typically
applied by the experimenter. The Pfizer data set contains results from 33 assays with percent inhibition data
and 52 assays with IC50 data. These data have been
obtained by Pfizer and its multiple legacy companies
and not surprisingly a variety of assay formats have
been applied. We developed assay meta data collection
tools for the biological assays to focus on the factors
most likely to influence cytotoxicity (e.g. cell-line, incubation time, dose, endpoint detection method). Extensive data profiling was applied to generate a well
characterised data set (Pfizer dataset collection and
profiling - Methods).
Many of the Pfizer assays were selectivity assays, aimed
at removing “actives” from the primary assay where the
activity was in fact due to cytotoxicity or another non-specific event. Since the compounds submitted to these assays
had already shown activity in a cell-based assay, they are
not true random subsets of the Pfizer file and the expected
toxic hit rate is closer to the Scripps IC50 set (37%) than
to the Scripps percent inhibition set (1.4%). The cytotoxicity assay collection also covered different % inhibition
and IC50 dose ranges. A particular cut off may give 20%
actives in one assay, but 100% actives in another. Therefore to enable cross-assay comparison, the top 20% of
compounds (by activity or pIC50) were considered active
so that every assay would have the same hit rate. For an
assay with a normal distribution this would equal mean
plus (just under) one standard deviation. Modelling the
Scripps percent inhibition data has shown that including
this many actives in the training set can still yield a predictive model. An important feature of Bayesian learning is
that it is not sensitive to the ratio of actives in the dataset;
the ROC scores in Figure 2 illustrate this point: essentially
the same model is obtained from the Scripps percent inhibition data, whether the cut-off for activity is set to 10% or
to 80% or to any value in between. This advantage of
Bayesian learning means we can pragmatically define the

toxic compounds are also dissimilar to this larger
Scripps set, which explains why a model derived from
the latter is also not predictive for NCGC.
Since both assay formats were similar and we
observed an increase in predictive power when all
Scripps percent inhibition data were included, in all likelihood the NCGC and Scripps assays should be predictive for each other if there is sufficient overlap in
chemical space. To test this hypothesis we merged the
NCGC and Scripps IC50 sets into one set of 2103 compounds of which 345 are labelled cytotoxic. As with the
separate NCGC and Scripps IC50 sets we built a Bayesian model with 5-fold cross validation. In Figure 7 the
ROC plots are shown for the unified models built with
FCFP_6 and BCI fingerprints. These models perform
much better than the previous models from the individual NCGC or Scripps IC50 sets: the ROC score using
the FCFP_6 fingerprints is 0.82 ± 0.02 and 0.75 ± 0.05
for the BCI fingerprints. These results clearly show that
merging these two datasets has been synergistic, and
therefore corroborates the hypothesis that it is only the
lack of overlap in chemical space preventing better prediction scores in the separate models. However, the
improvement in predictive power is unbalanced. The
unified model is worse in finding the cytotoxic compounds that originated from the NCGC set (9 true positives for the unified FCFP_6 model versus 16 for the
NCGC model), but better in identifying the true positives originating from the Scripps set (218 versus 161).
The unified model identifies more true positives (and
better ROC scores) because the number increased more
in the Scripps set than it decreased in the NCGC set.
Merging the sets is equivalent to adding more inactives
to the Scripps set since the hit rate of NCGC is much
lower at 4.7% compared to Scripps at 37%. In Bayesian
statistics the probability of a compound being cytotoxic
is compared to the baseline occurrence of cytotoxicity,
mixing data sets with significantly different baseline hit
Table 7 Specificity and sensitivity of the NCGC IC50
FCFP_6 and BCI models
NCGC IC50 FCFP_6
Model
Fraction correctly
classified

NCGC IC50 BCI
Model

Cytotoxic

Non-toxic Cytotoxic

Non-toxic

0.32 ±
0.06

0.91 ±
0.02

0.86 ±
0.02

0.41 ±
0.20
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Figure 4 Histograms of FCFP_6 Tanimoto internal similarity distribution. Toxic (red) and non-toxic (blue) compounds are shown for the
Scripps IC50 set (left) and NCGC IC50 set (right). For each compound, the highest similarity score was kept to any other compound in the same
(toxic/non-toxic) class. In the Scripps set the toxic compounds are on average more similar to each other than the non-toxic compounds. In the
NCGC set the opposite is the case, toxic compounds do resemble each other less than non-toxic compounds. Similar distributions were
obtained with BCI fingerprints. A similarity of 1 does not necessarily imply compounds are identical

top 20% of compounds as toxic without decreasing the
quality of the model.
Our aim was to derive one generally applicable cytotoxicity model and it was therefore tempting to integrate
all data into one training set, hoping for a synergy in
predictive power similar to that observed when the
NCGC and Scripps IC50 sets were combined. We
decided to take a more systematic approach and to only
include data sets leading to models that are predictive
for at least one other data set.
For each assay with at least 10 toxic molecules, a
Bayesian model was derived and the ROC scores were

calculated predicting the outcome of each of the other
assays. To visualise connections between data sets prediction networks were created. (see Prediction Networks - Methods)
Prediction Networks

In a prediction network the nodes represent data from
different assays, and the size of the node is proportional
to the number of molecules in the corresponding data
set. Nodes are considered predictive if the model yields
a ROC score greater than or equal to 0.60. Two nodes
are connected if the data at one node can be used to

Figure 5 Illustration of cross-predictive power for a number of models derived from public datasets. Trivial models ("All compounds are
clean” and “All compounds are toxic”) are compared to models developed in this study ("This study”) and in reference [11] ("Ref[11]“). Arrows
indicate the direction of prediction. The percentage shown below each arrow is the percentage of correctly classified compounds: (true positives
+ true negatives)/all. The toxicity cutoff of the Scripps dataset (b) was defined in ref[11] resulting in 83% toxic compounds. Toxic and non-toxic
sets are shown in red and green, respectively.
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Figure 6 FCFP_6 Tanimoto similarity between the toxic compounds from NCGC and the Scripps compounds. In the Scripps data set,
toxic compounds are red, non-toxic compounds, blue. In the histogram on the left the Scripps IC50 set was used as reference, on the right the
Scripps percent inhibition set. For each compound from NCGC the highest similarity was retained with the Scripps compounds from each
category. A similar distribution was obtained with the BCI fingerprints (not shown).

build a predictive model for the cytotoxicity of the
molecules at the other node. The nodes are only connected if predictions are bi-directional.
The percent inhibition and IC50 prediction networks
are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. The edges
connecting the nodes have an arrow indicating the
direction of the prediction from the training set to the
test set. The width of the edges is proportional to the
ROC score. Differences in distances between nodes have
no meaning. In both networks there is one main cluster
of nodes connected to each other, showing that most
models derived from these assays are predictive for at
least one other model. As described previously, the
Scripps and NCGC IC50 data sets were not mutually
predictive and their nodes are not connected to each
other or indeed to any other node (nodes 53 and 54 in
Figure 9). However, the Scripps and NCGC nodes are
connected to other assays in the percent inhibition prediction network (nodes 33 and 34 in Figure 8). This
situation also occurs with other assays in the prediction
networks, the assay pair (A.B) are mutually predictive,

and pair (B,C) is also mutually predictive, but (A,C) is
not as with the Scripps and NCGC data sets, this could
be due to a lack in overlap in chemical space between
assays A and C. Although there is enough overlap
between (A,B) and (B,C) for the pairs to be mutually
predictive, the pair (A,C) are too far apart in chemical
space to be predictive. The nodes in the IC50 network
are more inter-connected than in the percent inhibition
network. This is not surprising since a higher percentage
of true actives can be expected in the IC50 set compared to the percent inhibition set if the first is the follow up for the latter. Even with multiple mechanisms
leading to toxicity, each of which coming with a different pharmacophore, the true actives are expected to be
more like each other than random compounds and
cross prediction should be easier.
One Predictive Cytotoxicity Model

Although further investigation is required to determine
why some assays are predictive of each other and some
are not, it is worth examining the effect of utilising the
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Figure 7 Comparison of ROC plots for models derived using different fingerprints. ROC plots of the 5 fold cross-validated NCGC/Scripps
IC50 merged model using FCFP_6 (left) and BCI (right) fingerprints.
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Figure 8 Prediction network of percent inhibition models. Nodes represent assays with arbitrary assay number. Node size is proportional to
number of molecules in assay. The presence of edges between two nodes indicates that a model from one set is predictive for the other and
vice versa. All data sets are Pfizer assays except for 33 (Scripps) and 34 (NCGC). Assays with fewer than 10 actives were removed.

Figure 9 Prediction network of IC50 models. Nodes represent assays, with arbitrary assay number. Node size is proportional to number of
molecules in assay. The presence of edges between two nodes indicates that a model from one set is predictive for the other and vice versa.
All data sets are Pfizer assays except for 53 (NCGC) and 54 (Scripps). Assays with fewer than 10 actives were removed.
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Table 8 ROC scores from the 5-fold cross-validation of
the models derived from the predictive assays
Model

ROC score

Percent inhibition cytotoxicity model

0.846 ± 0.003

IC50 cytotoxicity model

0.836 ± 0.002

Merged Percent inhibition/IC50 model

0.842 ± 0.002

information gained from our prediction networks to
derive one predictive cytotoxicity model. The 17 connected assays in the percent inhibition prediction network were combined into a training set to derive the
percent inhibition cytotoxicity model. The same was
done for the 31 connected screens in the IC50 prediction network to derive the IC50 cytotoxicity model. The
models were derived with the same descriptors and definition of cytotoxicity as the models built when constructing the prediction networks. These models were
evaluated using a 5-fold cross-validation method as
before. The ROC scores from the cross validation are
shown in Table 8. The models have good ROC scores
and the variance in ROC score between each cross-validation is also much smaller than that observed for the
earlier Scripps and NCGC models.
These results show that using a prediction network
allows appropriate assay data to be selected to construct
a training set to derive a predictive model. It appears
that using data from a diverse set of assays and employing a prediction network to select assays for inclusion in
the combined model is a powerful approach. The next
step was to see if these two cytotoxicity models can be
combined to give an overall predictive cytotoxicity
model. A test set was created containing 10% of the
molecules from the percent inhibition model training
set and 10% of the molecules from the IC50 model
training set. The two models were re-trained with the
remaining 80% of molecules. Both the percent inhibition
and IC50 cytotoxicity models were tested with the new
test set. The Bayesian scores for the compounds in each
assay were plotted against each other to see if there was
a positive correlation between the two models. The
scores were binned and for each bin a pie diagram was
generated showing the percentage of cytotoxic molecules (Figure 10). The majority of cytotoxic molecules
are at high Bayesian scores in both the percent inhibition and IC50 cytotoxicity models. As both models
score cytotoxic compounds highly and there is a positive
correlation, the two models can be combined. The training sets for the percent inhibition and IC50 cytotoxicity
models are combined to give a new training set used to
derive a predictive cytotoxicity model. The ROC score
for the 5-fold cross-validated model is 0.842 ± 0.002,
between the ROC scores of the IC50 and the percent
inhibition models. This is a good model with little
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variance in performance between the 5 test sets.
Although merging the two models does not produce a
model better than the two separate models, its enrichment is still high and it creates a neater tool for predicting cytotoxicity, rather than having to use two models.
The merged model also covers a larger area of chemical
space making it more general than the individual
models.
The merged model was also validated with a set of 87
drugs approved by the FDA since 2000. Approved drugs
for obvious reasons are assumed to be non-cytotoxic;
however we assumed the 11 drugs with an anti-cancer
indication to be cytotoxic. Figure 11 shows the ROC
plot for the predictive cytotoxicity model when validated
with this set of drug compounds. The ROC score is
0.84, which means the model performed well at distinguishing cytotoxic drugs from other drugs.
In addition, to investigate translation of cytotoxicity
score to toxic effects, ~11,000 compounds which had
been tested in a Pfizer in vitro toxicity/safety assay were
tested in silico through the cytotoxicity prediction
model. Examining the in vitro toxicity/safety data, at
high Bayesian scores (Figure 12) there are proportionally
more toxic compounds (with IC50 < 50 uM), than at
the lower Bayesian scores - i.e. the activity distribution
of toxic compounds with IC50 < 50 uM, centres to the
right of the inactives distribution (IC50 > 50 uM), which
has a lower average Bayesian score. There is therefore a
good indication that compounds flagged as active in the
in vitro toxicity/safety assay would have been identified
as cytotoxic by the model.
Cytotoxicity can also be related to the descriptors used
to derive the model. After the FCFP_6 fingerprints, the
descriptor which has the largest impact on the Bayesian
score is AlogP. Compounds having AlogP between 3.7
and 34 are given a high probability of being toxic by the
model, the probability of being toxic increases at the
higher end of the range. Compounds with AlogP below
3.3 are given a low probability of being toxic, generally
the lower the AlogP the lower the probability of being
toxic. There is one exception where an AlogP in the
range of 34 to 63 gives a non toxic compound, but
there is only one example of such a compound occurring, therefore this is an anomalous result. These are
also unusually high values for logP; therefore AlogP is
an unreliable estimate of logP for these compounds.
Compounds with a high logP are lipophilic and can
therefore easily cross cell membranes, their tendency to
preferentially bind with proteins rather than remain in a
polar solvent making them more likely to have non-specific intracellular effects. Molecular weight is the next
most important descriptor. The model gives a low probability of a molecule being toxic if its molecular weight
is below 370. Higher molecular weights give a high
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Figure 10 Correlation of Bayesian scores of a test set calculated from the IC50 and percent inhibition models. The test set consisted of
10% of the molecules from the percent inhibition cytotoxicity model training set and the IC50 cytotoxicity model training set. The Bayesian
scores are binned to get 16 bins. The pies represent the number of molecules within those bins with size proportional to the number of
molecules. Red segments represent the proportion of non-cytotoxic molecules and blue segments represent the proportion of cytotoxic
molecules. A similar plot (not shown) was obtained using all of the data in the training set.

probability of toxicity. A molecule’s lipophilicity will
increase as its mass increases; therefore it is not surprising that heavier compounds have a higher probability of
being cytotoxic. The polar surface area and the number
of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors also show how
cytotoxicity is dependent on the lipophilicity of the
compounds.
The number of rotatable bonds also has a positive
correlation with cytotoxicity score. This is to be
expected, since a flexible molecule can adopt a greater
number of conformations, allowing it to bind to many
different sites, possibly leading to unwanted effects.
Typically molecules with a large number of rotatable
bonds also have a higher molecular weight - which is
again correlated with logP.
The observed correlation of lipophilicity and related
properties with cytotoxicity is not surprising as this has
also been observed in studied linking in vivo toxicity[28]
and bioavailability to physiochemical properties[29].

Conclusions
There is a wealth of data from cytotoxicity assays available both publicly and within pharmaceutical companies
that can be used to derive predictive models. Here, a
predictive Bayesian model has been derived from public
and in-house Pfizer data.
During the development of this model the need for
multiple-fold cross-validations has been reinforced, as
this gives the most accurate validation results. A method
for cut-off optimisation has also been shown to provide
an appropriate definition of cytotoxicity to build a successfully predictive model. Prediction networks have
been used to make informed decisions on which data
sets should be included in the training set and have
identified the need for more detailed examinations of
what makes two data sets predictive of each other. The
prediction networks identified assay data that could be
used to derive predictive models. These assays were
combined into one training set that produced a
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Figure 11 Validating the predictive cytotoxicity model with a set of 87 FDA-approved drug compounds. ROC plot generated from a
range of FDA approved drugs

successful predictive cytotoxicity model with a ROC
score of 0.842 ± 0.002.
The data indicate that some assays are highly predictive
of each other. We speculated that this may because they
shared common assay conditions (cell line, species, incubation time, detection method etc.). To investigate this
further, more networks were created in Cytoscape to
incorporate the assay conditions available. However no
clear relationship between these factors and cytotoxicity
could be demonstrated. This does not necessarily rule
out a relationship as there was little overlap in assay conditions between data sets, and only a few compounds
have been tested in more than one assay. To study this
hypothesis further, the prediction network method
should be repeated with a dense matrix of assays spanning diverse experimental conditions and compounds
tested against all assays. This information can be represented in the network and any assay relationships
between predictive data sets will become apparent.
Although there are gaps in the understanding of
why the combination of assay data used to derive the
predictive cytotoxicity model works, the model is still

an extremely useful tool and also supports previous
evidence in the literature that toxicity is related to
lipophilicity. This model could be used to triage hits
from primary cell-based screens for cytotoxicity,
rather than running parallel cytotoxicity assays. The
model predictions track well with the in vitro safety/
toxicology assay we examined, but the applicability of
the model as a tool to help identify toxic molecules
early on in the drug discovery pipeline would be
increased if its output could be compared with more
in vitro assays of this type. Once more is understood
on what makes a data set predictive, this knowledge
can be utilised to derive a more accurate predictive
model. Modelling methods described in this paper are
not limited to cytotoxicity; they can also be used
when predicting other molecular properties, or compound activities.

Experimental Methods
Data sets

Cytotoxicity assay data from publicly available sources
and Pfizer in-house screening data were used to train
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Figure 12 Distribution of cytotoxicity scores generated from Pfizer model (combined IC50 and Pct inhibition). A range of compounds
tested in an in vitro toxicity/safety assay. Actives (red), having IC50 < 50 μM, inactives (blue) with IC50 > 50 μM.

the Bayesian models. Four data sets were used covering
172,506 compounds from 89 assays and contain a mixture of percent inhibition and IC50 data (Table 9).
Pfizer dataset collection and profiling

We conducted a gap analysis on the original dataset to
identify those protocols where a substantial proportion
of the assay experimental conditions was missing or
inconsistent, which was the case for some legacy protocols. Examination of the full assay documents and direct
contact with the biologists involved allowed us to generate a list of 82 assays with comprehensive coverage of
the assay experimental parameters.
Assay endpoint detection methods were classified as
Fluorescence emission, Luminescence, RNA quantification and Absorbance. The assay technologies

included dye binding, flow cytometry, formazan dye
formation, luciferase, PCR, and Resorufin dye formation. Data was used from a variety of species Human, Hamster, Mouse, Pig, Rat, and Monkey - and
a total of 34 different cell lines across all of the assays.
To standardize the data and improve confidence in the
model, the cell lines were re-classified according to
their tissue origin (blood, skin, colon, cervix, ovary,
lung, kidney, breast, foreskin, liver, aorta, brain, connective tissue, muscle, and nerve). Incubation times
were standardised to a base unit of hours - our observations indicate that a wide range of incubation periods are used in cytotoxicity screens (2 hours to 145
hours) and they can vary within the same tissue type,
or assay technology.

Table 9 Summary of the 4 data sets used to build Bayesian models to predict cytotoxicity
Data set

Source

Description

No. of
assays

No. of
IC50
compounds

Percent
inhibition

Scripps

PubChem, AID
364, 463, 464

T-Cell (Jurkat) proliferation data containing a mixture of percent 3
inhibition and IC50 measurements

60503

768

59735

NCGC

PubChem, AID
426

T-Cell (Jurkat) proliferation data containing IC50 measurements

1

1277

1277

0
83284

Pfizer percent
inhibition

Pfizer

Percent inhibition data from a variety of different cytotoxicity
assays

33

83284

0

Pfizer IC50

Pfizer

IC50 data from a variety of different cytotoxicity assays

52

28492

28492 0
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In addition to assay profiling and classification we
analysed the percent inhibition and IC50 results for
each assay to determine whether these results could be
included in our models. Wherever we could not identify
the convention used to distinguish cytotoxic compounds
we decided to remove this data from further analysis.
The assays where we could not reliably differentiate
between true actives, artefacts and different naming conventions were likewise excluded.
To allow the model to make appropriate comparisons,
data from the remaining HTS assays was examined to
ensure there was the expected normal distribution
around zero % inhibition. Assays were excluded from
further analysis where this was not the case. Assay
results where the endpoint value violated the standard
business rules (e.g. zero or null) were also excluded. Scitegic Pipeline Pilot was used to develop an automated
data cleaning tools to perform the tasks described in
this section. In addition, using curve fit descriptors and
quality parameters, we generated Spotfire plots and
screen data confidence scores [30] which enable interactive exploration and assessment of the data quality.
These tools were used to refine the IC50 data set to a
list of 52 assays where the data, curve fits and endpoints
were reliable and well understood.
Bayesian Learning and Bayesian score

Pipeline Pilot[31,32] was used to perform all calculations. During the period of research versions 6.5, 7.0
and 7.5 were used, but there are no differences in the
components used in these versions. Bayesian learning is
based on Bayes’ rule for conditional probability which
gives the probability of an event A occurring given that
event B has already occurred. In a cytotoxicity context,
this is the probability of a compound being toxic, given
that it contains a particular descriptor. For each descriptor, D, the probability of a molecule being toxic given it
contains descriptor D is calculated as P(Active|;D) =
A D /(A D +I D ), where A D is the number of active compounds containing descriptor D and ID is the number of
inactive compounds containing descriptor D. These
probabilities become unreliable as the number of molecules containing descriptor D becomes small. Therefore
a Laplacian modified model is derived which takes into
account the different sampling frequencies of different
features by adding samples with the same hit rate as
observed in the training set.
Laplacian modified model

If we assume most features have no relationship to
activity then we would expect P(active|;D) to be equal
to the overall activity rate, P(active) = A/(A+I). If we
sample a feature K additional times, where K = 1/P
(active), we would expect P(active)K of these samples to
be active. Therefore the Laplace corrected probability of
a compound being active given a certain descriptor D, P
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(Active|;D), is equal to (AD+P(active)*K)/((AD+ID)+K).
As (AD+ID ) approaches 0 the feature probability converges towards P(active) which is expected if it is
assumed the feature has no relationship to activity. The
Bayesian score calculated for a compound of unknown
class is calculated by multiplying the probabilities for
each descriptor contained in the compound; this score
represents the likeliness of the compound being active.
Model Building
Percent inhibition cut-off optimisation

The following method was used to find the best percent
inhibition value to use as the definition for cytotoxicity
for the molecules in the Scripps data set. The best cutoff is the value that gives the highest ROC score when
used to build a model. The ROC score is the area under
the curve of the ROC plot for the model. This method
was originally suggested by David Rogers [27]. A set of
121 models was built, each with a different percent inhibition cut-off as the definition for toxicity. The cut-offs
ranged from -20% to 100% in 1% increments. The ROC
score was calculated for each of these models and was
plotted against the corresponding cut-off. The optimum
cut-off is defined as the cut-off that yields the highest
ROC score. As 5-fold cross-validation is used to test the
models, the same method is also used in the cut-off
optimisation. The set of 121 models is trained on 80%
of the data and the ROC scores are calculated by testing
on the remaining 20% of the data. This is repeated 5
times using a different 20% to test the model each time.
When the ROC score is calculated the cytotoxic compounds are defined as those that were labelled as active
in the original data extracted from PubChem. These
labels were assigned based on the percent inhibition or
IC50 values if available for the molecules. This procedure was repeated twice. Once for the FCFP_6 fingerprints and once for the BCI fingerprints.
Prediction networks

A major challenge for machine learning methods is to
understand the applicability domain of models. For
example a model trained on a particular data set may
perform well when cross-validated, but fail at classifying
compounds from a different data set. This research aims
to determine which assay data can be used to predict
the outcome of other assays and to understand any relationship between such data sets. To do this we have created prediction networks.
The available Pfizer data were split into two categories: IC50 and percent inhibition data. This is because
IC50 data are often obtained as confirmations of previous data and are therefore enriched in hit rate but
with lower chemical diversity of compounds (as was the
case with the Scripps data). The hit rate for the Pfizer
assays was artificially set to 20%, but the chemical
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diversity has probably been artificially lowered by routinely removing compounds with undesirable chemical
functional groups and/or physical properties. The
NCGC and Scripps data were included as well as separate screens. There are no distinct percent inhibition
measurements available for NCGC, therefore we took
the percent inhibition at 9.2 μM from the full curve
data as a surrogate.
The Pfizer percent inhibition data set contains data
from 33 assays, A Bayesian model was derived for each
assay, giving a total of 28 models (5 of the assays contained only 1 molecule so a model could not be trained).
Each of these models was then tested in turn with data
from the remaining assays not used to train the model.
Each of the models was also tested on the Scripps percent inhibition and NCGC percent inhibition data sets,
and the Scripps percent inhibition and NCGC models
were be tested with each of the Pfizer percent inhibition
models. A text delimited file was created containing a
column for training set, a column for test set and a column for the ROC score when a model trained with the
training set, is tested with the test set. This file was
imported into Cytoscape v.2.6.1[33] where the prediction networks were created.
The same method was applied to the 52 assays in the
Pfizer IC50 data set. A total of 45 models were produced as 7 of the assays only contained 1 molecule. The
Scripps IC50 and NCGC data sets were also included.
For all models built, FCFP_6 fingerprints, AlogP, number of hydrogen bond donors, number of hydrogen
bond acceptors, number of rotational bonds and molecular fractional polar surface area were used as descriptors. Since for most of the assays it had not been
recorded what constitutes as a cytotoxic outcome the
top 20% compounds (top percent inhibition or top
pIC50) of each assay were classed as toxic. For the
Scripps and NCGC data sets the definitions for toxicity
described above were used.
Two prediction networks were built, one for the Pfizer
percent inhibition data set and one for the Pfizer IC50
data set. Assays are represented in the network as
nodes, and the nodes are connected with an edge if a
model trained with the screen at the source node is successful in predicting the cytotoxicity of the screen at the
target node as defined by a ROC score greater than
0.60. The networks are arranged using a springembedded layout. A spring-embedded layout positions
nodes to give an aesthetically appealing layout. This is
done by replacing the nodes with rings and each edge
with a spring. The nodes are placed in an initial layout
then are let go so the springs force the nodes to move
to a minimal energy layout.
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